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The New York Times, in an aGi-.de we pu; •
lish elsewhere, declares its inability to pciuci'
“any resemblaucc whatever between the characters of Grant and Tweed.” When we appealed to the Times, in the passage it quotes, to dea l
as
honestly and thoroughly with one as 11pother, we did not ask it to condemn the one lot
precisely the same measure and character ol
offense as the other; but to bring to it* di.-eiision of each the same spirit of manly aud thor-
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Wintering Calves.
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has been a fancy of ours to
Handle calves for threescore years. A »ut
the first hard work we tried to ,k vas to
yoke up the calves and teach them f go at
tin* word ot command. In our boyhood ii
wa> the practice to feed them nubbins ot
corn,
or a few oats besides their
hay, and
when wc began on our own hook we fed
arrots.apples, turnips and potatoes. Forty
yeaiV experience have convinced us that
flierlittle trouble in gettii g through'the
t’rs* Winter, if the calf is in fair condition
f > begin with.
We prefer oik* or ail the
articles above named to grain.
1A es should have a place by
themscIves,
where they can enjoy their food undisturbed by older animals
A good shed is indispensable; good early cut hay, and free ac-
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Boy

“Thwiigh all the world betrays thee,
-a it!. at least, thy rights shall guard,
O:
nu ! lithlul harp shall praise thee!”
1 he

nmi-in-i

ft 11!—but the fueiuan’s chain

Could not bring his proud soul under:
The harp he loved ne'er spoke again.
For he tore it? chord? asunder.
And. said, “No chain shall sully thee.
Thou soul of love and bravery!
Thy song« were made for the pure and free.
They shall never sound in slavery!"
Thom a- Moore.
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STORY.

It was Thanksgiving eve.
Thanksgiving ve, with its lovely sun
setting behind u bank of purple black
clouds, and throwing long bars ot orange
light athwart the dreary pasture-fields and
down the valley that skirted the slow ripple of the Ilousatonie river. Thanksgiving eve, with a moaning restless wind
that stirred the drifts of yellow leaves in
the chestnut-copse, long ago rifled of its
glossy treasures, and rnstled sadly among
»

the dead fronds of the sweet-fern on the
“huckleberry lots;*1 where the goldenrod and the blue ‘ringed aster had faded,
ami the sharp frosts had touched the vines
with
crimson as vivid as if every leaf
had i> ii dipped in blood !
Yci notwithstanding the keen touch of
the ifl ak November blast, growing keener
still ;tb the sun dipped lower behind those
violet i masses ot clouds, Elam Barstow
stoodleaning against the stile of moss
enameled lairs just where you left the
road and struck into “the cross cut'1
through the woods. It was a sylvan spot
in tin1 summer-time, full of dense shadow
and vague, delicious scents; nor was it
entirely without a rude fascination even
on thr very
outskirts of winter. The old
tree-, with their moss-grow n and liehened
trunks—the carpet of rustling leaves instinct with aromatic odor, and the sweet,
mournful-hush of the November twilight—
Klam Barstow could scarcely have defined
ail fh
influences, yet he felt them stirring the depth? of his soul as he. stood
there, whistling softly to himself, and
v iu
king a bright eyed squirrel as it
glided up the trunk of a gigantic old
ehe-tnut-trce beyond.
And then Elam
-haded his eyes with one broad, sun-burnt
palm, and looked eagerly oft* to the westward.
"It b ais aW -he don't come!" he mut<■
ed uneasily.
lb was a tall, nth1 'tk man somewhat
pa-: the boundaries of middle age, with
rude yet not uncomely features, thick
black hair, oddly waved and crimpled,
and an eye keen as a falcon’s—an eye
which lighted suddenly up as a slight
figure became outlined for an instant
against the western gold of the sky, where
the woodland patli opened, far away, and
them disappeared into the valley.
Rivers coming
os, it was Rachel
trom her daily work in the great brick
factory in the vale beyond. Many and
many a night lie had watched for her, and
would have known her light footfall had
he heard it at tho very world's end
She came up, shrined in the sunset,
like a pictured siint which had stepped
from the window ot some great cathedral
lair. slender girl with that brilliant
type of New England beauty which is at
orn-c so curiously unfitted for the bleak
climate in which it sometimes expands.
Her hair was brown, lighted with gleams
of burnished gold; her deep liquid hazel
eyes, bordering on black, had in them a
dreamv, languid glitter, stolen trom the
1 h ient
; and her skin was tinted as delicately as an oleander-blossom, while her
lip-., red and ripe and velvety, were like
fredi coral.
And with all this, our calicodressed damsel carried the small head
right royally upon its slender throat, and
moved like a princess ot the blood, worn
and faded a- was her shawl, and shabbily
trimmed'as was the coarse straw-hat with
its fluttering blue veil.
Rachel, let me carry your basket !”
But Rachel repulsed him with piquant

..

■

The successful life of Mr. Jacob Stravvn,
the prhice of American farmers, is attributed to the close observance, of the following
maxims, originated by himself;
When you wake up, do not roll over, but
roll out. > It will gi • you time to ditch all
your sloughs, brake them, harrow them,
and sow them with timothy and red clover.
One bushel of clover to two bushels of
timothy is enough.
Make your fencing high and strong, so
that it will keep cattle and pig.-* out.
If you have brush, make your lots secure, and keep your hogs from the cattle;
for if the corn is kept clean, they will eat
it better than if it is not.
lie sure to get your hands to bed by
7 o’clock—they will rise early by force of
circumstances. Pay a hand if he is a poor
baud, all you promise him; if lie is a good
hand, pay him a little more; it will encourage him to do still better.
Always feed your hands as well as you
do yourself; for the laboring men are the atmosphere, Irost, cold, etc., was always
bone and sinew of the land, and ought to more fertile than any portion ot his adjoinbe well treated.
ing land, even under a high stage ot culti1 am satisfied that getting up early, invation. Our use of mulch upon small fruits
dustry and regular habits are tie4 bi*st medi- also confirms the above theory, for a good
cine ever prescribed for health.
mulch invariably Increases the production
When rainy, bad weather comes, so that from fifteen to twenty-five per cent., as well
you can’t work out doors, cut, split and as contributing very materially to the size,
haul your wood.
color and cleanliness of the fruit. We beMake your racks, Using your fence or a lieve that mulching will alwas pay. i Hortij
gate that is oft' its hinges, or weather- j culturist.
boarding your barn where the wind lias 1
blown the siding off, or patch the roof of
Some of the solid men of Bangor will ask for
your barn or house.
a
charter to build a railroad from Bangor
Study your interest closely, and do not through Ellsworth, Cherrvtield and Maehias,to
spend any time in electing Presidents, Sen- the east line of the State, with branches to
ators and other small officers, or talking of Lubee and Castine, and with the right to form
hard times, when spending your time in a connection with the Penobscot and Union
River Railroad, or any other railroad. There
whittling store-boxes, etc.
will also be a petition, which Bangor will opTake your time and make calculations,
pose, for a charter for a road from Dexter,
don't do things in a hurry, but do them at
through Dover, Foxcroft and Sebec to Brownthe right time, and keep your mind, as well ! ville, and another for a road from Castine along
the coast to Calais.
as your body employed.

Rachel—”
Y

es

throat and wrist, anil a little gold brooch
loaning her only ornament; but not all

hands. There
two rockers, cushioned in rainbowcolored patchwork and an old clock all
fastened with red-berried asparagus, a
spindle-legged table, and a fat copper
tea-kettle swinging from the crane, and a
cat purring softly on the lire bricks—and
various elements of (he picture which
constituted homo in Rachel River's eves.
Mrs. Rivers glanced up from her work
—a fat, rosy little woman, with cheeks
like winter apples, and eyes that sparkled
brightly behind their spectacle glasses.
“Seems to me vou’re arlv to-night,
were

pi under cultivation, >f course, most
die time
Every good cu .ivator knows
Now as it ought to be plowed any
dignity.
;cd
-pi
up and taken care of, why
”1 can carry it myself. Elam Barstow!”
d■
r
d
in the Pali and thus secure a
Elam was a little annoyed; lie hit his
a !
d<
vantage. Where there lias been
■1
"ibh- with the canker worm, we say plow
iip.
o all means and if
•1 suppof.0 I nnv walk with you a part
you haven’t done it al- ;
re *ly, try it
ot
tin* way?”
immediately. But in plowing
under trees that are of any value for the
I suppose you may, if you please.
ju.iiity •! their fruit great care is requisite The road is open to all !”
luinjure he roots. Plow shallow
Her ha/cl orbs shot, out a mischievous
w
the roots are running, and look out
gleam as sin* spoke, i- lam Bar b»w felt
to
!;.»•
bark ->r deface the times by the
its soft, delimit H one.
ues-s handling of the
plough. A good
“Rachel!”
o
iard is worth taking e.are of, and if it
“Yes.”
i- ti'
g-'O' 1 the owner ought to have pride
“1 wi-di you’d stop a minute.”
u ake it so. , Massachusetts
■’lough in
“Stop here? What for? Em In a
Ploughman.
hurry to get home.”
“But, Rachel ! must know- ! can’t
The Poultry Yard
endure this suspense, blamed if I can—
Tie 'e
there now ! Why don’t you tell a foliow
i< gained by having comfort-able Winter quarters for poultry. They out and out—yes or no?”
shouid not be permitted to roost on trees,
Rachel st-», ped to loose a red mapleor an.
other
*111 of doors place without
leaf from l!m fringe ot her old worsted
r<» -f or covering of some sort, exposed to
shawl.
'•“it!, wet or storms.
The force of habit is
•‘T«*l! a fellow what?” she questioned
strongly implanted in their nature that somewhat imperiously.
win. re they roost in fair weather, they will
“Whether you love me or not ?”
p"i -bst in roosting all the time.
“That is easily told—no !”
There should be an open shed in the
“But, Rachel —little Ray—you can’t
poultry yard, under which should be kept a mean it.
am sum.
.Just listen to me
box of dry sand to afford a dry bath, or
\v got a good farm and a
one minute
dusting place for the fowls to rid themselves of vermin. This is of much impor- good house —you would be a lady, ltay,
tance, and should not be neglected. This and never moss the factory threshold
I'd make the old folks welcome
shed will also atlord protection from the movi
at my fireside, as llowers in May—you
hot snn, and from rain.
One of the great wants of poultry is know 1 would, Rachel, for your sake.
And Ilepsy, she’d love you like a sister;
green food; some fresh grass cut every
day, and given to them, will be much en- she's told me so, time and again ! You’ll
► ved ; also,
or
other
cabbage, lettuce,
green many me. Rachel—say you will.”
food from the garden.
Potatoes boiled and
•I shall never say tlmt, Elam Barstow.”
mashed in the Winter, is a good substitute
But, Rachel, why ?”
for green vegetables; also turnips; cabShe looked at him with that royal way
bage cut line is eaten greedily, and veiy sin1 had.
good for them.
“I do not think you have any right to
ask me that question, Elam! But I will
Hon. Aiiiasa Walker has lately published
Because 1 love
answer it
nevertheless.
an article arguing that our inflated paper
another- because I have promised to wait
Increases
the
of
one
class
currency
prices
for Charles Way land, your own cousin !”
ot products and does not afl'ect that ot
Elam Barstow’s countenance fell visHe says that our home products,
others.
which are wholly consumed in the country, ibly.
‘•1 thought you had forgotten that boylike boots and shoes, farming implements,
vie., are measured by the redundant cur- and-girl fancy long ago.”
“1 have not forgotten it— no. nor never
rency and thus nominally higher, while
those which are raised in such excess that shall!”
‘*J)o you believe he ever will come
a portion mu. t be exported, are measured
by the gold standard of foreign nations back to claim you ?”
“If he lives- yes !”
where our currency is not accepted, and
are not correspondingly advanced. AccordAnd if he should he dead ?”
“Then 1 shall live and die true to his
ingly our agricultural products, which look
for a market abroad, are produced at a memory !"
The words dropped in low sounding,
great disadvantage, since they are grown
under a paper currency, and chiefly at its silver
syllables from her lips. She had
enhancing cost, while they are sold at a spoken them very quietly, yet Elam Barprice regulated by a gold currency.
stow felt that all the world could not
move her one hair’s-breadth from her reMn.cn as a Manukk. An experienced solve. And the sun went down behind
farmer, once found, by experiment, that the clouds, and a gloom and shadow
where he mulched his wheat land with seemed suddenly to enwrap the twilight
vetch, he had an increase of crop of twelve solitude, just, as it darkened round his
bushels per acre, and he invariably found own soul.
that land which had been sheltered during
“Very well, Rachel,” he made answer
the previous winter, from the action of the
sadly. “I can’t press you anvmore; hut
mt
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practicable
u‘ disturbing the roots.
If the plowdone at the proper time, that is just
iiio grubs begin to make their ascent
trees, it will prove a pretty comorotection.
Every orchard ought to
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Thr* min-tn i Uoy to the war is gone.
!" ils
ranks tit death you'll tin«i him.
Hi- fathers sword he has girded on,
\ 11 1 bis wild harp slung behind him.
I. md of -ong!” said the warrior banl,
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The

Diet of Worms.

11 <■ nrv Ward Beecher is right. Why
-h juld there be any objection to healthy
worms properly cooked as an article of
iu-1 ?
Au ed. for example, is only a largo
\v »'m
but its food is clean and healthful;
m\ second to that of the
a:ai
» llesh is
"m.:
the ti-wiu's equal. the Spanish
tucker* I. or the sheep's head.
A roasted
grasshopper, whose only food is the
sweet fresh grass, or the smaller families
who have devoured it before him, “done
brown" with fresh butter or toast, Pelrnonico cannot equal as a delicacy. The
hestnut-worm, as Mr Beecher well observe*, never ate an unclean thing in its
life
he lived upon the best and the
rich.-'-and tastefully prepared, carefully
seasoned, and watched sedulously while bong unoverdone, what could be more dehi :«ms?
There really is a great mistake in
tin general public mind, as it is called,
b'lit these things
What are lively inhabitants of a rich cheese, for example,
but it part—ta®d the best selected part at
Mi.it -of the goodly cheese itself?
Who
v
saw an Englishman evade the “scttleUut nr
in a well-established Cheshire, or
matured Stilton, or petrified Cheddar ? Terf«*w persons
No; nothing that
ip*
h-ihituully devours good food, with discre>n and discrimination, is unworthy to be
i-ateii.
Even cannibals themselves, in their
human preserves, llnally lost their relish,
fr-nn the. variety of their game.
A fat,
w
l-fe-l an 1 well-tied missionary, lying on
hit? back like a turtle, at the door of a
S
i"h Inland restaurant, with a label on
setting forth that he was to be
si1'
•■'] n;> at twelve o'clock the next -lay,
was a v
iy different subject lr on a p'mrly'1 -!
*111111011 American sailor, marked, perhaps, in dill'ereut-colored inks all over his
b
ly. Mr lb-echer’s theory is a benevoHe goes for the worm, though it
•ut ue.
iwrought him much annoy.” Worms
a\" devoured
his substance; destroyed
h
cherries, his apples, his pears and his
plnn s. They have bored his trees even to
gr ater extent than he has bored the pubu
describing their depredations; and
though they till his ground, torment his
radishes. perforate his potatoes and exasperate a!! kindred esculent roots, yet lie
bears them no malice.
“Healthy worms :"
i- his only invocation, “eat. grow fat. and
be —cooked'
M

r”

“You’ll oomo to our house to-morrow ?
Your father and mother have promised
llcpsy to eat their Thanksgiving dinner
You’ll come, Itaehel, just to
with us.
show you don’t, hare any malice for the
foolish words I’ve spoken?"
“Yes, Elam, I’ll come!”
So Elam Barstow left her, where the
red light from the brown cottage under
Beeel” Mountain shown out across the
lonely road, and Rachel went home alone.
The light from the great wood-lire
gleamed cheerily upon her as she opened
the door, disclosing a quaint little room,
low-ceiled, and fragrant with the resinous sap which was bubbling out at the
end of the blazing logs—a room wainscoted half the way to the ceiling, and covered with a well worn rag carpet, woven

the moire antique or velvet that over
glistened behind the plate-glass windows
of Broadway “maisons de mode” could

have improved her appearance.
"Sit down—sit down before the lire,"
said Miss llopsy
“Elam, take Mr
Rivers’ hat. Do let me rid you of your
shawl Mrs. Rivers. Rachel, you .just go
into the front room—you’re young, an’ll
want to fix up a little, likely
and there’s

The

Pennsylvania

From the Scranton,

ough-going reprobation of wrong —to judge
facts by the same standard of public moral-,

and not pass over as of no account conduct in
tin? one which in the other was justly held aweighty indication* of >ubse<{uently prown
guilt. We are far from the mood of partisan
passion or revenge which would unpun
to the President the character of a vulgar
But the Pre-ident.
plunderer like Tweed.
il he
little wav toward
approach but
the bad eminence *.f jobber) that Tweed v
tained, would do infinitely more mischief, and
if possible would prove himself a far workman.
For consider the difierencc of the portions the two hold, and of what, from pivedcni
and cu.-tom, the public, expected of their occupants n spectively. Tweed was a N--w \ »rk
Supervisor. Before, him was the example ..t »
long series of jobbery aud infidelity to muni ipal trusts. He did but improve on an abundance of bad examples.
He but degraded offices
already so contemned by honest men that n
first class merchant or professional man of N o'York city would have been willing to a.veif
them. But Grant is the chief ruler of a great
country. Hi- office w:u the goal ol the ambition of the first men in the land; hi- -eat had
been occupied by men whose names are and
ever will be written among the highest in th*
pages of human history. And thi- place,
pre-eminently honorable in itself and in its associations, had been, if not always adequately,
vet never di*honestly. tilled. <>n no former
President’* record had the faint.-t stigma <»f
And thi* -eem- >t
personal dishonor rested.
but natural. Tlie office i- so high that it inak.
a great man, like Washington or defier-on.
seem like a demi-god, whileit elevate- a common and ordinary man above all mean tempt,

NUMBER 24.
Wild
IVnn.'

Children.

cult v iti taking care of thorn, especially as
the boy has manifested lately a disposition
of violence toward the girl. When he
wished to go from homo he had to resort
to tying them a distance from each other
as a means of mutual
safety.
The furniture of the hut was a bed and
a lew rude seats.
The father says that
the house once could boast of having a
stove called the "Monitor,” a round bottomed pot and kettle, and a pan. but these
the boy broke, and latterly cooking was
done by means of a due, with the assistance of some pieces of sheet iron.
In
speaking of their household property he
said the family owned three sheets before
his wife left, but these were rent and unlit for service. His china-ware consisted
of a few delf plates, which, however,
were kept in a trunk, and
only taken out
upon the arrival of company.’ The children were fed from tin plates.
it is an encouraging evidence as to the
future of these unfortunate children that
since their introduction to civilized li*
they have improved is disposition a id
habits, and shows that with proper "are
their redemption from their present barbarous condition is possible. The children
are simply the victims of ill-usage and
neglect, and notwithstanding the professions of the father of the concern, he must
have had the instincts if a brute to permit
them to grow up in such a state of misery
and degradation. As their case stands
now their reformation and
improvement
would be the aim Of humanity, ai d should
be the aim of those concerned ;n them.
This will imt tie accomplished by exhibiting them like wild beasis throughout the
country. It is a stain u ion our civilization to permit this, and we would appeal
to the humane and philanthropic in "our
midst to rescue them from their degraded
and degrading .situation.

Republican J

I>elt»re

introducing our renders t(> the
children, we suspect that they would like
to take a glance at their lather, m whose
companionship and under whose control
they have been from the hour of their

birth to the present time, llis name is
Thomas ’.Veils Parks. He is a small,thin,
wiry man, and is about titty-one years of
age. His hair is light, and, on account
of not being interfered with much by a
comb, is disposed to curl. It is possible

#

fire there.
Go—quick !”
“I can take off my things just a= well
Rachel!“
herp. Miss Hepsy.”
that his lace may have made an acquaint“Xo mother, I’m a little late.’’
“Oh, shaw' nr., you can’t. Here—in ance with
soap and water at some period
“Do tell! and I’ve been ao busy try in' there !”
of his life, but it is a
time since, and
to cut a vest out o! your father’s old butRachel wondered a little at Miss he stands before us. long and
unshaven,
grim
ternut coat that somehow 1 haven't even Hepsy’s widen) anxiety to get her into
as Adam
might have been at the same
heard the clock strike !”
the
front room,” but concluded that
after Eve had grown so indifferent
Mr. Rivers chuckled from ids station at probably I here was a new carpet or cur- age.
ns io cease to comb his beard with her
the right-hand corner of the hearth.
tains, or something which the house-keep- fingers, and himself too far removed from
"Mother's dretlnl smart at contrivin'.
er had on exhibition, so she walked
barber where lie might indulge in the
lie said, “but she can’t make somethin’ slowly in, with her shawl on her arm, and any
luxury of a ten-eent shave. Ho wears an
out of nothin': and an old butternut coat untying her hood as she went.
old stove pipe that might have been in
comes the nearest to nothin’ of any creatYes, Miss Hepsy Rarstow had some- fashion a
century ago; has on the semed object 1 know of! May’s well put up i thing there, but it was neither
carpets, I lance of a shirt, and displays a necktie as
And
your shears, mother—you won't make it i curtains, nor new china vases.
iuu«t:
lions to ner-oual frailtv. The n
for its variety of color as it
unit.,
Rachel’s astouisud glance fell on a tall, distinguished
of ambition, gratilieu to tie* lull m
go
is for the style in which it is worn.
He
>o rill the heart of an
‘I It bet a ldg apple I vviii, then
shoul.I
rethis
office.
great
good-looking young man, who stood be- was born in Exeter Township, in Luzerne
man not ot the most grovelling and despu
torted the plump little matron, briskly. I fore the
blazing hearth, looking down j County, at a place called Gardner's Farm,
nature, as to leave in it no room for the pet;im“book Ray—a cross-piece hero, with the
upon her with a world of happy mischief! in the year 1820. Here he lived until he
If the Prepassions of greed and nepotism
fronts right off the tails, and there’ll be in his brilliant black
n
dent do but ml) ever so little, he mast
eyes.
was ii'teen years of age, during which
meatier and muv d* t--stable th in
And the next moment he had caught ; time tie went to school
enough for lapels and to cover buttons,
finitely
to a
occasionally
Work- who w 1! /
mere r mimiss oner of
’itliont ever touching them worn spots !’’ i her in his arms, smothering lion astonished
school-master named Emilina Brown.
m -iever s,) much.
Society has a right
Kaonet looked down at the melancholy I
cry with a shower of genuinely lover- Ilis father then moved into the woods in
mcn
>v tlie trust it repose- in them—to win!
remains of the old butternut coat.
like kisses.
c:
iinueh i- given, of him mm h -i 1 -111
Monroe Township. Wyoming County,
“Oh mother.” she said, with a sudden I
et
nacnet : my love: my near little olos- where
Bearing th:- consideration in min
lie
has lived since.
After taking
what grounds there are for insiitiring a <
impulse of loathing at the potty trials and '• som !”
up his residence here, lie went to school
parisoh bet ween f weed as h stood prio
pinchings of their lives, 1 wish we were j “Charlie W avia ml.”
at Diamond Hollow, where a pedagogic:
Cou-i House disclosures, when 1,. w athe
not poor
For it was Charlie’s self, bronzed and I named
Sherwood professed to
pocted but not vet proven a plunderer, and th
“P’raps we shan't he always,” said Mrs. j travel-worn, and perhaps a trifle more ! initiate Chauneey
last
officer iti tic iiuutry who ean
p tr i■>.
the rising genius of the district in
llivers, regarding her daughter keenly self-reliant and digni ied, but the same the mysteries
for doing aro tli.n : even -iispi-mm-.
of reading, writing and
*•
nl*!
f
The
first
over the tops of her spectacles.
"There's ! Charlie still, who lull wooed and won
gr
suspicion again-' Twarithmetic. Ilis acquaintance with the
was that lie weir uito polities < aftei I”- in'
Klam Ilarstow, says—"
her long years ago.
schoolmaster
here
led
to his introduction
In
val of trade and bankruptcy) pom.
“Don’t, mother—don’t !” interrupted 1
"Dili you think I was never coming to Iiis
wife, she being a cousin of the
off
her
shawl
and
Rachel, throwing
u
Uu -in..
and the Times,
hurry- back, Rachel ? Did you begin to fancy 1 “man of learning." It did not take the
4p
Broaching a Mine,
m
Mild lie.; nave hone-*
ing to the lire, as if to warm her slender was false? Oh, my 11!tie queen, it you tedious process
judged th it Si
ot conveying her to quiltAmong the many dangers the Cornish lu.s million out «•! hilittle hands.
try as -an r\»r u
“Klam llarslow is nothing I could but know how I have looked foring parties. to spelling schools and other miners have to battle against, one of the State Senator. S > (ir nr w-m into otli e
to me 1”
ward to this hour."
“doings," which it takes with some coun- greatest arises from accidentally carrying and is notoriousiv millionaire aheadv;
Mrs. Rivers smothered tho sharp pang
"I have sometimes fancied you might
cannot have male hi- uvllion out <>; iiitry swains to kindle the afflatus of love in the excavations too close to some disused he
of disappointment at her heart.
be dead, Charles," she answered simply, his
ticial 11ary or lit- Tgitimaq ..ipt- m 're
bosom. His wife jumped rigid, into old pit, that
lent -aved. mv;
pi rhaps many years sine ha-- serve •. No former Pr
“Vou take me tip so <[uick, Ray,” she “but I never thought 3-011 false.”
his affections the first time lie saw her. been boarded ami earthed
over, and in in that otlice m >-t of them w. r impo\ori-tcsaid petulentlv.
1 was only a sayin"
lie folded her mutely to his breast, and and nis
into hers being at the course of time
was
n
wlnt hi- .mem:
r.
It
|
!
holding
by
progress
forgotton. When miners
Flam's folks have invited u- all to their there was silence for a minute or two.
••? ;
same rate, they joined hands and got
have, reason to suspect that such is the I said of Twe*- i’s wi th, P tic boa-tinghome to Thanksgiving, and I’m glad on’t,
“1 have come back to stay, now, I married. The
luxuri *11*
I
mcern
organngth
stipendiary
who tied the knot ease—a
person
a
caused
1
suspicion generally
for somehow our turkeys don't grow fat, Rachel,” lie said quietly. ”1 went
by
pointments i.f hi- -t biles, tliat in >-t fixed pub
away was an individual named John Frier, who
greater exudation ot water then is usual attention upon hi- susnieious ridi-'s, \nd
and Lyme Dartmouth has sold every one to seek
my fortune, and I have found if. j was a’Squire, and at the same time folwas
at
it
not what p-iti
once
to
is
opponents ha
what
techni—they
proceed
o’ them pumpkins upon the mountain, There shall be no more
partings dear 1"
Jin* eiitlm-i l-t!
lowed the honorable employment oi' a Lui
hole it," and the following X Iguelv alleged, -o mil h
cally termed
and—and--”
“Does Klam know?” whispered Rachel. ner at
of
an
a
adulation
lmiring
!
MTosp.mdent of t:
Slabtown, on the road between description of the holing or
1
a
“And we’re poor, mother, and can’t
emptying pit \\ esfern Methodist
eoneernm.*
\• i <» r“Flam brought me home here last, night Centerville and Bowman Creek.
He was of water
t
liun ir
may best be given in the w. ids I (trant's Mi--ouri farm, w hi i
afford to set a Thanksgivin’ table like w, when l alighted, chilled and half frozen j
of age when he formed of an old Cornish miner, one ot the
twenty-six
-to, k an
years
of
bi
»odcd
worth
thousand
dollars
prinused—why don't you speak out at once 1J" with the cold. He would not allow me I his conjugal alliance, and according to
other property thereon, that be-t eiiab.d m
ciple actors in the undertaking—
demanded Seth Rivers, with a tremulous to go to
t
your house, but told me that 1 lbs own story it was one not at all times
real /e the vastne— and raj’i 1 if y of !>•• Piv
see, sir, we were working
"Well,
you
motion of iiis poor old paralytic hands,
must spend Thanksgiving with him—that
i lential accumuluti ms.
calculated to contribute to his comfort or two hundred fathoms
a
“Come darter let’s hav“ supper-—the1
down,—running
The second notorious ind cation of I’we ■■!’*■
you must first look upon my face beneath lead him to look back on the occasion level due north—and t > our
kettle Piled over long ago I"
surprise, tie political profligacy, was the abundant prnvi-i n
Ins roof.
Bless the old fellow’s noble ! with
of
feelings
pleasure. Though giv- i further we wen:, the more moist the he made for his relatives in th public -cr\ 1
And Rachel moved about the little room heart .' I believe he is
nearly as happy ing no evidence of much education, lie earth became, till, on
sons-in-law, and the sons an
with a sinking at her heart- -a vague now as 1 am.”
going to work one llis sons and hij
politic d partners, w, re all in
fluently, and has a variety of i morning, we, found the whole end s ms-in-law ifhim.
speaks
sense of uncertainty as to whether -he
An l -o with (.rant. T:
Rachel winched a little ; the rose deep- words at command. He is
under
something of of tiie wall covered with drops ot offiv?
was
lias
Sun
and
wholly
her
repeatedly, inienntradiet. 1
printed
altogether
ened on her satin cheek; but m her in- an elocutionist, and
doing
gives Daniel Web- dew. Seeing this, it struck all ot us at from any quarter, a list of-tweiitv-tiv- or in
duty.
most heart she too could have invoked
ster's eulogium on Washington with con- once, that there must be a
relative- whom (irant ha- appointed to otli.
pit at no
“1 will work all day in the factory
1
oaratl.d om
himself. And. to carry *h
blessings upon the sturdy farmer who siderable power and effect. Perhaps his distance, and (as they almost aliusgreat
are) underfurther,
will bind shoes all the evening," she had loved her so
and
iti
whatever their offences, he u
dearly
utterly
most remarkable accomplishment is that full of water.
Fancy this, sir; a body ot -tep
Hi- b: other-in-law (’a--v
not remove them.
tnought. within herselt. “1 will .-ell mv vain: while Charles Way land, uncon- he can write a system of phonography,
water, reaching many lath oil above
time ami mv strength, and mv toil, but ! scious of what was
actually convened a parti-an >i-u < mveutipassing through his which ice picked up out of the old book, and the narrow space in which you you
and li t I
in the New Orleans Cu-nmi lion-are
will not sell my heart 1“
betrothed’s mind, went on:
Th" chare- working
with considerable rapidity.
of the anm of the I'nited Stateonly separated from it by a thi.t detachment
She sat up late that night, long after
i or years i nave suiloreu all tne pangs tors are made with
he
whom
to
out
hand
delegates
oppos.-u.
keep
great legibility and crust of clay, putting you in the momenold Seth and ids wife were in bed and of homesickness
and to overawe and control the d> liberations ot
among the orange groves lie could read them at once. This is a
tary fear of this giving a vav. and the such delegates as !c ehoo-e :o admit, (irnr
asleep, working at her needle by the sickly ami scented breezes ot the Spanish vales;
strange accomplishment, uni shows tin water crashing in upon you. However, has not removed Ta-cy. nor e\ ell rebuked htm.
light of the solitary tallow candle, to try now 1 shall spend Thanksgiving in spirit manner
in which he employed his mind there it was, and must be
proven,
got rid of, and for this outrage. ..rant's father was
and earn a little more money.
and in truth in my own old New England and ilis leisure moments in his wild home.
of lu-own letter, to have
i this too, by driving or holing
into on the evideti
“For mother's bonnet eannol be bleached lioine. Oh,
an appointment in the federal service for ii\Ray, il you could but know He uses the pen in other way- with a it for it left, we never should beright
safe, or hundred dollars, and yet he is -till retained
again without falling to pieces,” she how beautiful the rugged mountain looks,
good deal of dexterity, bis specimens of tell when we might come unaware.- a toss Postmaster of Covington. Craiit'- brch.-r- •.
v
mused, “and father's over-coat is far
with the bleak crags and draperies of
of
inspection.
printing being worthy
I one of the many levels or shafts which law. < 'T’cn. \v is proven t»y u:> own iiiiism" ■'
to wear another winter !’’
j:shabby
pine forest!—if you could feel the exIlis wife was twenty years ■: age when run in such numerous
:t
lot with Fi-k A Mould. 11•
So Rachel stitched on at the
ways and depths. to have i »in• *<I in
to suborn
heap of ultant leap of my heart when the tirst he married, thus making her about six ! When the
of the mine learned >f merely to defraud tie- people and
captain
shoes she was binding, and tried to dis- snow [lakes
beg in to drift down among years his junior, or forty-five wars old. its existence, an oiler was s ion made on
guise from herself how weary and sleepy the yellow leaves! and—”
nui last Aiaren, or, as the out man says, I tolerably generous terms to anv who
ol his tellow plotter-; and (.'rant :i!i•• e
she was, while the cricket chirped shrilly
But here .Miss 1 fepsy’s voice interrupted about the time the
maple sap was running, chose to empty it; which oiler six oi brief interval of atVefe 1 displeasure,
underneath the hearthstone, and the lire them.
she continued to share his fate, bm left us
again into hi- iniima'e a--o,-i 11i..?;
simmered and crackled
accepting, we at once proceeded with bin back friettdshio.
“! tinner's ready
she announced, “and then, and
through the
though lw has heard rumors ol our dangerous task. The first thing we avowed
silence.
an-- ot
V
third
notorious
-u-qidoti
you’ve, been talking a full half hour here
her whereabouts. In* has not been aide to did was to
a
The clock struck eleven when at last
strong frame w irk Tw -oil’s integrity. was tli _r---e ral un 1 -r-t in
"Now, Hepsy, that’s simply nonsense,’' learn definitely her place of al- >de at pres- with doors put up
attached, open inward to- ing that he received ”presonts”fmm people wh
she rose up and glanced out of the win- cried Charlie,
iuereduously.
ent. Tlie reason s’ne w-.-igewl ior i< a\ ia j.
wards the old pit so that the n-iant tic had otli ial favors t mtiv it lit- hand-. Fvdow.
“Well if you don’t beiieve, you tnav him. he
mine u is holed, liy running and closing body knew, or ha I heard. of -ome one or or In •:
-ays. wa- that the boy wa- g
now
nark a is ana low Uu* wind
to do lor t*
just look at the clock. Come, Rachel, ting ton strong fur her, that she weli*y ..f N w
i ■. in passing the mass of water who ha-l !iad work
h
howls f” she murmured to herself, with there's no use
v<.,*rk. a tel eom plaint- I !h it ! In* protit- -i! w
looking sheepish and hang- coming afraid of him and not •*'■:■.* tu i iv mil bo kept
back for a due -long in paying toll to tie- Bo--, du-t sdlrai't
an
instinctive feeling of pity lor stray
ing back ; they know all about it in t’other
him. lie hint.-, however, at some
ugh it a ex ents, for us to reach the eeiv>-s pre-outs ot ill -oris of people, am!— \
travellers toiling along the solitary road. mom, because Elam's told them. Come manage
other reasons for her departure, and when in 1 h rs
After plai ing tin e
ot tilt se eepting M I war 1- Pionvpout, wh i- in «• 1»v *n
'■Thank Heaven we are not so poor as Charlie! I don’t know whether th
?y raise referring to her desertion speaks with an s.rety-viive-i, as we culled them, along expectati m of a r-la ••—no mail known to h:i\some in this world.”
if
in
kirgt-'y presented to liitn is kn ovu i.» Inv.- la
turkeys
Spain, but they do I’ll stump evident expression of sorrow and regret. the level at short distances
when
And
apart, we ed of reeeivvig an equivalent at the pudF \Thanksgiving morning 'em to beat the one I've got on the table On going
she took with her one
away
and
proceeded slowly
cautiously wi.h the pen-es.
dawned, the chill gray air was full of to-day.'1
•'
child, a boy about three years ot age.
; I we d
more
\ ••hitali notorious nidieatmu
dangerous part of our work, llit
lazily-failing llakes ot starry snow.
And -Miss Hepsy, ushering her guests
We are now prepared to introduce our
hit
we
nearer
to the'old mine, at tteial venality was, hi-being inter'-te l in tinby
"I knowed it was goin’ to snow,” said into the
got
sene
banqueting apartment, pointed readers to the main objects o! eurio.-itv
furnishing of supplies for the public
every blow with the sledge on the borer,
old Setli Hirers; ■■! felt it in my hones
Tie*'I’ransi-ripi company, the •stationer’s .-.hi
triumphantly at. the unctuous bird, which tin* children. Those are a hoy and girl. A
the rush o: water to follow,
last night
Well 1 do like seasonable
expecting
puny and other eoneern were under-food to
with
sides
and
skewered
lay
smoking
to their exact ages the. father cannot -pc tk
often
and
often
to
-.trike
more
weather.”
tearing
patronized largely b an-- Pw.-.* 1 wav-to,
wings, upon the very centre ot the board. I definitely. The practice of civilized life jI than one b! >w befi
re
f
r
>ur
The same snow, tailing faster now, and
running
“There’s a turkey lor you,"quoth Hepsy. ol
-a
M
of
'li
the
in
tii
tiupaiiy
ages
offspring
registering
lives, fill the constant drear, which v.e • in -to k
with a persistency which threatened a
But we are very much afraid, speaking
ooke.il- (*;•■--i.l“!lt tel .o- I -tockowiier, IBil.de was followed by him; but In* were all of us in soworked
family
the
nerves
clinked
the
upon
winoverno
against
prolonged storm,
ppiont
voraciously, as aH chroniclers should', says tiis wife destroyed the record or took I of '.he bravest that even a
id fa.
tailing stone Washingtot and the -’on
dow-panes of the huge kitchen in Elam that Rachel Riters did not properly ap- the
lie supposes, 1 would be sutlb'ient to
book away with her.
iu tin- eye- of tic- inf!ioriti'*- ;it \\ i-hingbevery one *f us
Harnstow’s hospitable farm house, and
jnit
preciate Miss Hepsey Barstow’s Thanks- however, that the oldest child—the girl— i to flight. Never shall 1
\
tie*
tin
of
tiestock
eneliate
forget the mor.i- thereby « tok ',;teg
fringed the boughs of the old hemlocks in giving dinner. She sat at the table, like was born about three years after their 1
rati: A'
when at last we did get through ; Me-’sr-.
I
the door-yard with ermine whiteness; one in a
ing
A lift it i ill: It e >11 ol 1 -.vrc r- a'liii it >ti v
dream, thoughtful, absent, but marriage, which would make lew a;:-1 and I can almost
while Miss llepsy, a spare maiden iadv
fancy seeing one of my the pubiic plundering Imsin--—. m-i-tt .1 in t
ever and aru.n, until, as Elam ! about
blushing
wo.
Between her age and mates as lie stood with the borer held
twenty-i
somewhere about forty, hurried hack and
up bail character of tie* tie-u.w -til 1 e* mostly
sagely observed, “The currant jelly wasn’t the boy’s there is three years, making his
l orn Field-. \e 1
ready for another to strike, the rest of us sorted with and patron!
forth, intent upon festive preparation.
a circumstance to her eh ?eks.”
about nineteen. As they appear on
age
for
the
blow
to fall, and prepar- Frcar. am.I th-* like, w--r- hi- tru-r.-d agentThe Thanksgiving table, already set in
watching
walked
home
intimates personal and political. v, wit I Mr
They
together, just on exhibition they are clothed with red ilan- ing to run if
the “big keopin’ room,” was worthy of the
necessary. At'last when evt ry —lie quarrels with Sum r an l luir/. h *i :of the evening,” as the quaint noi shirt and
edge
buttoned loosely
pants,
was
fixed
the
steel ham- aloof from Trumbull, p ’-'-ente- F irt agut if 1
eye
Miss llepsy’s reputation as a thorough- old
upon them,
Farmer Rivers around them, the
expression goes.
pants being a little lack- mer rang on the borer, which in an jtliar 11 ate->ck. p t- Porb r tut-: Btbe.ick. ami e <n
going housekeeper. The damask table- trudged on first, arm in arm with liis ing in longitude, and only coming the instant
Nv. -i
suits '' init-em and P> .11 r. F
was sent whizzing far
away down
cloth, white as snow, hung in scarcely- plump helpmate, and Rachel followed
P
of their knees. Their appearance the level, as with a horrible roar the Morton s
!b*publii
disturbed
folds; a lew late chrysan- with Charles Wayland. The night had length
1
is not all idiotic, but rather simple. The water eaiue
and
tearing
themums were disposed among sprays of set in
crushing through. partner ot Twe-*d. i- hi- «r-n i».-i it -e
stormy anil cold ; the wind “keen- faces ol both are sharp, the noses promi- It was a run then for life,
sir; and in a long Bram-h, e: i- eh >i« t-»r tlnmo-t revergreens in boxes and vases at either ed” sorrowfully through the boughs of the nent, the cheekbones
the mouths far shorter time then 1 can fed it, we -p )a-ih!c mou v
!•-■ tern otli -e in hi- gin.
high,
were
of
crimson
end ; there
plates
shining hemlocks and leafless birch trees that large, the foreheads thrown back a little, were
u ii fait hftilne—
A six' h .n
itio
>f l \v -e
the first doorway, and
apples, streaked with gold; dainty cran- skirted the road ; and the snow fell fast but not low, their complexion tlori l and the actthrough
t-i his trust was his ab-enting himselt h i!»itu il
of swinging to the next, when the
like
red
from
betarts
f-»r
:--rio,ls from tli'- post of duty h w
berry
peeping
eyes
and noiselessh around them but to Ra- lit up all the time with a
laugh. 'The hair first was dashed against it, bill, thank aid long
hind bars of llaky crust; exquisitely chel it seemed as if site
for stay ing it.
Wliih a Stipm i.-oi h
passed ovi r roses, of their heads is the identical color ol (■ >d. tin"s for a time resisted the
would spend thre>* m mths ot each m ir i'
pressure
browned pumpkin pies; glass preserve with the sunshine
f the tropics raining their father’s, and is
and matted. oi the iv.iiei, oi 1 should not be here to Albany, as State Sen or— an altsenee t >ta!!y inlong
dishes where amber-clear quinces and around her.
Their lower extremities are a little dis- tell of it. On we
wqh an li «te -t tlischargc of hisped, our only hope of compatible
quivering moulds of currant .icily shone
For site knew tTat this Thanksgiving torted,
in Vew N .-k. S
Mrant -lay- aw v t'r.*
owing to the habit of squatting on safety Ivin r in gaining the ladders before lice
and glimmered ; and plates of elaborately
c,
i -umm -r. prelerring the
Washington
whose
sin
had
day,
gone down behind the ground with both their limbs turned the last door
and what a genial som-ty of the illiterate, utist'rupulou
gave
away;
cracked butternuts and hickory nuts. the dreary mounts
would
shine in one direction. Their skin is rough and distance
n-tops,
seemed
I.
Bm
h.
aTwewhen
i
at
mg
Ami
even
a
few
oni
they
Murphy
For Miss llepsy did not believe in the forever in her heart.
f
hard, and covered with blotches and moments gained might rescue us from allowetl his'{ satellites. Fields, Frcar. A>
modern custom of bringing on the destheir city posts by being at Albany ab
scratches from exposure.
The girl is death!
neglect
at
last
xve
reached
Breathless,
A Oueer Bride.
sert as a serarate and independent af<;
*;n•
aof
winter.-o
rant
1
th
Secretary
appstouter than the boy, and is very docile. them and had but ascended a few rounds,
fair.
Navy Mr. Boric, of whom nobody bad evw
The New York correspondent of the St. The boy has the appearance of being when, with a bang—whirl crash—the heard,
“Let folks see what they’ve got before
anything in ]uiblie life, but that he waLouis Republican furnishes the following starved, and has an ugly disposition. water was upon us, and, like some hor- rich man who hamlsoim ly -uhscribed toward a
’em to eat at once,” she said, “and manThis he manifests sometimes by fighting rid monster, it
of gossip:
present to the President : an 1 who -’ di-eharc
That’s my bit
glided up,stop for step with of
age matters accordingly.
duty was a im-re sham. Admiral Porter n
the catastrophes of the month with his father, and the girl bears the us. Even now a
"Among
shuddering
feeling
creeps
doctrine.”
toriously doing the duty in B >rie‘s name.
bo mentioned the marriages. Awn- marks of several injuries inflicted on her over me as I call to mind the fierce
strugWith a last glance at the loyal bird, may
Hvery one of these oniparisoiis could
while in ill-hum >r. Most of the time,
are tip and carpets are down in front
gle it was to climb faster than the water elaborated, and numbers more added; but it
the turkey, now peacefully browning in ings
are
toward
of
our churches, and
are
in
however,
fashthey
kindly disposed
rose.
Faint and weary we still hurried a repulsive topic t eoiitemplab*. and we ha.-tei
weddings
the huge brick oven, and dispensing a
ion as well as deaths. Last week at the each other, and when pleased the boy upwards, for to rest only a few moments through it. These are but a few imple in-tan
most savory odor around his funeral pyre,
of tin* '‘resemblance” whieli the Time-his
manifests
to
!
pleasure
by
attempting
Little
Church
the
Around
the
would
to a certainty have been death. I p.
Corner,
Miss llepsy hurried to the window to
kotherwise—!ia- failed b» find. !*■
Church of the Transfiguration, the only scratch the girl’s ami or lace, after which n[>, with our dread enemy gaining on our •w eiisighted
ii the public career
the President, an !
look up the road, now halt obscured by
his
he
in
his
anil
mouth
does
of
Lester
was
Wallack
puts
e
-'In
r
now happily verging to a denow
lingers
th
earrer.
with
the
void
daughter
duly
(lagging footsteps;
the veil of buttering snow.
1
so again.
are constantly mutter ng water
dost
made
Mrs.
Arthur
Sewell.
whieli
it ha- so wel
Not
without
igmuninions
They
to
our
still
with
knees, yet
gliding
1 hey u ought to he here pretty soon,
i
i helped !■* -f.-p. Taken -ingly, tv
di-the bride is cpdte something to themselves, as if making an renewed
desperation struggling on. one of-uch points
she said reflectively. “Did you tell’em difficulty, however;
Ikdeemed
itieoiielu-iv
may
young, considered pretty, and all the effort to speak, but there is no evidence Thank heaven, the adit was at last reached
dinner was at twelve, exactly, Klara?”
though not me is trivial. But they all eoexi-t,
that they understand each other. Their and We were saved.
world
New
knows
she
has
York)
(in
our
expemore
of
the
-atmwith
and
sort,
many
Dragging
they -P
Elam, who was sitting by the lire, evi- culiarities
early history may be told in a few words. hausted limbs a few teet higher, we tend more or !e.-- to one lamentable ami hum i
peculiarly her own.
dently ill at ease in his new blue suit,
During the solemnities of a bridal Their Mother was of a delicate nature, watched the dread torrent rushing biting conclusion. But the Time ask for *\h
nodded, and poked the back log with his
tinet charges.” When the testimony in the goi
ceremony it was supposed she would fore- and both the children at an early age through this outlet. Then it was, that
loot.
ua>'
im*
urine
gnunimg in.jiur;
money >■;
never manithe ways and manners that have made were subject to fits.
a glance toward my comrades. 1 Fisk & Gould
They
go
giving
chuckled
Miss Ilepsy
right to the Presidential family
gleefully.
her conspicuous in her father’s theatre, fested any disposition to articulate Eng- find there were but three left. Yes, sir, six not Corbin alone,
but neatvr still to the Presi“How Rachel will stare, to be sure!
and in public generally.
Unfounded sup- lish. The father complains that the mother of us went down; three only came
Gen. Garfield, as Chairup. dential person; when
And it ’(want the luekost thing you hapThe church was well tilled. The let them run about through the woods in Whether they were overtaken in the level man of the Committee of < kmgress, went to tin*
position.
lantern
out
there
with
the
to
be
and told him of the testimony tracing
President
pened
time
is
the
summer
a
reathe
naked,
bridal
or
washed from the ladders none could
urging
cortege arrived, passed up
long
tiie bribe right home to the White House, and
just at the precise minute the stage pass- covered passage to the vestibule, halted, son for her neglect that they did net re- tell, tor death was too
closely following of the evidence of Grant's personal assurance to
ed ! I tell ye what, Elam, I guess we
and
no peal of organ fell on Florence’s
us
the
at
time
to
allow
any
clothing.
us
to
quire
bestow a the conspirators that the government would not
two’ll liev to live it out together, old
In the winter time she made them mocear.
‘What,’ screamed the bride, with a
gold, and of Corbin's letters, and Mrs. (’orthought on our poor mates. I Iowcver, we sell
batchelor and old maid.”
church full of people in front and a crowd casins and put a cloth around their should- thought a deal more about them on bin''* letters, to their relatives in the White
the Times forget already, how
House—does
“Yes,” growled Elam, “’cause we can’t of
guests pressing ill behind, ‘no music? ers, and during the utmost rigors of the reaching the mouth of the pit, where stood shocked all good people were to hear it reported
neither of us help it.”
The three plae-faced, anxious wives, scan- back to the Committee by Gen. Gai field, that
I won’t be married without music.’ Sev- season this was their only clothing.
Miss Hepsy nettled a little.
eral ladies here filled the open door be- girl, especially, is very hardy and adven- hiug us on coming to grass, and asking “the President preferred not to see the testi“Now, Elam Barstow, you know that hind the bridal
or to make any suggestions or statement
party. The ushers were turous. She has been known to roam us, with a Lightened cry, ‘where are our mony,
’aint so; I never telled y'e the hull story
in reference to it?”
lie alone, of all men in the
sent flying after an organist. The bride away several miles from home and sleep husbands ?’
did not see how dense a cloud lie wrappt d
about Square Lounsberry—”
land,
in
the
most
intense cold.
in streaming white silk, flowing veil and out several nights
could only point down to the roar- his
We
reputation in; and, ever since, the shocking
“I know it well enough,” interrupted
wreath turned upon the crowd She often appeared naked upon tiie public ing gulf, for our hearts were too full to scandal ot this gold gambling has been no lessen
Mr. Barstow, rather ungraciously; “how orange
the
of
a
and
travelor caution to him.
Can we wonder that oven
utter even the simple word—‘dead.’”
upon
approach
motioning them back. She cried ‘You roads,
Tweed thinks the storm w ill "blow over,” when
you ami Selina Fairweather pulled caps
can’t come in here now, till I pass into er would run into the woods. Before lining
’bout him, and how finally lie gave you
the Corbin scandal fell stillborn on the ear ot ..
her
of
method
on
exhibition
locomotion
the
door
Her
church. Keep
somebody.’
both the slip, and went oil’ and married
At a ball given in Louisville a low President ?
father tried in vain to calm her. Her pro- was on all-fours, she having gradually
Ruth Ann Parker, out to Danbury.”
But notwithstanding all this, wo conclude as
to this system ot pro- nights since by canal employees, quite an
habituated
become
a word, but she
ventured
husband
posed
we began, we do not regard President Grant
Miss Hepsy bit her lip.
shut him up summarily. No organist was gression by seeking for beech-nuts among amusing incident occurred. Ham sand- as having done such things as Tweed lias done.
“Elam Barstow,” she oegan—but luck- found, the invited guests outside the the leaves in the woods. This might fur- wiches were upon t he table when the com- But even a faint approximation by the Presito
Cnited States to the morals and
were invited in to
ily for honest Elam the storm about
supper. Some dent of the
chapel door were clamorous, and the dis- nish Darwin or some of the advocates of pany
of Tweed, is a far more serious mi**
break on his devoted head was averted appointed damsel reluctantly went up the the “Development hypotess” with an in- mischievous fellow, however, had a few methods
chief to the body politic.
See how the tone «>i
by his sistei’s happening to spy through aisle and was married. As the benedic- stance of Reversion,” and he might find minutes before stolen the ham and re- public life and morals has been lowered b\
the window her approaching guests, and tion was pronounced she commenced an in this creature one of the missing links placed it with thin slices ot soap. The Grant’s example. Look at the thells of th
she
stopped short in her wrathful oratory, a animated argument with the happy Sewell. so long sought after. With the exception men, being very hungry, seized the bogus Southern carpet bag government, compared
with which even those of Tweed appear n*•
ran to open the big front door and bawl
As she passed out of the church, half of the epileptic attacks while young, the sandwiches and immediately hit out huge
unique. Look at the management of th.
welcome long ere the comers could hear it. way down the aisle she spied Tom Baker, children have been very healthy. The mouthfuls. The mistake was discovered longer
Custom House, where
charging two
“Do come in!” she shouted hospitably the leader of the orchestra at Wallack’s, diet has been principally potatoes and by each individual, but no one said any- millions and a halt for Murphy,
fifteen months revemnthe
and sung out:
‘Here, what’s the reason other vegetables. Their father owns litty thing about it, thinking, perhaps, that the collection, goes out boasting of Ins economy and
pulling plump Mrs. Rivers across
threshold. “I’m proper glad to see you. I had no music?’ Unabashed, the gallant acres ol land where they were reared, but others would laugh at him. The author fidelity, and is warmly endorsed at all points b\
Navy ^ aid. so crowd
Walk in, Squire, and you too, Rachel. Baker replied: ‘Why didn’t you let me they have never done any work. Their of the ,joke watched with subdued merri- Grant himself. See tin* we
: ed with sinecures that
pay the expense ol
You look jests’s pretty as a posy to-day, know.
I’d a had the whole orchestra nearest neighbor was a mile distant. His ment the numerous wry faces and chang- maintaining a navy of the'lirst class in lighting
with the snow all over your hood.”
here.’ I’ve seen blushing brides, tearful name was Richard Rymon. He was a ed countenances that, one by one, indicat- condition, while we have not altogether, in
Miss Hepsy was undeniably right. brides, agitated brides, but if Miss Wal- lumber dealer, and owned a saw-mill, and ed tlie extensive circulation of the soap. available shape, enough ships to face the Span
and are forced to speak with hated
Rachel did look flower-like'in her IVesh, lack had been getting married every day it was principally through his endeavors 'I'iie best feature ol the affair was that no ish squadron,
breath, or, rather, not to speak at all, in repr..
was
for live years she couldn’t have been a that the lather was induced to exhibit the one got angry, lint all laughed heartily at bation of the cruelties and
bright loveliness. Her “best dress’’
outrages of the op
it when it was discovered that alt had hit
preasors of our Cuban neighbors, and our own
nothing extraordinary—a simple crimson more self-possessed and easf-acting bride children. Since the time of their mother’s and been “bitten."
at
-■ trust and believe th a
the
father
desertion
has
bands
citizens
them.
\\
linen
had
ditli
herself.”
among
white
snow
than
she proved
delaine, with
great
a
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lhv-idou! is not, consciously wrong to the
his affiliations and courses are such as
eruptionists in office practise, and such as no

lie*

GREAT

\'< 11t.

<

The

liygh-iniinUd man, ,io man either morally or
mmilaliy tit to he President of the United States,
ould

l recoil from. The reform that is
wanted iti the Uivil Service is wanted most of
;! in the head of the service. Gen. Grant seem*
mi. rl\ incapable of
of his
rising to the
'ugh office, or of appreciating the need* of ciretion and disinterestedness which it demand- <-t him. The Times has distinguished
1
its Iv between
right and wrong in the New
^ 'i k
not to be capable of discerning, if it
w ill mily look, how furbelow the high standard
properly rv.m* of New York officials, the
hict .Magistrate himself grovel*.
It needs 10
the '•ame candor and all the high qualities it
|>as shown in the tight against local corruption,
n treating of the more
widespread debauchery
••I
political morals which is patterned and
-'d by the bad and careless if not criminal
\ain; I. of the unfit successor of a long line of
< him
Magistrate.-, several of whom were illust rloiis, while not one had lacked a
proper sense
w

n

man Catholic

and

unquestionable
[Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
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BOUTWELL S

Fhe Death Knell

of American

person-

REPORT.

Shipping.

churches,Jewish synagogues

dissenting-chapels special prayers
The feeling of grief upon
were offered.
the present, and uneasiness for the iuture,
is profound andjwide spread. Business is
wholly suspended throughout the country. Telegraph lines arc blocked with a

■’

or an

All Hopes of his Recovery Abandoned.

Dying Prince;

London, Dec. 11. In accordance with
the request of the Archbishop of Canterbury,prayers forthe recovery of theheir apparent were introduced in the service in all
Anglican churches yesterday. In the Ro-

dignity

<•!'personal honor,

I REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

BRITAIN.

multitude of messages sent to and fro conthe Prince, and the greatest anx| ietv is manifested to obtain tho latest
I news.
London, Dee. 11, 3 P. M.. An unofti-

cerning

j
|

I

eial

telegram

dated

Sandringham,

e

"■

*•

<

■

Boston.

a

Journal will please

1 P.

so

state to the Court.

be

placed. We read that business is suspended, that crowds wait about the telegraph offices, that royal messengers from
the palace declare there is no hope, that
the physicians despair, ami that the bell
ringers ef St. Paul’s wait to toll the dirge
of royalty.
Death knows no kingly prerogative.
Albert Kihvard, Prince of Wales, now
about thirty years old, is the eldest sou of

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which
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to go.
S. M. Pettengill & Co., 0 State St., Boston
and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding

nual
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Letter From

being sacrificed. 13ut ere long the imCorrespondence of the Journal.
portance of these matters will be brought
Boston, Dec. 11, 1871.
| THURSDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1871. to their apprehension in a manner that
THE VISIT OF TIIE GRAND DUKE
cannot be ignored. The alarming loss of
!
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING valuation and population in Maine will lias occupied the attention of Bostonians
—BY—
be followed by a more alarming loss of individually and collectively for the past
II. SIMPSON. dollars in the pockets of those that re- several days. The manners of the princej WILLIAM
ly visitor, whether eating or drinking,
main.
editor and proprietor.
sleeping or talking, riding, walking or
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the*
England's Grief.
sittiug, have all been duly noted, careyear, $3.00,
Advertising Terms,
For one square, (one
As we write, the people of England, fully discussed, much admired and faith! inch of length in coii.mii,) $1.25 for three weeks,
He has been observed to
1 and 25 cents for each
subsequent insertion. A'frae- overwhelmed with grief, are in momen- fully copied.
tlon of a square charged as full one.
have a habit of thrusting his hands deep
tary expectation of learning that death
into his pants pockets when in conversaAdministrators. Executors and Guardians has claimed him upon whose head the
desiring their advertisements published in the crown of England would otherwise soon tion, and the custom has immediately

M., says that it is evident from the distress which prevails there that the last
hours of the Prince of Wales are approaching. The whole household has been

We copy below that portion of the An- i thrown into the deepest gloom by the
j words of a special messenger who left
Report of the Secretary of the Trea- the sick chamber shortly after noon with
which
relates to American shipping despatches from London. He declared
sury
•iiul the prospects cf its restoration—
unreservedly to the bystanders as lie passed out of the house, that he did not exReturns for the fiscal year 1*7-V71 show that
the ocean commerce of the United States is
pect to lind the Prince living when lie repassing rapidly into the hands of foreign mer- turned. The despatch adds that the exhauts and ship-builders. In the year 18t»0,
dropped by members of the roynearly seveuty-one per cent, of the foreign eom- pressions
al family and others in close attendance
mer-e ot this country was in American ships
confirm the statement
hi 1*0-1 it had fallen to forty-six
per cent.: in on the Prince, fully
l*b*. to forty-four per cent.; and in 1*71, it is of the despatch-bearer, and it is evident
reported at less than thirty-eight per cent.
that all hope is abandoned.
The loss of the shipping of the United States
i' due ehiellv to two causes—first, the destrucOHUCI U. l!l I.T.F.TINS.
tion of American vessels by rebel cruisers durLondon, Dec. 11, 1 1*. M. The only
ing the war: and, secondly, the substitution of
iron steamships for the transportation of freight
bulletins of the condition of the Prince of
nd passengers upon the ocean, in place*of sailWales, issued and signed by his physiing vessels and steamships built of wood.
When tin* war opened English builders f cians arc the following:—
Sandringham, Dee. 11, s A. M. The
ron stoani'hipx had acquired considerable proficiency. and since that period the art has fie, u Prince pissed a restless night. There has
arried to higher perfection in liivat Britain
been a further recurrence of graver sympthan in any other part of the world. It i- .-tat- toms, and his state continues
precarious.
that the superiority of British machinery
Sandringham, Dec. 11, Noon. The
oid knowledge of the business by British mcbarucs give an advantage over American ship- Prince is in the same precarious condibuilders equal at least to ten per cent, upon the tion. and llm symptoms are unaltered.
« "»t
of construction. They possess additional
Sandringham. Dec. 11, ■> P. M. The
advantages in the cost of labor, the cost of iron, Prince has been
very restless during the
*al, and other materials, and in the rate of inbut bis exhaustation is not inres; upon the capital employed,
equal in all 1 afternoon,
about twenty percent, more, so that the dif- creasing.
i:
in favor of British shipbuilders is at
Sandringham, Dee. 11, 10 P. M. The
f-t thirty per cent.
Prince has not slept during the evening,
In considering the means tor the restoration
lint his general state continues unchanged.
"or oe>*an commerce, two facts must be accepted E.r-r, that it is useless to attempt to rePROGRESS 01 THE FEVER.
it with wooden ships; and secondly, that
>bi;1' moved bv sails cannot compote with iron
The Times to-day gave nearly all its
-till", propelled by sti-am. Hence, the only
to the subject of the Prince’s illness,
P-ctical questions for considerate n are these : space
Several
and its possible fatal result.
*n Hr construction of iron steamships be csd’ddiyd in this country, and, if so. by what columns are devoted to dispatches describing the manner in which the news
fie irans ocean commerce of the United
It also
was received in the Provinces.
ii*
would employ about six million tons ot
gives in detail an account of the progress
uppuia, it each vessel made but one round
"Wi_re in :: year.
The value of our exports of the fever. This report shows that soon
ii i import has
already reached the sum of after the lever set in the mind of the
nearly eleven hundred million of dollars, and Prince began to wander. The first lucid
luring the pre>ent decade it will exceed fifteen interval he had was on the
birthday of his
hundred millions of dollars annually.
The
wife, Pec. 1. when he exclaimed in a
••Hiniai returns for freight and passengers are
ii one hundred millions of dollars.
natural tone of voice, "This is the Prin1 he hi-lory of the b ss of our commerce, as cess’
birthday.” On another occasion,
•i "wn in tlie .statistics already given, renders it
before his relapse, something was
certain that without some efficient action on tin* just
said in his hearing about the Queen, and
1 n <>f the (iovernment, the entire foreign
trade of the country will soon pass into the he asked, "lias the < >neon arrived from
h oids of our rivals.
Scotland’" Does she know I air*, sick?”
I lie monopoly of the trade between the United
With the exception of these brief intervals
Res and Europe
by foreign merchants and the Prince has been unconscious up to the
shipbuilders, carries with it the monopoly of
hour.
shipbuilding for the entire world, and, a- a i on present
sequence, the Atlantic trade, the trade of the
LATEST Wool Xh
U c-itic. and the seas adjacent thereto, will be
carried on in English-built steamers.
G 1*. M
The following, though very
An alteration of tlie law by which foreigntends to revive hopes*
built v.sseis may fie admitted to American guarded,
Sandringham, Dec. 12. o P. M. The
registrv will furnish no adequate relief. On
Prince has been somewhat less restless
the contrary, the change would stimulate shipHis general condition is
building in England, while the prospect of es- tlii4'' afternoon
:i -i i'lliilg
II
mi IIIIS comment won IU (11 111 1II IS!)
Sir Wm. Jexxer,
unchanged.
iii proportion to the prosperity of the business
and other physicians.
,n ilie ship-yards of our rivals.
7 P. M.
Private and unofficial advices
in view of the facts of our extensive coast
1
upon the Atlantic and Pacific o.eans, ami our from Sandringham and Windsor, receivposition with reference to Europe and Asia,the ed by the Central Press Agency, hold out
ountiy ought not tob* satisfied with any policy
some slight hope of a favorable turn in
which does not look to the establishment and
The patient's voice
continuance of ship-building in the I ’niter] the Prince’s disease.
(
States, the eneom agement of our own seamen remains strong, a proof that nature is not
and merchants, ami the control of >o much, at completely exhausted
least, of the commerce of the world as is fieri vPteparat ions which w ere m ak i n g agai n st
ed from the export of our products and the inian unfavorable result are
relaxing. Telpollution of articles required for domestic, conegrams sent from Sandringham to Windsumption.
sor
are
more
and
the hopes of
The removal of duties upon foreign articles
reassuring
used in the construction of iron steamships, or the Koval household at the Castle were
the allowance of a drawback equal to the
raised this afternoon by a private despatch
amount of duties paid, will not, in the existing
from Col. Ponsonby.
cuiidition of things, secure the reestablishment
The Princess Alexandra is almost con>>t the business. Ibit were it otherwise, the
removal of duties or the allowance of drawback stantly by the bedside of her husband.
raises practical questions of great difficulty,
When she is compelled to retire tor rest
while any concession by an indirect process i> her
place is supplied by the Princess
likely in the end to prove unnecessarily expen- Alice. The
Queen remains at Sandringsive- to the country. Several of the existing
iincs of European steamers were established ham.
THE V KEY LATEST.
by tie aid of Government subsides. They are
•-till encouraged by the same means; and it is
London, Dec. lb, G A. M. An official
unreasonable to expect that our merchants and
ship-builders can successfully compete with this despatch from Sandringham this morning
tormiduble combination, unless they are sup- says that the condition of the Prince of
ported by the power of their own Government. Wales is improved. He takes food and
After careful consideration o; the whole substimulants, and has been twice lucid at
-•(•t. I am prepared to advise the passage of a
intervals, but sleep is badly wanted. His
,iw guaranteeing to persons who may employ
trade
m tie
American-built
iirst-Hass
foreign
condition, however, is somewhat more
iron steamships of not less than two thousand
hopeful.
tons burden each, an annual payment, tor the
period of live years, of the sum of thirteen
•i -liar*, per ton. The subsidy should be proCongress.
portionately less to vessels of lower classification.
On Thursday, the 7th. the Senate adjourned
In making this recommendation, 1 do not astill Monday alter the appointment of the com-ume that there is no other practicable method
mittees and the introduction of a few bills. Mr.
or restoring our commerce, but 1 present it as
Pomeroy presented a bill for uniting the postal
flic method which appears to me to be the must and
telegraph service and Mr. Sumner gave
ellieient and economical.
notice of a bill reducing taxation and abolish«
mieeted with this plan, it will be wise to ing the office <»f Internal Revenue Commissiononsider whether the ships may not be so con- er. In the House still less was done and that
structed as to be available for naval pm poses, body also adjourned till Monday.
and, in case of war, subject to the right of the
In Senate, Monday Dec. 1 itli. Several peI 'n tcd States to take them upon payment of titions were
presented for the repeal of the salt
their appraised value. A similar suggestion
duty; against the government manufacture of
v as made by the Secretary of the Navy in his
stamped envelopes; for the repeal of the income
rcnort for the year 1*09. They should also he
tax, and for the passage of a civil rights bill.
t»» carry the mails upon moderate
i; quired
All referred.
tii.s. or in consideration of the subsidy.
The general amnesty hill from the House was
The use of sailing vessels and steamers built reported and its passage recommended.
-•I wood may be continued successfully in the j
Mr. Sumner introduced a bill abolishing the
ousting trade, the trade with the British pos- interna! revenue commission and reducing
-••ssi-ans, and upon the rivers and lakes of the | taxes, asking its reference to the Finance Comountrv : Gut any effort to regain our former mittee.
|
Horse
Mr. Morgan, of Ohio, offered an
position upon the ocean by their agency must
end disastrously.
amendment to the Constitution, allowing natf entertain the opinion that the policy suguralized citizens to be candidates for President
gested will be effectual, and that in a compara- and Vice-President.
Mr. Shanks, of Ind., presented a bill estabtively short period our mechanics and artisans
will Hcquire equal skill with those of England,
lishing a labor bureau.
and that we shall not only have the aid of the
Mr. McNulty, of 111., introduced an amend"
he.-t machinery now in use elsewhere, but that ment to the Constitution
prohibiting the raising
important improvements will be made, calcu- of revenue except by a direct tax upon properlated t<> place [he country in a position of su- ty, to be collected by the States.
Mr. Cox, of New York, offered a general
periority.
We shall aNo be able to test practically the
amnesty bill.
.Mr. v\ oou, oi New 1 oi k, asked leave to oiler
qualify of American iron, which, for the purpose of ship-building, is represented as better a resolution, that, the Republicans
having a
than that used in Great Britain.
large majority in Congress, the President should
If it shall appear, as is claimed, that Ameri- | take measure for the immediate reduction of
can iron is about ten per cent, better than the
direct taxation and importing duties to a strictiron used in England, an advantage will be sej ly revenue standard; for the reduction of the
cured, not only in the diminished cost of vessels, expenses of all the departments; for the aboliand also in the increased tonnage capacity of tion of sinecure offices, and the collection of
American ships of equal dimensions over those
revenue by informers and spies.
To restore to
constructed with inferior materials.
the people of the States all the rights
originally
Accepting as a truth, established by experi- possess? 1 under the Constitution, to abolish paence. that the ocean commerce of the world is
per money and restore specie payment, anil a
to he carried on in iron steamships, we must long list of other
propositions.' Mr. Wood
eonsider and decide whether the United States moved a suspension of the rules, hut tho House
.shall disappear from the list of maritime nations, retused to suspend.
or whether, bv
a
determined and practical
Iicc. 12, Senate.
The resolution adjourning
effort, we can regain the position which we from Dee. 21st to Jan. Kth was adopted.
to
the
lute rebellion.
occupied previous
House. Several bills were referred. Mr.
Henderson was sworn in from Texas.
Mr. Dawes’ resolution directing an investiga"It will be a happy condition ol the tion of the management of
the various Executive
(Jen.
Grant
in
his
third
Departments was adopted. The bill concountry,” says
annual message, “when the old citizens solidating tile postal laws was passed. A bill
of these (the Southern) States will take fixing the first Monday of November, 1S72, for
the Presidential election was reported from the
an interest in public affairs,
promulgate Judiciary Committee.
ideas honestly entertained, vote for men
The House Committee on Banks to-day disrepresenting their views, and tolerate the cussed the resumption of specie payments. A
sub-committee
will be appointed to consider the
same freedom of expression and ballot in
several
those entertaining different political con- definite propositions, but il is not probable that
action will be taken by the entire comvictions.” So it will, undoubtedly.
But mittee until after the holidays.
why did it not occur to Gen. Grant, while
n this topic, to address a word of admoThe history of the introduction of india
nition to such Republican officials as Gov.
Davis, of Texas, who, when these “old rubber overshoes, as told by the Scientific
citizens” do take an interest in public af- American, is a curious story. Before
fairs and vote for men representing their 1821 the rubber had been imported only
views, make a practice of tearing up their in the form of curiosities, such as crocodiballots and counting in the minority can- les, turtles and other objects. A sea capdidates? He must see that this practice tain at that time brought, among other
is not very well calculated to accelerate device, some rubber wrought in the shape
the arrival of that “happy condition” of ot small shoes, and gave them as a present
things which he desires to bring about. to an intelligent boy. They were closed
over the top, and our hero cut them
open
[Springfield Rep. (radical)
to find only some
clay within in the form
of lasts.
Ilis
wish
was
to
tnem
on
his
put
Rise Higher. When birds are Hying
feet, but as they would not stretch enough
over, and the fowler lies in wait lor them,
he used boiling water to soften them, and
if they fiy low, some are wounded, and
then succeeded in his
purpose. To color
some swerving sideways, plunge into the
them he used ink, which soon washed oil,
and
hide themselves. But you
thicket,
but
finally hit upon the plan of smoking
will find that immediately alter the first |
them up in the chimney. He had then
discharge ot the gun, the flock rise and fiy
complete the first pair of india-rubber
higher. And at the m,vt discharge they shoes
ever worn in this
country, and his
rise again, and fiy still higher; and not
success was the beginning of a business
has
the
times
shot
thinned
plunging
many
which has now become of immense
proout their number, before they take so high
a level it is in vain that the fowler aims at portions.
them, because they are aboye the reach of
Aii
his shot.
interesting “dog case” was tried at AuWhen trouble comes upon you, lly gusta lie fore Judge Dickerson last wffek. The
Mrs. Sylvia It. Pinkham was bitten
plaintiff.
higher; anil if they will strike you, fiy still last winter upon Stale street by a dog belonghigher. And by and by you will rise so ing lo Emily Weston. A policeman testified
high in I he spiritual life, that you affection that he notified defendant of the dangerous
will be set on things so entrely above, that character of her dog. The amount claimed
was $500, and
the jury awarded $275. The
these troubles shall not be able to touch
judge, exercising a discretion accorded by the
you.
doubled
the award, making it $550. The
statute,
••Rise higher"
costs of court are about $100 more.
[H. W. Beecher.
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Queen Victoria and Prince Albert of Saxe

Coburg, lie married, in 1803, the Princess
Alexandra, of Denmark, and has five
children, two sons and three daughters.
In the event of the death of the Prince,
his eldest son, Albert Victor, eight years

_
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old, will lie immediate heir to tiie throne,
and after him his brother and sisters.
Despatches have been published full of
prognostications of popular diseontontin

rnent

lution

Farewell to American Shipping.

England,

in

Prince.

and

predicting

a revo-

the event of the deatli of the

confidence in them.

(dace
special attention of our The people of England are unlike those
lengthy extract which is ol France, and the House of Commons is
elsewhere published from the Annual Re- not the French
Assembly. The system of
port of Secretary Boutwell. A sadder government in England
provides for the
document in its import, so far as the busexpression of the popular will iu subiness interests of the State of Maine are
stance, with a power to right such tvrongs
concerned, was never given to the public. as bear
heavily on the middling classes.
Heretofore in the darkest hour, some Tin
English government is a pyramid of
glimmer of light, some chance of escape strength, compared with the frail structfrom impending destruction could lie
per- ures which have governed France. It
ceived. The invitation extended by the
cannot be overturned by a sudden effort,
Confederate government to corsairs all
although it may be made to yield to inover the world to
prey on American com- evitable and slowly operating causes.
merce was bad
enough ; but there was a Loyalty is inborn in Englishmen, and inchance that here and there a
ship might grained with every fibre of their being;
escape and lie saved to her owners. But their sympathies are quick towards the
this report lays the pall upon the bier oi
royal family, and the spectacle of a sorthe great coast industry of Maine, and
rowing mother, a grief-stricken wife, and
shuts out all hope so long as the author the
tears of young children, will rouse
and his political friends remain in
power, i anew the devotion of the people.
These are the points oi the text
I'lie general corruption which
Returns for the fiscal rears ]s7o.'7i s|i(jU !
pervades
that the commerce of ttie United Slates is : the national
administration is infecting a
into
the
hands
of foreign merpassing rapidly
branch of tlie public service in which, for
chants and shipbuilders,
In the year I8bt> no uly seventy-one per cent, of the forei.ii com- our credit as a
people, it should never apnierce of the country was in American
!
ships.
In ls04 it had fallen to fortv-ix per cent, in i pear even as a suspicion. We refer to our
1SG8 to forty-four percent., and in 1s7i it j, r<- i
representatives abroad, (len. Sehenek,
ported at less than thirty-eight per cent.
The nse of sailing vessels and I the newly appointed minister to
Englaud
steamers built of wood may be continued suclias scandalized his mission and
brought
cessfully in the coasting trade, the trade wdh !
the British possessions and upon the rivers and 1 derision
upon the country ho represents,
lakes „f the country, but any effort to regain
j bv standing as sponsor for a
our former position upon the ocean hv
stock-jobbing
their
agency must end disustrou-lv.
affair called "The Little Emma Mining
I here have before been
partial admis- Company,” and allowing his name and
sions that shipping was
faring badly un- ollipin’, title to appear on its handbills as
der the policy of the administration. It I solicitor of
subscriptions ! England has
inis been conceded to lie sick and suf- been in a broad
grin of laughter oyer the
fering, but never before has the official an- I affair, and no one can blame men with a
We

no

Wo call the

readers to the

*

*

nouncement gone forth that it is dead.
proper sense of official dignity and inThe foundation lias been reached at last, :
tegrity tor such expression. Thus the
and we know the position of the admims- i
Seneca stone President is represented at
tration hv the declaration of the
high otli- the English Court by the facile hawkei of
eial to whose department
belong the re- j Little Emma shares, and a keen seeker
cords of the industry, and the
framing of I after English shillings.
the governmental policy
concerning it.
j The article from the
The fallacious assertions of the SecretaBrooklyn Eagle,
which we copy on the outside ot to-day’s
that
the
destruction
ct the commerce I
ry
to the mark.
There is really
of this country is owing to the
depreda- j paper, goes
tions of
and the increase of no great difference between Tweed and

j

privateers
iron ships, have been advanced before,
and repeatedly refuted. The
shipyards
ot Maine are capable of
rebuilding in six
months all the vessels destroyed
by the
Alabama and her helpers.
The argunienl that England is
absorbing our commerce because she can build iron
ships
cheaper than they can be produced in the
United States, is fallacious.

If the arguis a correct one, it applies with equal
force to competition in wooden vessels.
And yet it is well known to practical
ment

men
we

that

the whole time in which

during
successfully competed with England,

and rivalled her in commerce with wooden
ships, those ships cost more than

English
ships did. They cost more because of
superior build, better materials, better
accommodations and care of crews,

by greater activity, intelligence and

lint
en-

terprise, they secured the preference as
carriers, and made the sea-coast of the
l niteii States the wealthiest portion of
the country.
It was an unfortunate day for the maratiine interest when it was made to bear
the enormous increase, not only of first
cost but of continued taxation which loads
it down to-day. Sails,
iron,

rigging,

pop-

per, chains, anchors, provisions, clothing
—all and everything which the liritisli

ships gets

free of duties, are almost
doubled in cost by government taxation.
ne last snip built in isoston cost the owner
a dead
loss of $30,000.
The last
steamer built in New York realized to the
builder a loss of

$05,000

Such is the

j
1

j

(.rant, except as the opportunities of the
latter have been greater. The disposition

“to

gold

to

eases,

sell and mart rich olliees

for
undeservers” has existed in both

but

conspicuous

has

been

by

in the latter.

far

the more

All the

glare

thrown upon the guilt of Tweed reflects
its light upon the great American Presenttaker and lteciprocater of tho White
House. The degree of blame to be attached to the latter may lie found by as-

certaining the sum of the difference
dignity, honesty and honor between

in

couragement of commerce; and it inav justly
be said, that it can only be attributed to'these
taxes that the trade of this country lias been diverted out of its channel, and transferred to our
neighbours, and must daily he still more and
more alienated and shut out from us, unless
the progress thereof he stopt bv some rpiick and
effectual remedy. Nor is it difficult to see, from
these observations, that the same can he effected by no other means than a diminution of all
duties.”

policy was at once changed, and
the Netherlands have a most prosperous mercantile marine.
When Mr. Bontwelll asserts that
England, with her present free trade policy,
Jlie

to-day

build iron ships cheaper than can be
done in this country with enormous
protection, he cuts the throat of his high
can

tariff' arguments.
the whole policy

The difficulty is that

of the government is
built upon a foundation that is proved to
be rotten and disastrous
by every nation
that has tried it.
It
all the les-

henceforth

a

mark

the “manor born.”

positive that one is
The goodly stock

to

of
modesty and common sense, of which no
one denies him the possession, is found to

of

has also

been effected

between the Internationals of Boston and
the Labor Reform League, which is expected to have duo effect upon coming
elections.

continues until the latter part of the week

following. It is to be supplemented by
imitation, and as yet three evenings of song, lecture and speech
but very few of the sprigs of fashion have
making, at the same place. Tickets for
attempted it The programme of enter- the season, including admission to the
tainment has been very much as describ- Bazar lecture, concert, and
congratulatory
ed in our letter of last week. Upon the
meeting, are placed at the sum of $1.00.
arrival of his Imperial Highness, Thurs- Misses Sallie
Joy, Jennie Knight, and
day evening, he was immediately driven Louisa Thurston, three prominent lady
to use neve re uouse, wnere tno
splenclKl journalists of this city, are among the
suite of rooms previously occupied by the marshals of the bazar.
Prince of Wales, Jenny Lind, Nilsson and
I ho Cathedral Fair closed on
Saturday.
several of our own Presidents, had been
$80,000 is the sum realized for continuelegantly prepared for him. Friday was ing the building of the cathedral.
consumed in a visit to City Iiall and the
Some changes are expected at the State
State House, and a reception by the city House at the session of the next
Legislaand State authorities, with an alter visit,
under military escort, to Harvard College
and the Charlestown Navy Yard, returning in season for the grand ball at the
Boston Theatre in the

evening.

This lat-

ture, and an attempt will bo made t >
oust Win. Kobinsou, otherwise known as
Warrington, from his comfortable position of Clerk of House of
which he has

Representatives

for many years.
It will be remembered that he was one of

occupied

only considered the crowning
evening but ot the whole Butler's bitterest opponents in his kite
royal entertainment. The beautiful and journey “round the circle.”
Messrs. Roberts Brothers published on
spacious theatre was converted, by means
of temporary tlooring laid level with the
Saturday, a new book by Louise M. Alvast stage, and before used on sovcral
cott, entitled “Aunt Joe’s Scrap Bag.”
similar occasions, into an immense ballThe latest fashion ir. ladies cloaks, is a
room.
Stays and bunting depended double circular capo, with small round
gracefully from every eonveivable point, collar. It is made in ill the heavy cloths,
pictures and statuary occupied every pos- as well as in flannel and cashmere, and
sible nook and corner, a multitude of buds
elaborately trimmed with embroidery,
and blossoms caught the eyo in every di- velvet,
fringe and pasmentrie braid.
rection, and lent the charm of their beauty They are very simple, and also very
and fragrance to the brilliant pageant.
Pkisoik.
stylish
Floods of light from innumerable gas-jets
From Beard to Worse.
put magical touches upon all the wondrous beauty ; costly mirrors everywhere
Xi) man so potent breathes upon the grnuud
liui l will beard him.” [Shales.
caught up an reflected the glowing, gorTo run Kditou ok tiik Rep. .lot rnai.
geous, fairy-like scene, and over all
The remarks of Judge Kent, (sub colour
arose—•
"The voluptuous swell ol music.
juris) at the recent term of our Court,
Soft eves looked love to eves which spake again.
condemning the wearing ot a full beard,
And all went merrv as a marriage bell.”
have been so extensively noticed and
Tho second box on the right hand tier
commented upon by the press in and out
was titled up for the use of the royal visof our State, that it seems to me a word
itor, and with its magnificent hangings
to the point is not only pardonable, but
of silk and lace, drooping (lags and surdoma.ided :
especially in
mounting coat of arms, resembled more imperatively
defence of those members of the bar, who
the throne of some powerful potentate
in danger, by preserving tlie
are now
than the private box of an American
beard, of offending the Court.
theatre. The adjoining corridor was, by
The very high authority for the dictum
means of the same transforming agencies
as well as the gravity and importance of
of flowers, statuary, paintings, glittering
the subject, demand a corresponding seriservices, and sumptuous adornments, conousness in the discussion.
Hence l was
verted into a luxurious banquo.tting ball,
to observe the Boston Transcript,
pained
where the Duke and his attendants were
generally so dignified, refer to it in its
amply feasted. The Duke did not make
legal hearing, a.- "hair splitting," and givhis appearance at the ball until after
ing great offence to the younger members
eleven, and at a time when all eyes had
of the bar byasierting that the discussion
tired
with
and
hearts anxgot
looking,
was hut giving to "(h)airy nothing a
ious with expectancy, lie soon afterlocal habitation and a name.”
wards descended to the floor and engaged
In discussing this question (ipso jure)
in tin* dancing. Mrs.’Mayor Gaston lining
it is nothing to the purpose that the moushis first partner.
Ho alterwards danced
tache is a natural respirator, defending
with Mrs. James Lawrence, the daughter
the lungs from dust and cold; that blackof Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, and Miss
smiths, millers bakers, masons, those who
is
it
his
Mason, and,
related, expressed
work on iron and steels,—travellers in
admiration of a great many more of the
Egypt or upon our dusty roads, or those
fair belles with whom he could not “trip
who are exposed to our cold winter weaththe light fantastic toe.”
Saturday was er, find, from actual
experience, that a full
in a visit to
and the
ter was not

event ot the

Lowell,

consumed

famous mills of that

city,

tho school cliild-

Music Hall, and
the
Citizens’ Banquet at tho Revere House.
Some two hundred and twenty-five guests
reu’s concert in

and included, besides the Duke
and his suite, such men as lion. Robt. C.

partook,

Winthrop,

Hon.

er,

Legislative Journal. The publishers
OUR CITY ELECTION
Daily Journal will issue the same occurs to-day, and the Grand Duke, if he
to subscribers for $2.00 during the seslikes, will have an opportunity of seeing
sion.
II will contain lull and accurate the exercise of this cherished
power of a
reports of legislative proceedings, with Republic in a well-ordered city. Our
of the

present worthy Mayor, Win. Gaston, who
has so acceptably filled the office for the
past year, is again the democratic and
citizens’ candidate, Alderman Talbot being the Republican nominee. Roth are
said to be gooil men for the office, but
Mayor Gaston’s election is conceded on
all sides. It is a curious episode in these
stormy political days to see the same
man supported by both parties, and
it
seems to

be pretty conclusive evidence of

his ability and integrity.
THE INTERNATIONA I.S

in New

here,
York, are generally exercised at the refusal of the New York
as

police

to escort

or

even

to allow the In-

ternationals to parade in commemoration
of Rossel’s death. A telegram from Gov.
Hoffman’s private secretary, last Saturday night, stated that the law placed the
whole matter in the hands of the police
authorities. The police assign as a reahands.
son for not allowing the parade, that it
Every lover of the historic past will
occurs on Sunday, while the Internationlament that old Warwick Castle, in
Eng- als claim that it is a
highly proper day,
has
been
burned. Tt was not only
land,
as their services are to bo of a funeral
celebrated as the home of the Warwicks,
order.
They also allege tiiat as poor
renowned in all the annals ot England,
workmen they have no other day. Dishut as a rich treasury of art and relics of
patches received here atalato hour Saturthe old time.
day night indicated trouble, as some of
—Hen. Grant’s statement towards the
the internationals had declared their inend of the message, that he has “hastily
tention to perade; but the report is not
summed up the operations of the governcredited by the Internationals here, who
ment,” brings to mind Gen. Scott’s hasty assert that such a
proceeding would be in
plate ot soup. Hasty things have been direct opposition to all ideas of Internafatal to military men in the Presidential
tionalism, which is to unite labor by realine.
son and argument', and seek redress lroni
—The latest fashion item is iound in the wrongs through a peaceful but
powerful
Gloucester Advertiser, thus:—
ballot, instead of by force and riots.
It is considered a neat thing for young geut’s
They base their society on a common
to have their overcoats made with a pocket in
brotherhood, the rights of all humanity,
one side, lined with flannel or fur, in which a
lady may slip her hand when walking of a cold and the equality of labor with capital.
evening.
That

I

It cannot be contended that soldiers

Generalities.

should be smooth faced!
——“Soldier
Full of strange oaths, and bearded like

a

Th.
rase of Scott Harvey, of Augusta, indicted in murder in killing u hostler named
Savage in lint city, Ins beeu disposed of. He
was allowed to
plead guilty to manslaughter,
and .fudge Dicker,on inflicted a sentence fit
three months imp■ comment and a lino of $40o
I he Kennebec
papers comment upon the

pai d.''

The whole country has so recently been
arrayed iu arms, that it is not strange, in
being compelled to return to our peaceful
men desire (anil it certainly
occupations,
ITEMS.
Mr. 1\ S. Gilmore has returned from should lie permitted) to bear about them
some insignia of their glorious deeds, ami
Europe with promises of assistance from
more especially as the light blue overevery nation lor the World’s Musical Festival to bo holden in this city next .Iline. coats and bag top caps so becoming to
The mammoth building in which the home guards and invalid soldiers, are last
Jubilee is to take place, is already under disappearing from among ns.
1 do not contend that this honored cusdiscussion. It is to have a seating capacis
ity of twenty-live thousand, and is to be tom altogether without exception. For
located on the Back Bay, near the lot oc- instance, when one desires to step back
in years, lo meet or make matrimonial
cupied by the Coliseum of previous
advances; or in other words, when old
Jubilee .me.
The X jman’s Suffrage Bazar opens at men play the lover, shaving is nut only
Music liall on Thursday of this week, and proper but highly commended. :ts in Mu li

be much harder of

ignores
experience and history, and sins
they are largely and very rapidly
—A horse was sold at auction Thursday mornagainst light. We don’t know that anyfor $2, uinl it wasn't a good day for horses, iuereasing in this country is a fact not to
ing
thing will awaken the people of New either. [Bangor Whig.
be denied. Some ten sections, numberEngland to a sense of the persistent wickSawhorse ?
ing many thousands, are in active operasons

A combination

heard promotes health and comfort. The
open is whether the dictum of

only point

the learned

ity.

judge

is

authority is against it.
Without indulging the imagination with
the picture of a patriarch or prophet with
a razor in hand, l tefer directly to the
earliest write' upon law,—in fact, the
founder of it. Not only did Moses wear
a full heard (see M. Angelo's Moses) but
that the wcigl

t

ol

sentence
too

leaning

as

*<> mercy -s

dde

altogethei

far.

The Portland Argu.s complains that h man
pox was allowed to come ashore
from a vessel at dockland, and take the train
to Portland. Itather loose hospital arrange
menls, the natural seaport thinks.
with the small

Henry M'Unvn, having been raising from
Kllsworth, tor some time, his body was font
m Herd’s l’oiid, North Kllsworth, on the 'stti
He had broken through the ice in endeavoring
to cross.
He leaves a wife and two children.

The Suprenn
*>wri of tin* United States h
derided that license taxes on commercial trav
Ado About Nothing:
iers are uncou ditutional, as violating that pro('/audio. If lie tip not in love with -mil i
v Ishni which gives to the citizens of each slat
woman there is no believing in otd -igu-: he
brusheth his emit o' morning-. What sliomd all the privileges and immunltn : »T t Wo citizenthat bodeV
of the several states.
Don Pedro ifatii any man seen him at the
barber's?
The Baugo; W iter < oiupany meaus business
Claudio. No, tint the barber's man has been
One hundred thousand dollar.-* have been subseen with him, and the ol.t ornament of h
scribed by twenty-four individuals and firms
cheek hath already stuffed tennis balls.
Leonato. Indeed, lie looks younger than h" un i Hat * ise P ond is to be tapped in the near
tlie
loss
ofliia
beats
I
did, by
future.
It is clear that the leadBut enough.
The i .-‘wi-tnii Journal makes glowing an
ing authorities do not support the dictum noun* ements lor the coming year. New type,
of our learned Judge. The youth
renewed industry and increased interest wd'
Who tins no bush below;
continue to keep up its popularity. The .font
a
little
as
much
I
:n: unrip.1
wool,
'Mow;
nal is an excellent paper.
Pea'. Li doth wear"—
i no building of the VT-ofboro railroad h
will not submit to it.
It adopted, the
court itself would hazard its dignity, and b- u let to Messrs. Wilson, Tennant, & < o
greatly impair the effect ot it< “wi-iws ’I’bcv will begin wo k at once arid the road ii
lint' c l in tune ibr tii*• summer travel.
an<l modern instances.'1
And how could :
the unfortunate litigant, unable o. -■<■••• ticBefore ihc \
s. < cu t, at Portland, <'harl-s
point upon which his suit turned, be con« oombs
of Bock I and plead nolo contender.
soled for a “lost cause,” unless his revera charge of receiving smuggled goods and
ence should be aided by the
wmi lined $b ) and costs.
-“fair round holly with good' .ip.m lined.
With eyes severe uni heard of formal ut"
The Bailroad companies whose tracks enter
of the honorable court, who had deter- Portland are considn tug the project of building
mined his case. Our deeds *■/■ >>; live after a grand Union depot whi< h shall accommodatus- -our beards ■■hall!
them all.
God bestows that garment; wli.m w h
While a nicely dressed lady was standing in
That like a soft and silk' ll runopv
the Briins’A k depot, u drunken rowdy aei/ t
Is still spread over us; In spite of T-:c a
*
*
a
an of oil and poured it over her.
grows in our grave and that aloio1
Looks fresh when all our other
oiti. *. ^..i
The Ki'-ctioii «’ominitb c ut Washington !uv
N
| decided th a Herndon
(.Deni.) and Clark rep
.its in the House from Texas
'Hie Washington Patriot says that (.rani arc i.’blcd to
->

1

is to be

ground
and

urged
that

he

for re-election, upm 11..
has introduced honesty
into

economy

the

revenue,

At

m’>ia.

:

>

i-

I

tij. of I--II I*

-..

on. r-

and |

brought the civil serve*.* into a condition
of integrity and wlniesomeness
It

1

are

trying the prisa jury made

Kluxism, by
k- and two white*
Ku

Mr-. Wharton,
tried at

they

>. (

ot

as.-d

a-,

Annapolis.

i*»r, is

nor

i l».• c\idenc.-

i3

being

mflirting.

thinks his claims as a Reformer merit
It he cannot
consideration, and adds:

Butt-, the Newark murderer of Pel Halsted.
has been reprieve I Lit January Jiith.

go before the people upon the-. -in i
it is difficult to say what hr* will leave l*.
go upon. The debt to him as a soldier

on

in l*»ls.

paid
confessedly
was

tionist his

successful.
a candle

As

a

As

to

Butler.

In

I

In

he

platitude

onkiing;

and

ku-kio'«*ry.

lie is still Gov-

Morton’s infcrir.r, and will remain

ernor
so.

pointediv

In buncombe he cannot h«d 1

in

Harlan;

piety
and in

ranks

lower tlmn

by ll-iwa i:
speech-making is n<>

is

excelled

i

gathering

as

a

reformer in

the financ-

es, and in the civil service of the Cubed

States.
The State Temperance Convention
called to meet at Augusta Jan. 17th. TJi
call is
of the

signed by Joshua Xy< and oth.
State. Temperance «mmitie. md

says—
in illWhile this convention i* no'. i!!>
te rests of any political party or religious
1.
the fact is patent that there is great do- th-ft
tion among the old long tried and leading friend
of Temperain e in tin* Siam, with tie* joi :
aspect of the cause, and e-peciaiiy that if
whose duty it is to enforce tin* Pnihibitn y I. a
should fail to do so. It is also tin* ;■<»n\ !<•!i->n
that some necessary changes >hould !>*• mad-- in
the law, and that measures should he taken o
secure It.-, more general and impartial '-n:le
meat.
.-

■

•-

The

Massacre

at

Havana.

Xkw York, December 1.
The details of the Havana massacre
-!
are interesting.
On Thursday, the
ult., there being in lecture to tin* nr-d
class of the medical students young mei
under eighteen years of age -some !
them went to the Cemetery, and in t
frolic, foolish, of course, and highly n*|
rehensible, broke the glass of the niche
of Gonaalo Castanon's grave,
fhe fact
got to the ears of the volunteers, thenenemies, and a number at once went to
verify the fact. On ascertaining tietruth of the report, the rage of the volunteers was fearful
They ran to their
armories, got their guns, and roamed
about the city like wild beasts. Most of
the houses were shut up, and the eitv
seemed deserted by all exeep* the volunteers.
ini

.-s.-uuruay, Acting t apiam-i o'lievai
Crespo, alter a visit to tlie Medical
College, and after having failed to diseover the perpetrators of the glass breaking enormity, arrested the whole class,
composed of forty-six young men.
Oil Sunday, the home guard, tie' volunteers (five thousand six hundred tv ps,)
were reviewed on the
ground, and as
soon as they were dismissed they broke
ciun t; nous.
into shouts anil yells, demanding the
Thou shalt rise up before the hoary head and heads of the descerators of ('astun. n*
honor the face of the old luau. | Leviticus xix
tinAs the tumult increased i
grave.
—32.
dd
* * *
Neither slialt thou mar the corners of evening, General Crespo, who pro
intended to have the offenders tried by a
thy heard.
[Ibid.
becoming alarmed, bowed b
Lawgiver, priest, bard. King; to all civil Court,
the will of the volunteers, and consented
these a lull heard was indispensable, and
to have llio whole class tried by a drumby examples commended. Gray describes head court-martial. The concession was
ft delivery of the whole classm reality
the misery of his hard :
which numbers among the members some
“Loose his heard and hoary hair
Streamed like a meteor to the troubled air.” of the best families in the place—to death
The Thunderer was sitting in his ma- for although eight only have so far been
others are eon
executed, the
jesty, when the sea goddess appeared sup- demned to thethirty-two
chain-gang for periods
pliant—
varying from two to ten years, and in
-“One hand she placed
their positions it will he impossible I n
Beneath liis heard and one his knees embraced
these young men to survive the fatigue
[Pope’s Iliad 1. 650—t.
and torture to which they will lie submit
And when Achilles was impressed with ted. The
eight victims arc really by far
Tim eight
reverence for the form of sorrowing old the most mercifully treated.
on
the island. The fathers ol
born
were
Priam—
above are Spaniards and bit“On his while heard and form majestic gazod some of the
ter enemies of the Cubans. The mothers
Not unrelenting”his reverence was, doubtless, greatly in- are all Cubans. The newspapers of the
are afraid of the ill-will of
creased and heightened hv this venerable city absolutely
these brutal volunteers, and have united
in a manifesto demanding the blood of the
appendage ol the old man’s lace.
History informs us that an insult afford young men. As a sample of what the
treatment of the thirty-six students may
by a Gaul to the heard of a Roman citiexpect who were not condemned to death,
zen (M.
led
to
great slaughter, and whoso only offense seems to he that
Papirius)
so
sacredly was this facial appendage in- they belonged to the same class, for very
spected. The heard was vindicated, though many of them did not even go to the
escorted,
“I swear by the heard cemetery, they were yesterday
the wearer fell.
with the eight condemned to
of my father,” was the most sacred oath of together
death, to the placed' execution, and in the
the Arab. Diogenes is reported to liavo garb of convicts with their hair cropped,
said, on meeting a man with a smooth and with balls and chains on their feet,
forced to witness the massacre of their
face, “I am afraid you think, you have classmates.
No representative of the
to
accuse
nature
for
having United States, unless backed by a man-of
great ground
made you a man and not a woman.”
war in port, dares to lit! his voice against
“For how 1 pray you,do your beards annoy you; the volunteers.
which
best
as
men
Beards by
:
you may he known
Unless indeed, you are playing now some deed
B. C. llailey assures the Bath Times
Unworthy the character of men.”
there is now a lady aged 107 or perGreece shaved after it lost its liberty. that
haps 108 years; she is in fair health, can
Home in its decline, in despair or phrensy, converse
quite well, sight very good and
clutched the razor. Gray, speaking of hearing good. She was born in the present town of Woolwich in 1703 or 4. Her
an earlier and great hearted age, says—
father’s name was Rose and her mother’s
“Girl with many a baron bold,
name before marriage was Mary Pattee, a
•Sublime their starry fronts they rear.
And gorgeous dames and statesmen old
daughter of Ben jamin Pattee and his wife,
In bearded majesty appear.”
who was a Collins. This aged lady’s
I might refer to the divine instinct, and name is Bethiah Tozier, being the daughShe was
elaborate upon the wisdom of the Doily ter of Rose and his wife Mary.
married to Mr. Tozier when she was '-’.'1
as displayed in fashioning the full beard
lived with her
years old and upward, and
for man ; the insignia of strength and dig- husband over 50 year's, and her husband
nity ; but I remember the Bridgewater has been dead 33 years and upward, making in all 107 years, and may be 108. The
treatise, and forbear.
old lady is now living with a daughter
“lie that hath a beard is more than a youth—
who is 70 years old
he that hath no beard is less than a man."

It

i^

b, gnu

on

the

Kennebec.

I ndcr the H.-ll (iate hall-pilotage law. pilot-,
have libelled schr. Judge Tenney of Belfast, l.u
three pas-ages, amounting to $22 bo. and seh'
Nellie, of Belfast, tor two passages amounting
$2J. Tin difference m the amounts being
i. counted fir by the charges lor variations in
the draft of water luring different trips. The*.libels tic now before the District <'ourt in
Brooklyn, botli parties asserting that they wil!
carry them into tin* supreme t'oiirt of th
l lilted State-.
Be • *:trel‘u 1 where vou throw matched; b
-ar.-ful where you go with lamp, and lanterns
he «• h fill where v..,- put vmir n.s’ie, b-* earful about leaving a “roaring lire” in yout
stoves when y-m Ira-w vour shops, stores, oi
otfiee, .»i vour house wilt u you go to bed nig in*
careful to be Ihoughttu. of starting the “dr
tioud" m 'in h a way or in any way that you
.• tu attach
M tui to vour»elf or others in then
hour of lo>s and siitl’cring.

only brief, but poor and thin, without
ing plain or neat. Hence, unless hi* proposes to challenge sullVage as the champion present-taker of his land and day
and'generation, the President must b.t.-e
The i»iil
his claims to popular support upon his
regulate
achievements

wa-

Monday by
Ice

an annexa-

has not been

rc-eks ted Mayor of Boston
large mai uitv.

Mr. <bi-t..u

statesman he is

not brilliant.
career

though daily improving,

supported by author-

This I doubt. I shall endeavor to show

George S. Hilliard, Oliver
Wendell Holmes, James Russell
Alderman of E’ew York and the President
Lowell, Rev. Phillip Brooks, Rev. Dr.
of the United States.
Lothrop, President Elliot of Harvard ColThe European dispatches say that lego and Gov. Glaflin. Last evening the it was the universal custom of that age;
“Tremendous excitement prevailed In royal visitors were again entertained at and while that learned and favored jurist
Madrid upon the receipt of President Music Hall by the celebrated orchestra ol
promulgated statutory regulation against
(irant’s message relating to tho Cuban Theodore Thomas and the Handel and several improprieties, now very common
of
tins
which
is
city
difficulties.” If the Dons take fire at the Ilaydn'Society,
justly amongst us, (see commandments from 1st
mild utterances alluded to, it is a great so proud. The tickets had been previous- to 10th
inclusive) he did not interdict the
pity that something had not gone forth ly mostly disposed of at $1.00, but Mr. wearing ot a full beard. Can you imagwhich would really put them on the Thomas refusing to raise tho price of the ine how the hand of Angelo revelled in
anxious seat.
We tear that the oppor- remaining tickets, they fell into the hands the beard of Moses?
The gods were
of speculators, and sold for two, three,
tune moment for us in Cuba has
bearded (see ancient pictures and statugone by.
five and in some cases ten dollars, so
We should have paid back Spanish symary). And if the illustrations in the fampathy with our rebellion, by Yankee sym- great was the anxiety of the public to gel ily Bible are not to be received as authorpathy with theirs, instead of acting as even a glimpse of His Imperial Highness. ities in point, let some irreverent stickler
though we feared the turning and threaten- Tho Duke intended to have left for Mon- lor close shaving represent the apostles
ings of those who clutch the Cubans by treal to-day, but it is decided that he will with smooth faces, at the risk of causing
remain until Thursday, and possibly longthe throat.
multitudes to doubt the authority of the
an

history of American shipping under radi- telegraphic, local and general news. A
policy. It is strange that the people brief biographical notice of each member
of this country should be so slow to learn of the General
Court, will he given—a
the lesson which experience has
taught feature that must prove of great interest.
every maratime nation, and which they Every business or
professional man who
have been compelled in turn to acknowl- wishes to
keep posted on proceedings
edge. Venice, Spain, Holland, England, should have the Journal.
all have had the same experience. The
—An indignant colored man of Philadellaws of trade arc as fixed and un
vary inn
writes to the Russian Grand Duke,
as tlioso of
gravitation, and can no more phia
be violated with impunity. More than a complaining that he was refused a ticket
hundred years ago the government of to the grand ball, "on account of the acHolland was anxious concerning the de- cident of his complexion.” His birth
have been an accident, but probably
cay of its commerce. The matter was re- may
ferred to a committee of the most intelli- the complexion couldn’t have been helped.
Where’s the civil rights bill ?
gent merchants of the country, who re-The suggestion of Mr. Emery in his
plied in a memoir addressed to the Stadtholder, William Fourth, Prince of Orange. prospectus for a new daily, that Bangor
is destined to become the second
It is there stated that.
city of
“The oppressive tuxes, which have, under New England, lias aroused Portland ire,
various denominations, been imposed on trade, and all the papers of that
locality pitch in.
must be he placed at the head of all the causes
that have co-operatpd to the prejudice and dis- He will find a iighl ready made to his

cal

been discovered to bo the very acme of
good breeding. Ho takes his coffee without sugar, and coffee without sugar is

tion in New York, ami two sections have
been founded in Boston since September.

introduced by Senator Edmund* to
provides that the appoint
-.veept postmasters and
i- aVr re.'piired b) law to be made by tlnPresident with consent, of the Senate, shall ■!.•
pend upon open competitive examination. To
that end a Board of CommissionerH are to be
appointed for live year*, unless sooner remov
t by the President, with consent of th© Seunie
of

nunt
such

ii st'rviee
all otli ers

lo congratulate ourselves
entirely left this section.
IKiriug ihe fall, however, one
-nr sportsmen reported having seen an
hear I a large park near Big Lake, and now reports of their presence are so numerous as to
il n
L iv
longer in doubt that we have recaiv
I another if the periodica! visits of these
pc-t-. d 'alais Time'.

beginning

We were

that the
n.
ot

>|\"s h i,J

w

0. return.

.-v

The following is a table of the true populaot the Lllii'd States, jllst eompiioU Utld
contained in the report of die Superintendent
of the ( Viistis
\ggregate, States and Tern
furies, 'M.bg.pgio. White, :i;l,*>SO,t$57 ; colored,
t.-s-CMT: Chinese, bd/j'-i; Indians, .‘Mil,712.
Indians out of tribal relations, 2o,731; Indians
on reservation- and at agencies, %3,ti02.
t loll

—

Mi
(ieorge W. Hammett, for three year*
I-ast Age nt in Bangor of th- Eastern Expro-Company, ha* resigned that position and has
gone *.• New York -ity, where lie is partner in
a tirm engaged in the manufacture of printing
the Ex press office
inks
Mi* success
I allies I'tirii..

Mi

:n*

the coiii|
number of years.

b--eu messen^ci
•' ‘ann
*
for

tu
\
iiarl.-ston, S. C pap
-ays th it th.*
i* of colored members of the legislature la*',
>
week resolved t » make
appropriation the
session for payment for Interest oi
.•oinnig
State debt and declared themselves in favor <>
the repudiation of liotli the old and new debt
the Male.
»•

W hile the b II in 111- < -uigregatioual < hur* b
at 1’itfstield, X. II was being rung tor service,
fr:ime gav** way and the bell
last Siiudav th
lashed 1 >w11 to tl»* tool and loped oti to th.
la
ising almost a panic among the
ground,
worshippers, \vh » tied from the edifice pro. ip
latelv.
The linin'.w k IV|.-graph say that tic reU
lives -.1 tic late Karl of Vberdeen. whose ro
mailtic hi-tory we have befiuv published, hav
a young
•nt an elegantly mounted rifle t>
man named Itandall.of Richmond, In return
for on- deposited with him bv the lost K irl.
cvei y
n
New Orleans is taxed ten cents
dollar of property, real and personal, in tic
<

Pennine

Th-

itv.

We

-av-

are

workin

merely for our subsistence■, our victual* an 1
,-iotad our -fti.’s ii. absorbed in taxes.’
\

id.i!

,(i

I",van
ut home,

;■

!

on

the

druggist

foi

md was soou in the
('on
of dissolution before the family,
i_r->ni
is e his disappointment when the apothecary
that
the
told
him
in
and
deadly
potion
dropped
w is chalk.
urs.-iii-

wi

Trie fate of

a

hm-e

thief

ie

thus

described In

paper—
Mr. —, of Missouri, got to > wiling horses
that did not belong to him and the next thing
he knew lie couldn’t get Ills feet down to the
a

western

ground.

11**

strangled.

Wa-paper K-porter says—
:u advertising are
M-n who l.> not b- !ie\
about tic fird one-, t-t rush t-> the editor when
» get them not to men
t
a
into
t
thev g»
rape,
tion it.”
Tie

Amerrmi

of the woman question a lady ways, in a e.oin
munication to the Des M dm
Register. "You
look at t!i• matter in whatever
bm simmer it down and it is but
with the Almighty that wr ire not all

mav

wifi,

blackening of

light yon
a quarrel
men

business man’s repu
dors not injure him, hut on th.
contrary benefit-* him, i- that "t putting his ad
vertisemcn in printer’s ink.
'I he onlv
tation that

a

At the recem Communist meeting In London
banner l«• *s an inscription devised by some
Ii
bodv with more frankness than discretion.
read I" Hell with everything.”

our

-•

A San Kratiei-u'O girl recently undertook tile
arsenic treatment for procuring clear and beau
sic looked white enough in
lilt,! complexion,
her coffin

l-'rom lsls to lsl-1 the navigation of the Pewas closed as early as l>ec. I, eleven
Sine.- that date ii lias been closed so

nobscot
times.

early

once-or

twice.
the sun will appear on the
It will be visible only In
along the coasts of China and

A total eclipse u
11th of December.

Australia and

Japan.
Hon. Kugenc llalc, representative trom the
.'•th district, is to marry the daughter of mmh
tor Chandler of Michigan, on the 20th iust.

Montgomery

Blair

the passive policy.
dissents from it.
Ill Rs,‘iiH‘
|| is
House.

writes a letter favoriu*
I’lie World prints il and

Cl.-.l the Hugxln
:i 1..
oreut re'.-ii fur yuunir married

there is

■

people.
A

western

ofXpieaking

clergyman requests the wearers
leather to come to church in their

old boots.

James Morrow has
season l"»,0on bushels

shipped from Bangor

this

of potatoes.

Count Shouvalotl, who accompanies
the Prince, is a good man for this season,
if he has brought his shovel with him.
—The Preble House, at Portland, has
alter refitting, by Coombs

been

reopened

& Gibson, and the tiist to revel in its halls
were the members of the Portland Typographical Union, at their annual supper.

1

Items, &c.

local

cd to a description of the retreat of the party,
a«d a running fight in the forests, in which the
tiu’er was severely wounded.

j

City.

News ot the County and

■

fourth 1,
\<;eum.
The lecture of this (Thursday'
ih. r,
given on Tliir.v evening will bo by Olive
Logan, one of the
j
h\ ihe eelehrated \t:
M!;i!
4 many American ladies who grace the platform,
1 ui
I>m Chaillu. The In
i. '1
\*i
.11
Th- New York Tribune, the most fastidious of
i man, thin and
'•1 u.i-i
wiry critics, says of her—
d 11ti": ical suns, and ln-.a-l
dli
Miss Logan is not only a keen observer, hut
''
:
Vf i
fee-’-. His fa,-,- j she bar- the faculty of making other.- see things
hi !i;c same clear light that illumines them for
all
sir:
v. it a
ihe ext-opfion of
j
lc-'>oit.
If she observes a comical character,
d-. mAiMarhHi
bhiek and
y
die •paint it with a few sharp touches, and.
*> oig. .-Hi
v i:
it."-ring that o! a .'oo m speaking, .-lie an embody and portray it to
'• nd d*
IT::.••>'»* not less than tic? miti-1. Her perception
ti.iii.
II
m'ldr if priv.-edim
t tin' humorous lenient in life, also, i.- lvmark•'dHt :-,i
Ui 'In !■•!'! iof
na.ive King
.i!* 1
acute, and what -lie perceives “ju thiiK« friend-' it onr. with the ruler 1 iy
kind" she i.- able to convey, in word, tone, ges'e
t ii*’ facial expression, and that charm oi mailh el1' s.-lU- a- l' e ;ti W:• > Si 11 r« optaimr which is so
yet s-> svinpatln t:.bright- ‘olon.-d i< and delicious.indc-cribable
Her humor is of the right
-Id'- A
!•'
.0111!!. 1 e• I’ilm d. Wili'di .-.i •vvi!i, to,., t ;• it springs oul of a kind and
'■’h 1'1 !'*<■ lei.
h'
tider heart.
tilhiltdl’d Oil tilt1 ;
In satire, ami in fe
I icily of phrase fur the expression of satire,
isf and'iT'
i -d
evidoi
a region about j
we may add, few
people are commensurate
':'«b of 1
e:i;u n
•>:•'
roming lirst with Olive
Logan; uud no speaker whom we
the K u:i o' Wong-.
*iave chanced to hear puts into the
Of these
acidity of
I
ui:uT-i.-,!i- customs. When ; ensure so much of the kindness of charity.
wis

1

by Telegraph

A loving wife in Connecticut sent a note to a
newspaper announcing her husband’s death, as
follows: “Dear John is dead. Loss covered by
insurance.”

!

DESPATCHES TO THE JOURNAL.

SPECIAL

i ilt*

UK.

II

| Latest

j

Murder and Suicide.

<

Tuesday forenoon, nil
Irishman named Patrick Keating, while engaged in alter-atioii with his wife, drew a revolver
and shot her through the lungs, and then shot
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President Seth Thompson, Vice President Benjamin Fogg, Secretary Jolm Koval,
i -usurer Kli Vickery, Agent and <\»!lector
B o.
Bartlett—all of Unity. Trusn-c-,, (icorge
< lark,
W
Benjamin Hunt, Unity; Peter W.
David Johnson, Freedom: Clias. Hutchings, Job 0. Yose, Knox; Joseph Jliggins,
buries II. White. Thorndike: Elijah Davis.
Udwa. 1 Milliken, Burnham : Mark Piper,Da\ i-1
Mitchell, Troy; Caleb Kimball, .lames Wallace,
Jackson: .1. (v>. Adams, Ezra Oocker, Dixmon;: Dr. Wiu. C. Oorden, • lamidon Butman. Plvmouth.
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vvatcrfall unless its altitude is twenty
•tches. They ar*- rebuilt ome in three months,
iieJ are populous with “spei imens,** as the lee•irci called the inhabitantJi was while m a hunting excursion with the
•\ shaugo.s that he first discovered traces of the
dwarfs—twelve miniature deserted hut?, about
three feet high, with doorways only one foot in
dimensions.
He was incredulous when the
chief said they were human habitations. The
hief said there were othei settlement?, but
must be approached cautiously, or they would
tak‘ the alarm and be ofl.
hi ier lead of the
natives, hi approached another village bill the
dwarfs run—but not until he had seen some of
them—rpieer little folks, four feet high. Firea
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greatly strengthened
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Some

arsenic which he carried to preserve skins with,
was stolen by the natives under the impression
that It was salt, with them a rare and precious
luxury. The effect of that salt increased his
At length serious
reputation wonderfully.
trouble arose with the natives. The accidental
discharge of a gun by one of his followers killed a man of the tribe and the chief’s daughter.
Tremendous excitement followed and led to a
tight. The remainder of the lecture wa« devot-
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wei be in the western market text
i-ring for both old ami voting in every'.—
oinected with Christmas gilD. The imin
•.mount of dry goods sold at his estab: Is surprising, taking into consideration
'1'In?i
La
'’ablishment, of a branch stoi in Ca>tinc.
H i' obliged to buy goods in large quantities
ims'-cuen! y must get them --heap. (Jive him
a call.
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that in the case of Charles Elliot
ag.iiiist Ex-sheriff' Grant, involving the ownership I a sto-*k of goods which was seized and
'oid f«n benefit of Boston parties, tin* Court
ha- 1*m; ied the application on the part of the de’• m*for anew trial.
It will lx* remembered
■1i.il Mr. 1 iict, utter repeated trials, received a
W-

learn

verdi.-t.
muffs have been Invent oil lor cold weather.
•ddor ol the Ape ha» been presented with a
par i'iat cam«* folded up and packed in a box -ix
Pvt b> two.
Journal.
Oh, no. We have received no such presents nor
beard ofunv such. The Journal evidently wants
tin- story told, and will tell it as we heard it. A box
as
he describ' d teas Bent by express to the
i.-juried el;tor, which he Look and paid the charges,
'oi opening it it was tound to contain only a few
•■■min'1 potatoes.
For further particulars ask Ned'
Prog. Age.
Ned will tell a different story about the last

named box, if ask* d. it contain- d only a huge
potato. ;i foot long, whereof one end was turnJ d( vvn like the butt of a pistol and the other
oxtri-nn \v:i' in a scabby condition. The only
remark was that of a by-standcr who said “that
potato crop seoms to have a tomdi n Rust!” It
may be seen at this office.
Mr. Stewart, whose speciality is the removal
buildings, has constructed a six wheeled car
for tin purpose. A good sized frame building
was last week hauled on it one and a quarter
miles, in three hours, and left at its new location on Congress street.
Sixteen pairs of oxen
ot

were
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nice, plump oysters
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establishment is colebrated. At this

bison, when stews and roasts are in demand,
Freeman's kegs come like that mercy whereof
the poet wrote, “blessing him that gives and
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advantage.

Several subscribers have requested that their papers be sent to Knox Station, There is no Rost Ofii. there, and the trains do not always stop, as it is
Will it answer to throw the package
u llag station.
(

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.
A California paper says, ‘-the compositors in
San Fr;mej<e<> printing otlires embrace many
ladies.” W* believe that is the disposition ot
the craft at large.
The mind governs the muscles through the
Nervous System, as the telegraph apparatus is
inilm need by a remote operator through the
wire. If the mind is impaired by age or other
causes, the sympathetic nerves become debilitated, and through the nerves the muscles of the
.Stomach, Liver, Heart Lungs or Genital Organs
become weakened, and disease in the form of
Dyspepsia, Disease of the Heart, Weak Lungs,
nr G uttmI Dehilil y, follow with their accompanying trains of e\il. Fellows’ Compound
of Hypophusphites restores tone to the
iiiuhL the ner\cs ami the muscles. In this way
it overcomes disease.

animal until he did find his owner, and then
demanded and received $2.f)0. Dog* are expensive luxuries.

Svriip

An intelligent Al&luiina negro, being taken
wiili the gripes, dosed himself with resin and
alum, “do alum to draw the parts togcdder and
the resin to soder urn." He recovered.
are no diseases of the urino-geutial orwhat they may, but what can he exfrom
the system by Smolanper’s
pelled
Buciir. Aggravated eases of kidney, bladder
and glandular diseases, mental and physical

There

gans, be

debility, diabetes, gravel and female irregularities readily succumb by an occasional dose of
In a word, i! rethis extraordinary medicine.
stores

The

health to the human frame.
woman

who

owned a Bible, supquoting it when she greeted her
never

posed she was
son, who came home to keep Thanksgiving, in
the following words: “Here comes the fatted

that Sears’ Island, at the month of
Penobscot river has been sold to Francis
Cobb, and other Rockland parties, for $4(1,00(1.
The heavy growth of limber on it will he cut.
We learn

llie

calf."

consumptive’s grave by using l>r.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. For curing
all throat, bronchial and lung diseases it has
5G9.
never been equaled. Sold by druggists.
a

Why are some of the boats in New Bedford
harbor like the head of Victoria’s eldest son?
Because they contain the prints of whales'
teeth (the Prince of Wales’ teeth).

M. P. Woodcock calls attention to the fine
His
display which ho is making of holiday gills.
stock is full and excellent.

States Watch Co. This Company
we observe, continues to hold the leading post
tion among American manufacturers; at tlia
Fairs held in different parts of the Country,
where there has been great competition in this
line, the Marion, (Giles, Wales & Co.,) United
States Watches, have been regarded as greatly
United

superior
tion.

and

over

all

hibited.
1

New Stock of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers for
Fall and Winter trade, which will be sol
at the
lowest prices.

to any on exhibiawarded the first premiums,
competitors, in every fair where ex-

in every
have been

particular

n. Mailar l.
Ephraim Harr"!t,
Lcaml-rW.. ..
fl .. .n A. IJi.i,.
<hh
Francis

Progressive Age Building.
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THE
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PRICES

Corrected

Flour,

the Stomach, Bowels and Side; also,

C. I.. BI.ANCHAKD,
I have appointed

AGENTS WAN LED.

\\

FOR

Shoes,
public;

it
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BAKIIELOR’S UAIll DYE.

[

[I
|

This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—
perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no |
disappointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable
odor. The genuine Win. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye
Immediately a splendid Blacfc or natural
producesleaves
the hair clean, soft, beautiful; does
Brown,
not contain a particle of lead or any injurious comHavana
of Cuba.
pound. Sold by ail Druggists. Factory, Id BOND
STREET. N. Y.
lyrllsp
$33( ,000 in gold drawn ever/ seventeen days. Prizes
cashed and information furnished by GEORGE
8(11001 T
UPUAM. Weybosset Street, Providence. R. I.

Royal

CAMDEN,

3m22

English and Classical Family Boarding School for
Boys. Winter Term begin- Jan. 4, 1872. For CataKev. 15. W. ATWELL, Hector,
logue, address
gm.’Osp

be

a

pri-

for married persons, or those about,
both male and female, in everything
concerning the physiology and relations of our
sexual system, aud t he production and prevention ot
offspring, including all the new discoveries never before given in the English language, bv WM. YOUNG
M. 1). This is really a valuable and interesting
work. It is written in plain language for the general
reader, and is illustrated witli numerous Engravings.
All young married people, or those contemplating
marriage, and having the least impediment to married life, should read this book. It discloses secrets
that every one should be acquainted with; still it is
a book that must be locked up and not let lie about
the house. It will be sent to any address on receipt
of 50 cents. Address Dr. WM. YOUNG, No. 110
Spruce Street, above Fourtn, Philadelphia.
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE —No
matter what may be your disease, before you place
yourself under the care of any one of the QUACKS
—native and foreign—who advertise in this or any
other paper, get a copy of Dr. Young’s Book aud
read it carefully. It will be the means of saving you
many a dollar, you health, and possibly your life.
Dr. Young can be consulted on any ot the diseases
described in his publications by mail or at his office,
No. 41(> Spruce Street, above Fourth, Philadelphia.

GRANT, of Frankfort, now Winterport, by hi- Deed dated the 11th day of January, 1800, and recorded in the Waldo County Registry
of Deeds, Book 102, Page 428; conveyed to me, the
undersigned, in mortgage, a certain parcel of real
estate situated in Frankfort, now Winterport, in the
County ot Waldo, and bounded as follows,namely
Easterly by Ephraim Grant; on the South by Howard Snow; on the West by Rufus I.arabee and Charles
W. Grant; on the North by Elijah Low and others;
and the condition of said mortgage having been
broken, I, the undersigned, by reason thereof claim
a foreclosure.
ELLEN A. VOSE.
3w23
Winterport, Dec. 11,1871.

Boston and’New York next week

MARRIED.
InSearsport, Dec. 2, Piiineas Warren and Diannah Smart, both of Searsport.
In Monroe, Nov. 2S, Charles A. McKenney and
Ella F. Wildes, both ot Monroe.
In Appleton, Nov. 21st, Esbon E. Butler and
Maria L. Stoddard, both of Appleton.
At Southeast Harbor, Nov. 20, George N. Swilt,
Esq., of Belfast, and Malvina M., only daughter of
Capt. Nathaniel Teague, proprietor of the Ocean
House.
In Ellsworth, Nov. 2Dth, Carlton McGown and
Sadie Kldringe, both of Ellsworth.
In Mt. Desert, Nov. 20th, Abel B. Bartlett, and
Olivo S. Bartlett, both of Mt. Desert.
In Baltimore, Nov. 22d, 1. II. Perry and Helen
Eaton, both of Ellsworth, Me.
In Freedom, by Wm. G. Sibley, Esq., David Mur
phy of Freedom, and Mury Wright of Montville,
Also by the same, Win. Dyer of Palermo, and Lucy
Warden ot Freedom.

Dec.

7,1871.

B.

3w22

Paper Hanging*.
Toy v,
Crockery and <xla*%

Fancy faooil*.

It ar-w

■

the Hon aide the s. ./. Court next
>r the
beholden at 11 id fast n'ithin and
County of Wald.-,,' n th- first 'Tm-s-oty
Jan nary, ls~~.

Aak your Jeweller to

see

then-.
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Teachers’

Institute.

is hereby given that Institutes oi two
days each will be held as follows:
Monroe,
S »
Dec.
Sest report,
15-10

NOTICE

Liberty,

*»

Uncolnvillc Centre,
Freedom,

A

splendid variety will be

to

hibition,

and

a

large

assortment

to select from cannot fail to draw
a

fair share of

public patronage.

•*

22-2.1
20-10

Jan. 5-0
12 11

WJnterport.

on ex-

Teachers I’upils and Barents are earnestly invited
bo present.
N. A. LUCE,
Ow‘21
County Supervisor.
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I ■ Wide-Awake agents it
Lf I
I ■ M I I they take an agency /
once for our Elegant
JCml
Jl A E.
Gift Books. Beonle will buy presents for the Holidays, and our inducements are unrivaled. 4*100
easily earned in three weeks if you strike tchile the
iron is hot, Address II. A. MclvK.NNEY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange Street, Cortland, Maine.
3\v2l

ijk

LI

piSHElKMEK’
TWINES &

NETTING,

Manufactured

GEO, IK, BURKETT & CO.,

by

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS,
JirSend
Iyr51

for

Price-List.

Baltimore, Md.

Winter Millinery.
-O-

RECEIVED, and now In stock, all the new
styles ot Ladles’ Hats, Ribbons, Velvets and i
Flowers. And will receive by every boat all the
New Styles as they come Into Market.
MISS BOWBI, our former Milliner reoontly from Boston, will take charge of the Trimming Department. Please call and see cur extensive
stook before purchasing, as all goods will be sold as
cheap as the cheapest, and perfect satisfaction given.
lowli
MISS A. WEI

JUST

HAYFORK BLOCK,

machines.

All kinds of SEWING MACHINES repaired in
the best manner. Also Clocks, Guns, Pistols, Locks,
Skates, &c., &c., repairied at short notice.
New and second-hand Sewing Machines of every

make, bought, sold, or exchanged.
Sewing Machine OIL of Superior Quality, lor sale.
Also Shuttles, Bobbins, Needles,Screw-Drivers, Ac,
on

always

hand

or

made to order.

tte'All Work Warranted '—ft

Belfast,

Me.

P. S.

—

order, by
3nvil

Any kind of Sewing Machines furnished

V K N N E R A WALK K R,
40 Mam St,, Belfast. Me.

ot

Colby, formerly

attested copy of the same and ot this order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Republican Journal.a
newspaper printed at Belfast,in said Couutyof Waldo
the last publication to bo not. less than JO days before
the next term of this Court to be holdenat Belfast
aforesaid, in said County ot Waldo, on the tirst
Tuesday of January next, that said libelee may then
and there appear and answer t*> said libel, and show
cause, if any he have, why the prayer thereof should
not be granted.
Attest—WM. M. STRATTON, Clerk,
A true copy of the libel and order thereon.
Attest—WM. M. STRATTON, Clerk.
•jl

COWLES’S PATENT

Treadle Power!

SEWING

Church Street,

t ie town ol Liberty, iti
and state ol Maine, wit
of said Liberty, now oi
Santa Clara, California, re?pi ctfully libels and gives
this Honorable Court to !• interim d that her maiden
name was Flora A. Collins ol Liberty, alonv-aid.
that she was lawfully m arried to the said Kben T.
Colby, at Liberty, by William Sanborn, L- pi ire, on
tlie eleventh day of September, A. 1*. 1 mH ; that
after their intermarriage they lived together as Iiuh
band and wile about two year- in the State ot Mainthen they moved to Santacru/ in said California,
and have one child, a son, -vb. i- now six years Id
and resides with her, -aid Flora A. Colby, at said
Liberty, and that they partially lived together since
their marriage until last Janu try; that your libellant
since their Intermarriage has always behaved herself
as a faithful, chaste and alb
;innate wife towards
her said husband, but that the said Kben K. Colby,
who.' regardless ol his marriage covenant and duty,
ev*
't’-r thi ir removal to said California, wholly
negir. :.‘d to provide a living ior her and tier said
child: ti.at tiie said Kben E. Colby spent most cd
his time in intoxication and id'em ss, and what little
money he earned was spent uselessly ; and that your
libellant was obliged to go out to work whereever
she could find anything to do and support herseli
and said child, and help
support him all the tiin<since they first went to California aforesaid, ami
that said Kben K. Colby wholly neglected to provide
for your libellant, and went off to said Santa Clara
Wherefore, she prays that inasmuch as there
is no collusion between there parties to procure a
divorce, and there is no probability that her said
husband will reform and do better in the future,
that the bonds of matrimony may be dissolved be
tween herself, the said Flora A. Colby, and the said
Kben E. Colby, and that she may have the custody
and control ol their said son, as measures reasonable
and proper, in accordance with law, conducive to
domestic harmony, for the good of the parties and
consistent with thi p- ace and morality of society.
FLORA A. COLBY.
Signed)
Dated, Liberty, Nov. If, A. D. 1871.

A. COLBY

the County uf Waldo
L^LORA
Kben E.

ol

Kennebec, ss.,
Sup. Jud. Court, October Term, A. I>*, 1871. S
Upon the foregoing libel, the Court Order, That
notice threof be given to the libelee by publishing an

1ST E W

MISS. M. A. HICKS.
3w22*

WELLS.

WAN r

IN

Hiiokn. Stationery.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS,

For Sal© by all First-class Dealers.
WHOLESALE ROOMS,
GILES,WALES Si CO. 13 Manleu Lauo, Kew Y'orx.

forty different kinds of Purses for Christmas from 12c to $3.00, at

F.

Removal! Removal!

>

Best In the world.

FOUND!
More than

tha

ift3

li. 8.WATCH CO. (Giles,Wales & Co.)

I3ERS0NS

Belfast,

at

to

New Year’s Goods.

so.

Sale

To

AMD

wishing to buy Holiday Gifts will do
well to call at No. 3 IIaraden’s Block, where
they will find a well selected stock of Fancy Goods,
French, German, English and American Perlumes,
Soaps and Toilet articles generally. Also a full line
of Handkerchiefs, Gloves and Fancy Boxes.
Persons are cordially invited to examine my goods,
and are not expected to buy unless they choose to do

or

3ww

selecting

THE

CHR ISTMAS

:*mU

COURSE

Hon. WILLIAM PARSONS.
GEORGE VANDEMIOIE
1‘rol. E. S. MORSE.
Mrs. ALICE DUTTON,
BLACK'S STEREOPTIC0N
Dr, A A. WILL Els.
OLIVE LOGAN,
DU CHAILLl.
HORACE GREELEY.
f
Tickets for the Course
Bookstores.
Belfast, Oct. E 1871.

11 PHenix Row.

-o-

Ladies of the Unitarian Society will give an
Entertainment at Ilayford Hall, Tuesday Eve.,
Dec. lb, consisting ot Refreshments, Apron Table,
Picture Gallery, Statuary, &c. Doors open at f> 1-2
o’clock.
Admission 25 Cents, Should the weather
prove unfavorable, it will take place on Wednesday
iw
Evening.

llostou

Can tin-! the largi-: am! Lost variety ever oHerod hi
town and at the lowest prices at my new store lu
Kish's Bi.oi k, e<
t
b. S. M. Mor*r. Re tuna
her the place.
HEORHK BLISS.
Waldoboro, Nov. 15, !s71.

Fair !

Ladies’

Dryers.

in

MOSES

MARRIAGE

vate instructor
to be married,

Notice of Foreclosure.

< «>

rpiIE

1

Lottery

MAINE.

GUIDE.
EVERY ONE HIS OWN DOCTOR—Being

will

%

THE SUBSCRIBER offers his
M
** 1
11
farm for sale, containing ten acres
of choice land under a high state of cultivation, all
underdrained, cuts from ten to twelve tons of hay,
with a thrifty young orchard and other fruit trees.
Two story house 24x30, with L., slate roofs, good
barn, carriage house &c. Also a wood lot containing
15 acres, 3-4 of a mile from premises,
Said farm is
about & third of a mile from Searsport Village,
known as the Nathaniel Marden farm, which w;ll be
sold at a bargain. Terms easy. For further particulars enquire of WM. II BROWN, on the premises,
3w23*
Searsport, Dec. 11, 1871.
1

than ever before made of the same materials.
All Dealer* sell ( able Screw Wired
(wood*. Patent Stamp on all. 7w20

r^BIIITY

BURKETT

a

Rare Chance.

nearly
WA TEE, PROOF

1

COMMITTEE OF 1'IIK LG Id-A.-I I.Yv r.
L um 1ms the horn to announce ; citi/.i ns uud do
1 iblio generallv that tH* have arranged lor a coura
ol TEN LECTURES, :it IIAYKOUD HALL, toi
the coining season, us followW. 11. II. MURRAY, Thursday, <>ct
To b. followed by

FOR MALE AT

licence from the Court of P-obate for the

rapidly and steadily superseding both Thread and
Pegs. Besides furnishing the most durable, pliable
offered the

Clothes
FIELD & MATHEWS.

of seventeen hundrt <1 dollars for the payment of the
said deceased's just debts, charges of administration
ami incidental char,res; sai 1 real estate consists of a
portion of the homestead of said deceased in said
ABIGAIL W. YlCKEBX.
Unity.
23
Belfast, Dec. 12, 1871.

*»

For the W inter ol

OTALL

PRICE, $3.50.

public auction, by virtue of

LECTURE

A 1> V A N O E

Address

County of Waldo, on Saturday, the lath day of January. A. D. 18^2, at tea of the clock, before noon, at
the dwelling ot the deceasej in Unity. So much of
the real estate of deceased, late of Unity, in said
County, deceased, intestate, as will produce the Bum

SCREW WIRE
ever

In LAYFORD BLOCK.
For particulars in-;uire
the premises.
M. E. DODGE, Proprietor.
Belfast, Dec. 1,1871.
hv::

on

H. A. McKENNEY & CO.,
42 1-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

at

sale:

Dodge’s Restaurant

Administrator’s Sale.

ABLE

and economical boot
affords an article more

FOR

Complete official, Statistical and Business Directory
of the State, 4*0 pages, MAP. allowing Counties,
Towns, Railroads, Steamboat Lines, with Distances,
Fart-s, Telegraph and Express Stations. Full of information as a nut of meat. If complete City Di
rkctoiuks, for $1,50. Everybody wauta it. Sent
post-paid for $’..50. Map alone, pocket form, 50 cts, j

NO MO HE WET FEET.

la

Belfast, Nov. ds, 1S71.

NOW READY.::™

'ITJ^ILL be sold

Boots and.

Me.

A. P A It C If E It
to act as our Agent.
I -hall supply him with the Liniment, and will be
sold by him at our wholesale and retail rates.
Sold by S. A. HOWES & CO., Belfast.
Om215* !

SPECIAL NOTICES.

FASTENING

Bangor,

in.

to
17
Mutton per lb. 5 to
7
Lamb per lb.
o to
u
Turkey per lb. 17 to GO
Chicken per lb.10 to
12
Luck per lb.
I
to
11
11
Geese per lb. 12 to
Hay per ton, $23 to 27
Lime,
$1.25 to 00
Washen Wool Go to
55
L'nwas’d
35 to 42
45 to 50
23 to 30 Pulled
00
,"to
17to 00 Hides,
00
30 to 32 Calf Skins, 10 2-3 to
12 to
14 SheepSkins
1.00 to 1.50
5 to
7 Wood, hard,$0.00 to 8.00
1..'5 to0,00 Wood, suit, $4.00 to 00
4 to
0 Dry Pollock,
5
Oto
H Straw,
Oto
$12to 15

AS A

Philo IIkksi.v.
N. F. Houston.
Wm.
Poor.
H. H ,'iuHSSoN,
A. ii. BRARNtKV.
H. ii. Formes.
Wm. 1! Fo'.lke.
S. L. Mili.ikkn.
Asa Thurlot nil,
I. R. GRANT.
A. W. Rich.
A. D. BRAN.
iwJl

Sprains, Bruises,Rheumatism, Headache, Earache & Toothache, &c.
Prepared only by

4w23

O

Hampden.

-FOR-

1.10to 1.15
00 to 1.00
05 to 1.00
Corn,
05 to 70
Barley,
2.5010 3.00
Beans,
Marrowfat Peas, Ou to 1,00
65 to 00
Oats,
45 to
50
Potatoes,
10
Dried Apples,
Mo
33 to 50
Cooking, do.

Butter,
Cheese,
Fggs,
Lard,
Beet,
ApJD; Baldwin,
Veal,
Dry Cod,

HOFFMAN'S

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Diptheria, Asthma,
Chronic Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cramp &. Pain

7

te

to

GERMAN LINIMENT!

( I »RF.\T.

4V

For Hal«» l»y all Grocers.

-,)-

CF.I.EI1RATED

Weekly for the Journal.

G
$S.l-‘2toll.l-2 Round Ilog,
05to 00 ClearS’t jPork$10

Rye Meal,
Rye,

1ST O T 1 C' E

Portland, Maine.®

in

A

SOLE AGENTS K<>R NEW ENGLAND.

UNDERSIGNED hereby give notice, that
they will present to the next Legislature, of
Maine, a petition b>r a Railroad charter from some
point at or near the Northern terminus of th,*
Georges Valley Railroad, to a point upon either the
Maine Central or European n id NorCi American
Railroads, iu the town of llan.pden. "aid road :•>
be located through the towns of lb.'last. Waldo,
Swunvile, Monroe, Newhurg, or Wii.urnort. and

?>'» Federal Street,

J > 11.

*0

f|1IIE
X

lVIeniln.

A^-Speeimen copies sent free on application
H. W
RICHARDSON,

Belfast, Wednesday, Dec. id, 1871,
Corn Meal.

Louk

SOAP

ItBAVilin

DOIAttt

CHARTED E. nOODT

STRICTLY IN ADVANCE.

""’2:5

REWARD

Try it .n the Bathroom; it leaves the skin cool,
smooth and soft. Use it to cleanse your Marb e
Ornaments. Mantle-, Door-steps, Sec., and Brick
Walks and Alleys. Use it with scmiring-brick in
cleansing iron or steel; it saves hall the labor, and
gives a better appearance. It makes Tin Ware shine
like new, and has no equal in cleansing glas- or ehiua.
Dissolved in boiling water, it makes the best uud
cheapest Soft Soap in the world.

N K W S

Mako

.•

.1

new.

lars.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR,
Arcoiinlit

....

DOLLAR

-FOR-

lion

to the afflicted.
Saho a:..! n. glo ?
out of >'
it at.lie-. t-t
.! m-x,box b\
until.

Iiru^ist

*r.
Washes without rubbing; Removes Pitch
&c.
Paint. Grease, Sweat ami Leather Mains
Wadies with Hot or Gold, Hard. Soft, or Salt Water ;
Saves Labor, lime, fuel. Glotlu-s, ami Money.
Clothes washed with it w ir twice as long awashed with common soap. One p< uud ot it will
wash from ten to titte*»n •! »/.* u pieces oi ordinary
family washing. It washes the tine-t 1 ice without
injury, and renders all at tides us clear and bright as

| Good canvassers will please address the
[Publishers at Portland, Maine, for particu

ihj».

.1

THIS YALEAP.LE SALVE IS SOLI) BY ALL
DEALERS IN MEDICINES.
lyr-KHa.

and deaths, embellished with ppr ■p ri
mottoes,bird pieces, and downs. It wib
meet the dews of those who desire some
thing really eh gant for a Fa mily Ihc >rd
Messrs, if. „*1. Me Kenney t»* 1
-12 L-i
Exchange Street, are the puhlishrrs, anc
odfr it for sale by subscription only, athe low price, o f $2.50 each."

PORTLAND WEEKLY ADVERTISER

—

I. F .-'nr! < Fo^tuni..:.
I;..cklu'al and wile.
! K Ki: liai und wile.
William McLoun.
i1

•.

1
Put up in Bo set it 50 cents
Pivpiuvl
I.V L. M
l.y MISS c. SAWYER.
ROBBINS, Wholesale and Retail Drug
•:;
1.
Yen 1:
gist, Rockland, Mo.
tv I.. M
l>v until on
•cipt of.-, v*
ROBBINS. Rockland, Me.

Press,Oct, -'4/lo7l.

II. W. Shaylor. Ur accomplished (eachei
of penmanship in the Portla.-i'l I}»sin
College and the Public Schools <f th
city, has after years of patient t<al. executed an elegant design of his men for <•
family record. It is done entirely a:it/,
the pen, and has been r cprodwo d in lith
for the public. The framc-worl
!orjraph
is a beautiful oral wreath, In curient i,
mowers, birds, and butterflies. interc'ptei
at the top with a small oral intended f a
the ^holograph, of the head of the family.
The centre is artistically filled "i'P.
scrolls f >r the record of marring<
birth-

To sell the Ifatioual
Line n Marker ami
Card f*rinter. Terma
sent free, or out-fit, including Marker with name, sent
for $ 1.00. Address Kockland
HAND STAMP CO.,
Kockland, Me.
3m23*

T H K

T
'rrr,
iVm. |l Titcomb,
U:(‘ 1.nrii*» Sr.ov.
li; •. AI'-x. Snow,
.1
«
K I*. Cbm
I Wakefield ami wifi.
A'
llcattiti and H'tti'
< Sliaw- and u if.',
l\
I
S Cano ami wifi-,
!. W AS'i^Ut and wit.-,
A
•. Fuller and wif".
I '.om:h ('ulsuiiand wifi*.
II
11. ury iii^raliani auJ

t > km p tuippli •■!.*<
I'uluw. and receive it

\V A N T 1<: 1»!

A L i:

R.-v i:. F. Cutter.
K v. W. o II...u -.1
l: V. J ■*='■; :i K;.i
lt<-v. fivur-.* I"z r.
Gvi!. .1. V. tJIU ....
Cr
an
Car
.. 11 ■
Cap:. Da .. Ain' s
V.-. .. WiD.m ami v.i!
1 1.
ai.
A > K.
G.
W. lvimt' ii!. .!r. M:v
of It -k .ami) uml w n.
C

Belfast, Nov. 28, 1871.

El, Plienix Hum.

roil

—

■■■•

Joseph iarw.-ll,

REMEMBER THE PLACE.
.Vo. 2S Custom House Square,

V ermont at

Mv Friend, stop that terrible cough, and

Hon. T. II. Cushing, of Winterport, isreeoving from a severe and dangerous illness.

MADDOCK’3.
A

Gm21sp

thus avoid

An important railroad convention will lie
held ill Bellas! on Thursday, the 21st instant.
At least tour railroad corporations will lie repsented. [Camden Herald.

Just Received at

Presents !

<

W- the undersigned, have be- n acquainted wit «
•... l».
Miss Sawyer f>«r many years, md
! / wl a skilful aursw a..d having
at bristian
jsed her salve in our families, it gives us great
pleasure ill s;;_ n g it is the be.-t g.n i.l medicine
we have ever no

I>

N

mon

II .J. Robinson of South Thomaston. will com
munic.ite with this office he will hear of something

passing

\

1000

doad2o; line dairies, comprising fall and summer
make,at 28ad0c; good lair lots at 2d:i27c; common do
at Halse; inferior do at llal lc, bakers’ at lOuHc;
Western Butter, choice grades, at 22a20c, and com-

To Correspondents and Subscribers.

in

A

*3

Christmas

Rich patterns of Gold Hunting Watches lor Ladles.
Ameiican and Imported Silver Watches, all prices
ami styles. All Watches at reduced prices. Gold
Chains, Gold Beads, Pins, Ear-Kings, Sleeve Buttons, Studs, Thimbles, Tooth-Picks and Charms, In
great variety. Fine Gold Finger-Rings. A large
variety of solid Gold, Flat Band, Plain and Engraved and other patterns with sizes for children. Gold,
Silver and Steel Bowed Specks, with the best Ola*0*1*
to suit all ages.
Coin Silver Ware, Pie, Butter and
Fruit Knifes, Berry, Preserve, Sugar, Table, Desert
and Tea Spoons, Sardines and Pickle Forks, Napkin
Kings. Many ol the above goods are ornamented by
engraving and gilding with line cases lor presents.
Silver Plated Ware. Tea Sets, Cake Baskets, Castors, Butter Dishes, Goblets, Cups, Forks, Spoons,
Cent’s Fine Pocket Knifes, Scissors, Shears, Hair
and Tooth Brushes, Combs, Albums, Violin, Guitar,
and Bass Viol Strings, Portmoneys and Wallets.
With a general assortment of Fancy Goods and
Toys,
Prompt attention to Fine Watchwork, and Repair-

CATTLE MARKET.

Monday, Dec. 11, 1871.
BUTTER—We quote strictly line lots of full made

St. I-oris. Mo., Dec. 12.
A gentleman
who arrived in Kansas City on Saturday
informed the Times that on the Sunday
previous a terrible affair oceured in Saline
county, Nebraska. A party ot emigrants
were passing through the county westward. when the cold constantly increasing
they concluded to camp. They were on
a pi, ee of
high prairie several miles from
any house, but three miles front them was
a
of
timber land. AUer unhitching
piece
their teams the men started to procure
fuel. Not returning for several hours,
the women left the children and started
to hurt them ep. The next day the bodies
of 17 persons who perished from the intense cold were found. The children leit
m the wagons were the only survivors.

out

Christmas

happed

Foil IiultSLH AND
’ATT I. •'.
F
S rert or
Bruises on Horses or (.'.ntie thi.. Salve
iuv..luablo.
and has avt mi-wing et!'. t :a miring scratches on
horses. This Salve has worked iis own way into
notoriety, and is a safe and sure remedy for all th
above ailments.

0
0

Presents!

SILVER GOODS!

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.

and healthful table, or, if desired, a liaudsomc
one, at a moderate expense.” The work will be
found a valuable one for ladies with or without
experience in the matters to which it relates.
Tin: Lady’s Almanac for ls72, is the title of
a neat little volume issued bv (ieo. A. Coolidge
Hd Washington street. Boston. It is beautifully
printed on tinted paper, and illustrated with
Fin*- Engravings.
It is replete with elevated
sentiment in Poetry and Prose, and useful
Household Notes. It is sold by newsdealers, at
the price of r»n cents, or will be mailed, postpaid. by tho publisher.
on

Presents!

D

L. K. PALMER.

on customers.

AID

Store Cattle—Yearlings, $s.il3; .* year olds, $l2a
28, 3 year olds, $25a45. f Un.se ot a poorer quality at
prices ranging from $?a$30.
Sheep anil Lambs—Extra and selected lot*. $3 5oa
5 5u; Ordin ary, $1 75a3 00; or from 4 aUc per lb.
Swine—Store pig*, 1 1-4 per pound.
Poultry--Extra, Vi 5c; no diurn,11 3-4 a 15 1 \ poor
14c.

Books.

Death

L

wait

to

0

M. I
WOODCOCK,
Main St., Belfast, Maine.

—

to

Christmas

Special attention is called to the wants of Country
Dealers, and anything in the Periodical or Fancy
Goods line, will'be sold as low as obtained in Boston

O

4w23

be nappy
Gw 22

JOBBII C*.

Gr

Sets, Walnut, Oak and Pine

1

Presents!

Toys ol innumerable styles an l quantities. Now is the
time to secure presents both costly and cheap, for
okl and young. The best assortment ever offered In
this city, is on exhibition, and the undersigned requests an examination ol these goods, and guarantees the prices satisfactory to one and all.

:

Chamber

new

THE PALMER

grade'.

j

Frozen

Thirty
just out.

am prepared to show the
public that 1 have so
perfected my machine for jointing staves, as to
satisfy the most sceptical. The work can be done !
perfectly, giving to every stave its proper taper in I
proportion to its width, lit lor all the different barrels and casks now In use, from the hogshead down I
to the smallest nail cask, giving in every case o each
cask its desired bilge and bend.
I have a lew in
operation unsold, which I hope are giving satisfaction. A few more are ytt to be delivered on terms
agreed on between myseit and those who have seen
tit to give them a trial. I have made no price except
to those now using them, which is considerably
lower than J propose to sell in the future. My works
at
present are at the Belfast Foundry, where I shall

BOOKS, POCKET

|1

EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Stave Jointer

AND STATIONERY.

do at 14al7e per i.
CHEESE—We quote line New York and Vermont
Tim
Vol’Nt; IF Hsi-.K KKPlili'- FltfKXD.
By factory at Id l-2aH 1-2c, per lb; choice Ohio factory
Mr-. ( orneliu-. Boston:
Thompson, Big- i 12 1-2aide, with perhaps an occasional sale at a little
low A Brown.
higher price; fair to good factory sells at 12aldc, and
choice dairy at l2alde,and common cheese at 10c
This is a hook whic h aims to give useful hints
per 10.
and directions regarding domestic economy,
EGOS—The market is rirra, with sales ,i die per
doz.
cooking, Ac., to those who of all persons most
BEAN'S We quote r.hoi<*“ Northern hand-piek. A
need them—young housekeeper*.
It treats in
pea beans at $2 .'>0ad no; choice Eastern at $5 12:
common pea beans $2 12u2 6'>; choice mediums
a suggestive and practical way ot all matters of
$2 76; and yellow eyes at $d 12 per bush.
imerest in the management of household affairs,
POULTRY'
Turkeys are selling at liaise;
fowls uutl chickens at llal5c;
f rom parlor to kitchen. Most of the recipes are chickens for 10a20e.
Geese 12 116c. Ducks 14al8.
VEGETABLES—The market is not so well sup
from the writer’s own experience, and all have
plied with Potatoes, and we quote Jackson Whites
been subjected to practical tests.
It is not a
55ai»5c per bush.
Onions are dull at $.2a2 60 per bbl.
work exclusively for those who live lavishly:
APPLES—The market continues firm at $4a4 .6
bbl. lor prime New Y ork winter fruit; $d 60a$4
per
tic authoress says “especial reference has been
for Western do, uud
50a$3 tor common apples.
ton for the best
had to tho-, who have neither poverty nor
HAY'- We quote at $32ad4 p
Vermont and Canada hay; $26a27 tor inferior; $2Sa
riches, and such directions have been given as 3U for Western
timothy, and $16al7 for Swale, Straw
will enabl
a house-keeper to provide a good
sells at $dua per ton.

base’s

French
There are reports that a change in the
will *H»ngovernment is imminent. liners
oi
Duke
uuish the Presidency in favor of
D’Aumale. He has agreed to this movement
of
with the Duke, and the influential member*
the Right approve of it.

existing

in this market.

dog in search of his master enterdry goods store, and after fruitless
investigation made his exit by jumping through
a pane of glass.
Alden watched the faithful
<

correct two

corner

■

An anxious

-!

amnormcs simum

loafers that insuh !
arc! the throwing of ashes into the
'i-. \ diligent'rc idcr of the Journal became -o ab-orbetl in ii- contents that tlie paper
took fire from the lamp, and was not discovered
iil! too late to save the sheet. Who says the
Journal i> not interesting?.The ladies of the
l uitarian .Society hold a Fair at Hay ford Hall.
!>*•
1'
See notice.The slate excitement
in the northern part of the county continues.
The latest >a!es o{ lands were to fiocklaud
parties.Fox skins begin to be marketed.
There i- an excellent foundation for the sleighing that has so long threatened to come_
There have been no recent transactions in owls

him that receives."

<

season are

Llic collections of

ii

PRESENTS!

BOOKS, PERFUMERY

; For the week ending Wednesday, Dec. G.J
At market for the current week—Cattle 2751 :Sheep
and Lambs 025o; Swine 12,400.
L ist week—Cattle,
2001; Sheep and Lambs, 3577; Swine, 10,400.
From Maine—Cattle 331; Sheen and Lambs, 210.
Prices ot Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, the total weight
ol hides, tallow and dressed Beef—Extra quality
$0 75a7 uo; first quality $0 25aG .50; second quality $5
75aG00; third quality $4 5uauo0; poorest grade of
50a4 25.
of coarse (Oxen, Bulls, &i\,
Hides and Fallow- Brighton IIidesS l-2a0c; Brighton Fallow GaG l-2e; Country Hides 8a8 1-2;
Country
Fallow 5 l-2.iuc; Call Skins lGalSc; Sheep and Lamb
Skins, $1 50u2 u0 per skin.
Cxert—
Extra,
$200a2o0; ordinary, $140a
Working
IDO; Handy Steers $3.5a00; poor and coarse one*, $50
a$05 per pair,
Milcli Cow»--F.\tra, $55a$0'; ordinary, $20a$5<>;
Store cow$ 10a*5;> per head. .Most of the milch
cows, oi.'-ml in market for sale are of an ordinary

ov-. r

< ii y

ip

to his

indebted to James Freeman, of Porta

BRIGHTON

is bringing
great deal of
the Belfast Brandi.This is the
season that rejoices tlie soul of the Gas Company—short daylight and plenty of darkness.
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you have a salve combining soothing and
healing properties, with no dangerous ingredient
V remedy at hand for the many pains ami
aches, wounds and bruises to which flesh is heir.
Is more easily applied than many other remedies,
never producing a bad effect, but always relieving
pain, however severe.
It is prepared by Jibs Saxcyer, who Las used i:
in her own extensive treatment of the sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal diseases for which this salve is recommended are. Chilblains, Rhexnnatlsm, Piles.
Scrofula, Old Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Sprains, Burns,
I'enr Sores. Felons, Pimples, Frysitelas, Son
Eyes, Barber’s Itch, Deafness, Boils, Rlng-iconns.
Corns, Biles of Insects, Cancer-9, Toothache, Fa/
ache, S’-re Sipples, Baldnes>, Sicollen Breasts,
Itch. Scab/. Head, Teething. < 'happed Hands,
Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup* Cracked Lips, and
Sores on Children
It never fails to cure Rheumatism ft properly
applied. Rub it on wdl with the hand three times
a day.
In several cases it lias cur-al palsied limbs.
Far Piles it lias been discovered to ben sure remedy. Persons that have been afflicted for years
havo been relieve 1 by a f -w applications. For Erysipelas it works wonders, allaying the inflammation
Hands i;
nnd quieting the patient. F ir (
produces a cure immediately. Let those with Salt
Rheum obtain tins fcfalve and apply it freely, am-,
It is good in cases ol
they will lind it iuvaiuuM
S rofula and Tumors. ('oncers have been cured
with it. Tlr* best Salvo ever invented for Sic-oll&i
Breast aw] Sore Xijgd---. S v\ .y injurious, but
!F
sure to afford relief.
Sore
Eyes Rub it
on the lids gently, once or twi
;. day.
Cures deaf
ness by putting in the ears on a p:<
f ottoa.
F>r Feb * this is superior to aw, thing itnowa
For Pimples 1»i- act' 1 uc a ct.irn:. !•'
Burns
and S' aids, apply the Salve at once a.id it give*
immediate relief.' P
Old Sort*, apply once a

HERE

No. II Phenix Row,
Belfast, Me.

innwiaa—-TTTMI ——a——————
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Du, E. R. Clarke’s Vegetable Sherry Wine
Bitters are a certain cure tor female sickness, by
a wine-glass half lull before getting out of bed
in the morning.
Delicate Ladies will liud it of
great service by using it three or lour times a day.
tf
Sold by all dealers in medicines.

taking

FIELD & MATHEWS.
'Ifanufadnrers Ac Wholesale A Detail
Dealers in

Christmas

his tine line ol

Wholesale Houses.
3w23

11 Piiemi Row.

FURNITURE

of

Necku.oia—Dr. J. Briggs’ Allevator will
instantly relieve nervous or sick headache,
neuralgia, catarrh, sore throat, dyspepsia,
heartburn, palpitation, flatulency,sour stomach,
in fact it is the greatest restorer of the age,
counteracts or neutralizes all poisons, reduces
inflammation, and prevents disease. Sold by
Richard S. Moody, S. A. Howes A (’o., Belfast,
L. Curtis Jr., Searsport, Roberts & llichborn, !
:
Stockton, Mudgett A Libby Prospect, J. W.
Seavv Frankfort, and Druggists generally, tf ,

thick soled shoes.The
young folks are beginning to inquire whether
then i- •> In* a masked ball this season.The
this

HELD & MATHEWS,

DAIRIES, ALMANACS,
SCHOOL

Geese Feathers.
A T

SEASONABLE GIFTS!
depattment of UIC1I and RARE selections

hi the

How they sling, throb unu ache,
Coens!
smart and burn our feet.
In vain we beg. we
threaten, we curse, we flourish the sharpest
knives above their heads, we burn, cut, hack,
hew and fell, and still the pesky corns remains
a source of misery.
Useless* are entreaties,
ears, curses, groans ; nothing is equal to Briggs'
Vlleviator and Curative, as a cure for Corns,
Bunions, Ingrowing Nails and all ailments of
the feet. Sold by Druggists.

to

WELLS.

I
lar

WOODCOCK

M. F*.

F.

re-

NEW LOT EXTflA LIVE

18 7 1.

Invites attention

Chignons!
3w22

CHRISTMAS

the reply.
Piles instantly relieved ami soon cured by
using Dr. Briggs’ Pile Remedies,” They reduce inlhunation, soothe the irritated parts, and
have proved a blessing to the afflicted. Whether
internal, external, bleeding or itching piles, all
kinds in all stages must yield to the wonderful
influence of these never tailing remedies. wold
was

that

men

they

burials are conducted with Hie greatest secrecy,
Hie bodies being bidden in trees, or in the beds
of streams turned for thopuipiw. They are
ancient people, having been described by
Herodotus, who locates them exactly where Du
< haillu found them.
All through the region in which he travelled
the lecturer was regarded as a wizard, whom
it would not be safe to offend. This belief was

'an you tell me how old the devil is'r asked
an irreverent fellow of a clergyman.
“My
friend, you must keep your own family record,”
••(

industry.The boys continue to go
to their rural camps and have good times. Ah !
don’t we remember the days of yore there!.
\mong the best things for the elevation of wo-

regular abodes. lie left beads and other gifts
to reassure them, with the intention of coming
A gentleman with weak lungs who had occaagain. At the, next visit lie came *o suddenly ! sion to face the cold wind in riding, folded a
on the huts tii.it the dwarfs eoulu not. all get
copy of the Republican Journal under his vest,
away, and some hid themselves in the huts. and says lie never rode so comfortably.
We
He caught several, made presents to them, told
a year, and
furnish these chest protector* for
them ho would do them no harm, and they
now is a good time to begin.
soon got tamed.
The lecturer described them
I!i lfast lias slide factory on the brain. [Port
as a sort of gypsies, not more than
seventy in land Advertiser.
a band, who move from place* to
it isn’t our sole reliance. We are pegnever
But
place,
Jourplanting anything, and living mi such small ging away at other enterprises. [ Belfii't
nal.
games a.- frogs, snakes Are. They are of tawny
\W hope this won't he the last of it, hut that
omplexion, and in some respects resemble the all oppositions inav be knocked into shoe-strings
number
Bushmen of South Africa.
They are well and that the city will wax until it shall
fourteen times as many people as now. [Portshaped, intelligent and active. Intermarriage lund Adv.
in all degrees of relationship 1> practiced. Du
For a Christmas or New Year's present, fiend
('haillu wished to obtain a skeleton, but was
friends the Republican Journal for a year.
told by the Ashaugoes that if such a purpose your
Its weekly visits will be reminders of your
was made known he must bid farewell to the
kindness for a year to come.
for
would tlee ut once. Their
dwarfs,

of‘‘Johnson'* Anodyne LiniPurgative Pills,” and Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders,” have published a readable and instructive pamphlet*,
which may had free at the stores.
The proprietor*
ment.'’ “Parson’*

B.

CHRISTMAS

The steamer Titian, from Sydney, C B, reports
that on the 0th inst, olf Little Guli Island, she collided with the sch Daniel Williams, of Rockland,
Capt Miller, from New York for Boston. The night
was dark and cloudy with a strong west wind.
The
sch was struck amidships on the starboard side and
went down in five minutes after the collision. Boats
were lowered and the crew saved with the
exception
of one seaman, named Michael Rawley. of
Hope
Maine. The steamer had a hole stove in her port
bow and her lore compartment was tilled with water to a sea level.
Brig Nigretta, of Stockton, iron Cardiff for New
York, which has been reported wrecked on Bruunton Sands, proves to be in good order and was expected to come ofl on the 23d ult, about 200 tons of
coal ha\ing been thrown out.

MISS SAWYERS SALVE.

Real Hair and Jute Curls. A Largo Stock just
ceived from New Yoik, and selling cheap by

LOOK OUT FOR

SHIP NEWS.

What is the diflVrenro between an entrance
barn and a loafer in a printing-office? One
a barn door and the other is a darn bore.

Rufus Chapman of Liberty, Maine, had a stiff
leg bent at the knee, limbered and straightened
by the use of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment."
Au exchange, wanting to compliment a “live
stock journal," says it is edited by a man whose
head is full of live stock.

ham.Mr. Clark, at City Saloon, has an intelligent and talkai vo parrot, that says smart
things.— ll-m. A. G. .Jewett has three stallions,
named Gen. Grant, Gen. Sherman and Gen.
Sheridan, using the lir<t named for his personal
riding.The foundry building, at the foot of
Main -Ireel, is as busy as a beehive, with its
numerous
industries.A vessel that was
oblige d to leave Bangor hastily to avoid the ice.
completed her cargo by having it sent to Belfa-11 iail.Large drafts are made on the
clam tl as. which continue to respond liberally.
.Biding up past City Point on the engine,
we observed that the lishers for smelts are pur-

suing

an-

Linen

LOOK OUT FOR
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The Prince of Wales Stii! ! iving.
iH-oii to-day, London time, the Prince of
No change for the
Wales was 'till living.
better.
Trouble in the Administration Camp
A Washington special says the republican
senator met again in caucus at half past ten
this morning, and resumed the consideration
of the proposition to reestablish the retrenchment committee. The friends of Gen. Grant
view tins as the inauguration of a determined
opposition to the administration, bv the exposure of its weak points.
A;

|
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Thousands die

A Startling Truth!

nually from neglected coughs and colds, which
ripen into consumption, or other equally
fatal diseases of the lungs: when by the timely
use of a single bottle of Dr. WistaCs Balsova
<>f Wild Cherry their lives could have been
preserved to a green old age.
soon

Limbo. Sometime ago
rom the steamer Katah
j tin, and could not b? accounted for. Soon a:’-er >• "a- ] uecnted to Mr.
Wells, tin- agent in
j ‘‘iis city, and a lost inmk claimed by a man
J
| calling himself I. U. Hart, of Ilartland. Mr. Mew Hampshire Democratic Convention.
! Well* requested the nmu to make out a bill of
The New Hampshire Democratic State Conthe contents of the trunk, which lie did. > la mvention i< being held to-day. New departure
the whole value at SJGM.iU.
the
Among
|
resolution have been adopted. Gov. Weston
! items was‘‘one
mattress,” which was enough
The
will be renominated by acdammation.
J of itself to till an ordinary trunk, and the reattendance is large and harmonious, and mu eh
articles
> more,
would
till
about
tw
niaing
Ro|
• nlhU'iasm
prevails.
j 'iuestiug the mau to wait while lie went to the
Starvation at Turk's Island.
Mr.
Wells
a
warrant
for
stealbank,
procured
Arrivals from the West indies state that vosb»g and attempted fraud, and had him arrested.
'<*!«. passing Turk’s Island, have been boarded
While before Judge Patterson, he confessed
[ that he had no trunk, and had ■found*’ tie from there with a request to bring cargos in
free of dntv. as the. inhabitants are starving.
• heck.
He was held to answer at the Supremo
< ‘-ort. There are now two met: in
state Prison
to
similar frauds on the Sanford company,
.Shout < aki.. A gentleman of this city, who
st amhoat and .railroad men
always r-j oice has an eye for the poetry of motion, compliv.
*». -a-- of these gentry gets
ments the graceful skating ot the girls at Burncaged.
nk
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-*iild drink this decoction withoir
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himself. Both parties were alive this morning,
but with no hopes that either will recover.
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LADIES

LOOK OUT FOR

75 years and 10 months.
In Warren, Dec. 2d, Miss Martha Dickey, aged 80
years.
In Union, Nov. 30th, Mrs. Clarissa Beverage,
aged
p5 years.
In Gouldsboro, Aug. 12th, Byron E., aged 19
years. Dee. 1st, Leslie H., aged 3 years 10 months,
sons of John and Francena Stevens.
Iu Bangor, Dec. 0, Mrs. Elizabeth, widow of tlic
late Hugh Boss of Searsport, aged HO years and H
months. Funeral took place from the residence of
Mrs. Baker, sister of deceased, on Tuesday.
In Bucksport, Eliza, widow of the late Joshua
Hooper, ol Castine, aged 0? years, 10 months.
In Monroe, Dec, 2, by Kev. J. Walker, Samuel B.
Clark ot M., and Cyntha Staples of Stockton.

farmer, one day visited the cow-house,
when she thu> interrogated her milk-maid:
“By-the-by, Mary, which of these cows is it
that gives the butter-milk?*’
fo

LOOK OUT FOR

[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age,
must be paid for.I
In South Thomaston, Dec, 5th, Mrs. Emily Gerrish, aged 31 years.
In Waldoboro’ Nov. 20th Mrs, Salley Webb, aged

“Blessings on the fiian who first invented
sleep.” But how can any one sleep who is filled
full of pain? By using He nne’s Pain-Killing
Magic Oil, to be sure! 3. A. Howes «fc Co.,
wholesale agents.
A young lady from the city recently married

Boston, Dec. 13, 4 P. M.
The Grand Duke’s Movements.
The Grand Duke Alexis leaves for Montreal
to-morrow, lfis proposed trip to Portsmouth,
N. If.. has been given up.

■

DIED.

Adapted

to

all kinh of Se^hip Machinex

i!>

Machines for

IPERSONS
manufacturing purposes,
invention.
this
want of

are

family use or
invited to call an

It saves one-halt
the labor. It cannot turn the wrong way. It has
no deuti centres, and can be stopped instantly.
It
places the machine under the perfect control ot the
operator bv the use of the feet alone. 1 he injurious
effects resulting from the constant use of the Sewing
Machines are entirely obviated by the use of this
TREADLE POWER. It can be seen in operation
on all kiuds of machines at our Salesroom.
see

labor-saving

Ho. 2V3

to
next

door

H'awliinittoik

to .Ionian,
I-'Vis

Street.

Marsh A t’o.’s.

Agent*

HILL, HOLMFS & CO.

H>mn to the Northern Star.

satisfaction. lie looked proud and happy.
While lie stood and gazed upon the child
of his labors, the door opened, and his fa-

The sail and solemn night
IS ilh yet her multitude of cheerful tires;
l iie glorious host of light
W
U the dark hemisphere till she retires;
\ II through her silent watches, gliding slow,
''
■•"Ustollations come, and climb the heavens,
and go.

ther entered.

“What! are you n ot studying?” exclaimed Sir. Winthrop, as he noticed
the boy standing in the middle of the

■

>

he caught sight of the curious construction on the floor.
“This is the secret of
your idleness. Now 1 see how it is you
cannot master your studies.
You spend
I'll sec
your time in making fly-cages
whether you'll learn to attend to your
lessons or not. There!”
As the father uttered these harsh ejaculations, he put his foot upon the object of
his displeasure. The boy uttered a quick
cry, and sprang forward, but too late.
The curious construction was crushed to
atoms—the labor of long weeks. Looking at the mass of ruins, and then covering his lace with his hands, he burst into

him.

And thou do>t sec them rise,
•iar of the Pole! and thou dost see them set.
Alone, in thy cold skies,
I'hou keep’s! thy old unmoving station yet,
Xor join’st the dances of that glittering train,
Nor dipp'st thy virgin orb in the blue western
main.

There, at morn’s rosy birth,
■Thou look os t meekly through the kindling air,
And eve. that round the earth
Chases the day, beholds thee watching there:
There noontide finds thee, and* the hour that
calls
The shapes ot polar flame to scale heaven's
azure Walls.

tears.

••Ain’t you ashamed?” said Mr. Win.
throp, "a great boy like you to spend
your time in making clap-traps, and then
cry about it because I choose you should
attend to your studies. Now go to the
barn and heln .Jerry shell corn.”
The boy was too full ot grief to make
any explanation, and, without a word, he
left his chamber. But for long, long days
afterwards, he was weary and downhearted.
“Samuel,” said Mr. Winthrop, one day
after the Spring had opened, "I have
seen Mr. Young, and he is willing to take
you as an apprentice. Jerry and I can
get along on the farm, and I think the
best thing you can do is to learn the
blacksmith’s trade. 1 have given up all
hopes of ever making a surveyor out ot
you, and it you had a farm, you would
not know how to measure it or lay it out.
Jerry will soon he able to take my place
as surveyor, and I have already made arrangements for having him sworn and obtain bis commission,
lint your trade is a
good one, however, and 1 have no doubt,
you will be able to make a good living at
it.”
Mr. Young was a blacksmith in a

Alike, beneath thine eye,
1 he deed* of darkness and of light are done :
High towards the star-lit sky
Towns blaze, the smoke of battle blots the sun.
The night-storm on a thousand hills is loud.
And the strong wind of day doth mingle sea
and cloud.

unaltering blaze.
half-wrecked mariner, his compass lost,
Fixes his steady gaze,
And steers, undoubting, to the friendly coast;
And they who stray in perilous waste*,by night.
\i* glad when thou dost shine to guide their
(>n thine

The

footsteps right.

And. therefore, hards of old.
■ages, nnd hermits of the solemn wood.
Ibid in thv beams behold
\ beauteous type of that unchanging good.
That bright eternal beacon, by whose ray
I'm
voyager of time should shape his heedful
w ay.
Rr van?.

The

Father’s

Error.

Mr Solomon Winthrop was a plain old
farmer -an austere, precise man, who
lid everything by established rules, and
mid see no reason why people should
; asp at anything beyond what had. been
He
a<*hed by their great-grandfathers.
bail three children—two boys and a girl.
1 here was Jeremiah, seventeen years
-•Id. Samuel fifteen ; Fanny fourteen.
i: was a cold winter’s day. Samuel
w‘i- in
the kitchen, reading a book, and
-o
interested was ho, that lie did not nothe entrance of his lather. Jerry was
i" the
opposite corner, engaged in cyphering out a sum which lie had f und in his
arithmetic.
’Sam," said his father, ’have you
worked that sum out yet?*’
“No, father,” answered the boy hesi■

■

neighboring town,and he carried

"Didn’t I tell you to stick to your arithmet'.t till you had done it
said Mr.
\\ inthi*<»p in a severe tone.
Samuel hung down his head, and looked troubled.
•Why haven’t you done it ?” continued
th*‘ father.
I can’t do it, father,” tremblingly said
Samuel.
o an t do it !
And why not .J Look at
.bury, there, with his slate and pencil.
H" had
Sphered further than you have
long before lie was as old as you are.”
“derry was always fond of sums and
problems, lather. They have no interest
at all for me.”
“That’s because you don’t
to feel
tiy
an interest in
\\ hat book
your studies.
is that you are reading.”
“It's a work on philosophy, lather.”
“A work on fiddlesticks! Go put it
away this instant, and then get your slate ;
and don’t let me see you away from your
arithmetic until you can word those roots!
Do you understand ?
Samuel made no answer, hut silently
he put away his philosophy, and then he
got his slate and sat down in the chimney
corner.
His lip trembled, and bis eyes
moistened, for he was very unhappy.
His father had been harsh toward him,
and lie felt that it was without a cause.
“Sam,” said Jerry, as soon as their
lather had gone out <>i the room, *T’ll do
that sum for you.”
“No. Jerry,” replied the younger brother, with a grateful look: “that will be
deceiving father. I'll trv to do the sum,
but I fear that T shall n >t succeed.”
.Samuel worked very hard but to no
purpose. His mind was not on the subject before him. The roots and squares,
the bases and perpendiculars, though
comparatively simple in themselves, were
to him a mass of incomprehensible things;
and the more lie tried, the more he be«

day, Samuel Winthrop was removed from
the blacksmith’s shop to the machine
shop.

Samuel often visited liis parents.
At
the end of two years, his father was not a
little surprised when Mr.
Young informed
him that Samuel was the most useful
hand in his employ.
Time llew fast. Samuel was
twentyone.
Jeremiah had been free almost two
and
was
one
of
the
most accuyears,
rate and trustworthy surveyors in the

country.
Mr. Winthrop
son w ith
pride,

thorough mathematician

the

alternoon

nau

tuns

one

equally

as

pretty.”

Fannie thanked her brother and soon
after left the room, while the boy went on
with his work.
Before long, the various materials that
had been subject to Samuel’s knife and
pincers were joined and grooved together in a curious manner.
The embryo philosopher sat the maeeine—for it looked like a machine—upon
the floor, then gazed upon it intently.
His eyes gleamed with a peculiar glow' of

was

nearly destroyed by the recent storm.
give our readers an idea

THAT

keeper),

guards set as a warning to manners nan
become useless.
There remained only
the light to guide the watching sailors to
a haven of safety.
Frequent trips were
made to the top ot the tower and the light
was kept trimmed and burning.
As morning dawned the anxious men
looked out ot their prison for the lirst opportunity to escape. At low tide each
chose ins time to do so. Waiting for the
breaking of a wave they immediately
dashed across and were safe. The new
There, a
..tower was safe from harm.
dripping of water only was heard as the
waves rolled against its immovable surface. The wind veering to the north-east,
the waves were sent against the towers
in line instead of between them and the
men returned in a b*w hours to the old
Mr. Caswell says one
tower ldr food.
more such
tide as that ot Wednesday
afternoon would have swept their tower
into the ocean. As soon as practicable,
they took a look outside their prison and
realized more fully their great deliverBoth boats had been smashed,
ance.
leaving their stems hanging to the davits;
three of the iron straps and the iron ladder were torn away, and tin* immense
bell weight ol 1800 pounds had been
moved along the foundation in a northwest direction for the space of ten feet!
Two of the foundation stones were broken
in two and the whole structure was
Mr. Caswell lifted one ol them
loosened.
and could have pushed it into the sea
with his hands. The other can also be
thrown overboard by means of a crowbar.
With these stones gone the tower
would have toppled over and the keeper
and his son would have perished in their
stone-bound prison. Mr. Caswell states
that the old light must be discontinued,
as he knows ol no one so fool-hardy as to
11remembrances of that awful
Keep it.
day and night are most vivid and all the
wealth in the world would not tempt him
to pass another night during a storm in
such a shaky structure.

BOT1IJSEXES, SINGLE.OU.MARRIED.
Dll. L. mx i
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

MULTITUDE!

prise.

quired.

"It
simply this, father, that the loom
is mine,” returned Samuel, with conscious
"1
have invented it, and taken a
pride.
patent-right, and I have already been offered ten thousand dollars for the
patent
right in two adjoining States. Don’t yon
remember that clap-trap you crushed with
your foot six years ago ?"
"Yes,” replied the old man, whose
eyes were bent to the floor, and over
whose mind a new light seemed breakis

ing.

j
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j
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j
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“Well," continued Samuel, “that was
almost a pattern, though, of course I

have made alterations and
improvements,
and there is room for more.”
"And that was what you were
studying
when you used to stand and see me
and then fumble about my loom so much ?’>
said Mrs. Winthrop.
"You are right, mother. Eren then I
had conceived the idea which I have since
carried out.”
"And this is why you could not understand my mathematical problems,” uttered Mr. Winthrop, as he started from his
chair, and took the youth by the hand.

weave]

ASTHMA.
A Certain anti Speedy C ure guaranteed.
Send for circulars and testimonials to DR. M. IIERMANCE, 50.1 Fulton Av„ Brooklyn, N. V.

Havana

Royal

$3:i( .000 in gold drawn every seventeen days. Prizes
cashed and information furnished by GEORGE
UPHAM. Weybosset Street, Providence, R. I.

Geo, W, Burkett

TITAfTED, to give away $600,000 worth of
Medical Advice to the sick and afflicted. Address Dr. S. YORK, Auburn, Maine, or call at his
office, Lewiston, Lincoln Street, you will receive a
book free." See page 12, a report of the late Dr. G.
W. Carlton—twenty-four different Medical Baths,
N. B.—A good chance for a Medical student. Apply
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Would invite

my son, forgive me the harshI have used toward you, I have
been blinded, and now see how I have
misunderstood you. While I have
thought
you idle and careless, you were solving a
philosophical problem ! could have never

comprehended. Forgive me Samuel—I
meant well enough, but lacked
judgment
and discrimination.”

Scrofula, and

kllllPriOf,

ve-

remedis.

that his stock has been

formed

a co-partnership and the
already
stock is to be doubled and the firm

large

known hereafter

which he will send to his fellow-sufferers.
J. H. REEVES. 78 Nassau St.. N. Y.

YEARS’

THIRTY
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THE

Address

TREATMENT

Chronic and Sexual Diseases.
A PHYSIOLOGICAL VIEW OE MARRIAGE.
The cheapest book ever published—containing
nearly three hundred pages, and one hundred and
thirty iine plates and engravings ot the anatomy of
the human organs In a state cf health and disease,
with a treatise on early errors, its deplorable consoc uences upon the mind and body, with the author’s
plan of treatment—the only rational and successful
mode of cure, as shown by a report of cases treated.

on

Boston &z, Lowell.

sold less than
in Belfast

devastating

his

WINTER

forms,

“How did you learn that graceful attitude ?” said a gentleman to a lellow leaning in maudlin fashion against a post. "I
have been practicing at the glass,” was
the reply.

< >n

Tuesday, Pec. r>, the
ATKinKK

KATA II DIN

Road.

Rail

month.”

Rouse!
STATION.

The above House is now opened for the
accommod; tion ot the travelling public.
•
The subscriber hopes by strict attention
to the wants of his guests to receive a full share of
their patronage.
J. P. BROII’I.
Nov.

6, 1871.

Proprietor.
IS

sifice

the

the

opposition from the Faculty,
daily increasing. Thousands of certificates
can be presented if necessary, but if the
following
are not sufficient to satisfy the most
sceptical, 10,000

Linen

for 2.<

ots.

CLARK'S

Machine Thread

would be useless.
CATARRH, (the mother of consumption,'/ Scrofula, Salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
of the University Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect sue
cess.
Having treated over two hundred cases within
the last three months, I consider it safe tv warrant
a perfect cure to 00 cases out ol every one run Sred,
without cauterization or the least exposure.
SPERM A l'OKH IDEA the greatest destroyer of
humanity on the face of the Globe. How many bewail the loss ol precious vitality without having the
slightest idea ol the cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a state of hopeless decay. I have treated over five hundred cases
of this malady within six months with the University Medicines with perfect success.
Persons afflicted with diseases will please call or
send and get a book (free), wherein they will find
their diseases explained, and necessary remedies.
Address
PELEG STAPLES.
X50 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Some three months ago I was persuaded by my
wife to take the University Medicines. My health
an.I mind was so badly affected that my friends became alarmed for my safety.
In a week after commencing to take the Medicine, 1 felt great relief. 1
am now as well as any other man. My wife has been
for a long time afflicted with disease that has baffled
the skill of our best physicians; some ot which pronounced her case incurable. Under treatment of the
University Medicines, her health has greatly improved. Any one doubting, will please call at No. ii
Lincoln street, or at repair shop (.rami Trunk
GEORGE KING.SIU KY.
Depot.
Portland, Aug. a, ls?l.

University Medicines at Waterville,

at 7 cts.

CHILDREN’S
stock

in

tin*

city

reduced

at

Mid G-Ioves
worth

that

reading and remembering,

sell nice kids for *7 ets. per pair.
button kids, every pair warrant-

we

Also,

'*

FANCY

in

Sold

ed, at $1.25 per pair.
stores at $1.50.

Belfast

GOODS”

department recently enlarged, and prices
in all kinds of Fancy Goods marked down.
We guarantee goods in this department
cheaper than ever.

LADIES

HOSE

WOOLEN
25 ets. per

pair.

BUTTONS
20 ets. per gross.

L I N E N

TOWELS
10 ets. each.

WOOL

ALL

FLANNELS
selling

at 45 ets. per yard.

Former

price

50 ets.

SHAWLS
large variety

a

at

cheap prices.

AN EXAMINATION OF OUR

earnestly solicited from the fact that
new
goods have just arrived, and prices

is

on

the old stock.

MILLINERY
Those in want of these

the Public.
save

goods

money by getting them here.
goods received by every steam-

er.

Balmoral
for $1.00, former

Skirts

price $1.20.

Cotton Flannels
at 14 ets. per yard.

CRASH
yard.

Beaver Mohairs
at reduced

prices.

GHENT’S

Furnishing Goods

Nice Shirts and Drawers at 87 «ts.
er

willing

enquiries.
BUTTERFIELD, Waterville,

to answer all

Mrs. L. A.

Me

For five years I have suflVred with catarrh, a bad
consumptive cough and pain in my lelt side. I had
employed several physicians and have paid them
1 have used fti
over $150 without the least benefit.
worth ot the University Medicines, ami am relieved
trom the above troubles.
JOHN SHAW, West Com! St., Portland, Me.
I have been troubled with Scrofula all my lifetime,
and Neuralgia in the head lor seven years, and have
consulted good physicians from Maine to New York
without any benefit whatever, i have taken six
bottles ot the cancer plant, end one and one-half of
the Neuralgia Klixir, and a little ot some other kinds,
and 1 now feel better than 1 ever was before in my
life. I cannot say with Mr. Munsey, that 1 feel
twenty years younger, being only twenty-eight, but
can say
I never felt so young to iny knowledge in
my life.
Mrs. A. O. W. FOSTF.K Wilton, Ate,
Trrntu.l

■>«

■

«.(»«-•-

One bottle ot yoyr extract of
Dn. Staim.ks
Cancer Plant cured my little boy of Scrofula ot 15
months standing. It 1 should write all day I could
not give a tall Idea of his sullerings.
We employed
His sores are all
live physicians without relief.
healed and he appears perfectly well. We think it
is a wonderfui cure. Several of our friends are taking the medicine with good success.
Mrs. WM. .). I.F.W IS.
Old Town, Sept 17, 1870.
South Paris, Feb. 'J. 1-C1.
the medicine I got at
Du. SiAi-i.K.s -Dear Sir
your place, Jan. vi-.i, has done wonders for me. It is
all you recommend it to be.
You may make any use ot the above you think
Yours truly,
SKTII MOKSF.
proper.
The above case has been treated for the past lour
years by dilforent physicians tor cancer.
This may certify that I had been sutleriug with
the ‘"Rheumatism,'’ for live months, and at that time
it seized my right hip and leg down to the loot,
I tried many
l ids the physicians called “Sciatic.’
kinds ot highly recommended medicines which I
took for the blood. Still I got no reltet for seven
mouths more, all the time doing my best, with as
good advisers as we have in our city. Finally 1 called at the New York University iiranch, and tinproprietor said he could help me. So l commenced
on his medicine, and in four weeks 1 thought 1 felt
relief, and in eight weeks 1 was .able to leave my
i cane at home, and have been w> 11 up to this time,
DAVID KKA/KK.
three months have passed
Portland, Aug,‘Ai, 1870.
For twenty-five years 1 have suffered wrh Scrofula
Have paid out hunand Salt Kheum, (or Tetter.
dreds ol dollars, and been treated by several first
class physicians without benefit. Some four weeks
ago, 1 commenced using the Univ. rsity Medicines,
At the time my forehead and head were covered with
sores and scaliness ot the skin; also my tongue was
covered with small ulcers. I am to-day free from
all the above troubles, and can heartily recommend
these medicines to the afflicted.
S. C. MUNSP.Y, .'7 Chestnut St.
Portland, Jan. -if, 1870.
A8 certain individuals have reported that tin* above
certificate is false and my disease as bad as ever, I
wish to say, at the time 1 gave the above certificate,
the story was not half told, in addition to the above
my leg and back were covered with sores. I am now
well and feel at least twenty years younger than 1
did beforetaking the remedies,
My advice to the atllicted is to give the medicine a
trial and not to be deterred by the cry ol humbug. It
cured me, it lias cured many others. I believe the
extract of cancer plant will cure any blood disease
In existence.
S. C. MUNSEY, 27 Chestnut Street.
Portland, June, 1870.
I had the Catarrh so had tor seven years, that my
head became contused and painful. 1 was obliged to
get up several times in the night to keep from choking. .1 employed some of the best physicians in the
country without benefit. 1 was perfectly cured with
the University Medicines in three weeks.
A. M. MORGAN,224 Cumberland St., Portland,
Contractor on the Portland & Odgensburg Railroad,
Feb. 18, 1870.
Since giving the above certificate, I have been perfectly free lrom Catarrh, though I have been continually exposed to wet and colds.
A. M. MORGAN.
June 10, 1870.
I have been atllicted for twenty years with Chronic
I have spent hundreds of dollars for
Rheumatism.
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago, I
commenced taking the University Medicines, and 1
cau truly say, it has been more benefit to me than all
other treatment 1 ever received. My place of busi! ness is 137 Pearl street. I shall be pleased to answer
all enquiries.
JOHN TURNER.
a year ago, I was so badly affected with
Disease and general debility, that I could
scarcely attend to my business. 1 took a few bottles
of University Medicine, and have been well up to
CflAS. E. DUTTON,
the present time.
Store No. 312 Congress St., Portland.

About

ets.—first quality.

1(4 ets. per

Form-

price $l.2d.

OIL CARPETS,
Hemp Carpets, Straw Matting, Feathers,
&e., at Burkett’s.

1 was afflicted with Sciatica tor three months most
of the time so badly that 1 could not pull off' or put
on my boots and stockings, and in order to pick up
anything from the floor, I had to get down on my
knees, and then could not lift live pounds in that
position. Hy Using the University Medicines I was
O. O. NEW HALL,
cured.
Firm Gosse, Newhall & Co., Printers.
4
Cor. Exchange & Middle Sts., opposite Marble P. (),
Portland, Dec. 13, 1S70.
For three
years I was badly afflicted with Asthma,
Catarrh, and a fearful consumptive cough.
I was perfectly cured with the University Medicines in six weeks. For the past two months 1 have
been continually exposed to wet and cold, without
the least return of symptoms of the above diseases.
CAPT. A. CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3,1S70.
For fifty years I have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some fifteen years ago a tearful ulcer broke out on
iny leg. Throe mouths ago it had extended from
the ankle-joint nearly to the knee. I could not move
without great pain. In this condition I commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over me.
In a few days the humor began to subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and I feel like a new being.
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN,
33 Chestnut St.
Portland, Aug. 30. 4
1 guarantee the above certificates to be genuine,
and I will forfeit $1000 to any one that will find them
otherwise.
Persons having doubts will please address the

parties.

MOODY,

R.

Agent for Belfast.

lyNow

is the time to secure your Fall
and Winter goods at low rates. Call and
examine our

and

the

one

goods,
prices pleasant to

GEO. W.

we

engaged In treatment ot Special Diseases, a fact so
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, Ac., that he Is much re
commended, and particularly to

will make

and all.

BURKETT,

Hayford Block, Cbnrcii St., Belfast, Me.

A-yx

jlfjjffiiilatp

Real

Estatejor Sale.

THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS

■
•
for sale, the house and lot situated
Wadsworth Street, in Thomaston, belonging to
heirs of the late Capt. Joseph Gilchrist. Said lot
contains about 27.000 feet of land with a large two
story house and other buildings situated thereon,
and will be sold low if applied for soon. For terms,

on

call

on

the subscriber.

Thomaston, Aug. 34,1871,

J. M. BEVERAGE.

kind

DR. DIX

ot

arc
u tion noon the dlbrought
organs.
The weed from which this i;.,im
„ut|e was discovered byawellknowni.rotcssion.il gentleman <•»
Boston, upon the prairies in the great" valley of the
Mississippi, through tIn- instinct of hor-e, afflicted
wiih the heaves, and i- therefore
strictly a
Natural Remedy. I!- cun il himself of lonsumptii.n
when pronounced incurable by the best phy-dcia-.,.
in Boston, ami now, after fifteen years of nearly an
interrupted health, conlideutly recommends it to th.
public. \Vhen us. -I in connection with the K*rairi
W’.i-d Rais I.
has proved itself an unfailing r.-n
eily for all consumpt ive ililliculties. .Send for

cular.

stand,
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POTTER, General Agents,
tliiiliiniftuu %tree«,
J’rop r.
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Savings

hr

Bank

11me: ro deposit

"A penny saved is

penny earned."

a

>Si f
i:4
on or
b« fore the 1st of any
month, will
pla-ed upon interest ever,
month, except May and November- and Inters?:
computed up'-M the same iu June and December,
Deposits n c-'ivi d -l.illy at the Bankiug Hoorn
from t o 1 A M
and
to 4 P. M
.Saturdays from
df ! A.M.
JOHN H. gl I MR V I
aASA E A l NCR, Brest
Bella- ‘, duly I.
lsru.
in

DKi*<

W.1.COLBURN,
Belfast, April ?0, !•>; 1.
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UNFORTUNATE,

a GREAT MEDICAL DISCOVER*

he not robbed and add to your sufferings In being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentutions,
false promises, and pretentions oi

FOREIGN AND NATIVE

are

weed

Trunks. Valises, and Travelling

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many ol whom consult him in critical cases,
because ot his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and
AFFLICTED AND

the old

ry cell

cv.

Sole & Upper Leather,
Calf Skins, Splits, Lasts,
And ail

To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and na
tive quacks, mart numerous in Poston than in other

jgA United Slates Hotel,

{{!■

QUACKS,

CALIFORNIA©

WALKER'S

VINEGAR BITTERN

Cor. FUl TON AND WATFR STS.

N K I'. I l.l-N Fl ,:rV, Ntw llllllt.
This well know n and fuvorif. II
em'.
been renovated. remo.hUd ui
tmi.i-i, 1
elegantly throughout. I is k. t,i u it,.- 1 ,,i
plan, und lias ample iiec-.inodai nt.ni nr ha udr- d
guests.
The location is more :uv. -sihletoad part-ot
w
York and Brooklyn than any other lum-e in the
city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel » very
three minutes besides various lines o! rim t ears’,
one of which Intersects every other route in \, w
QUACK NOSTKU M M A K F RS,
York.
through lalse certificates and references,and recomit being but two blocks from Tulton Terry, make*
mendations ot their medicines by the dead, who
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the •< t* <»:
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who, besides, I Churches," as lrora this Terry
diverge all the prin
to further their impositious, copy from medical
cipal railroad routes in the city o! Brooklyn.
books, much that is written of the qualities and ef- j
GFO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors
fects ot different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
lyr m
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, Ac.,
most ot which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of Its
curing everything,”
kill more than is cured,” and
but now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injured tor life.

who know but little of the nature and character of
to their cure. Some ex
Special Disease-., and
hibit forged Diplomas of Institutions or College
which never existed in any part ot the world others exhibit
Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, hut to further their imposition assume names of the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
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QUACK DOCTORS AND

NOSTRUM V A K Fits.

Through the ignorance d the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy, he re.ies upon Mi:u« itv
gives it to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, Ac.,
so
tin* Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds to
his so-called Extracts,Specifics, Antidote, Ac., both
relying upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred,
it is trumpeted in various wavs throughout the land ;
hut, alas! nothing is said of tin* balance, some of
whom die, others grow worse and are hit to linger
and

and suffer for months
curt

d,

BI T

or

years, until reluvil

Til i:v
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ROCK I.AND, ME.
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DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. ? F.ndlcott street, Boston, is consulted daily for all diseases
incident to the female system. Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womb, Finer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy relief
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain Is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the afflicted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt bad greater experience in
the cure of diseases ol women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a few days under Lis treatment.

Dr. Dow, since 1345, having confined his whole attention to an office practice for the cure ot Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from s A. M. to *J P, M.
Boston, July 2;», 1871.
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The above medicine has been put to the severest
testiever met with, and has proved to be more than
represented. It is recommended by all who use it.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 2*2 Church
St., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be ad
dressed and will receive prompt attention.
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institute:

BOSTON, MASS.
The object in establishing tics Institution
was to attain the greatest perfection in the
preparation, practice and use of Vegetable
llemedii-s, uml to secure a permanent plain*
where Families, Invalids, or any person ccul-1
U
obtain the best tae l al
■*, and such remiihuuL the u--e
edies as each might
t in -*,
of pois. nous drugs.
l>r. Greene has been Physician of the ln-fi
tufe since its foundation, now more than
K.w men have had s
twenty-five years
large experience in the treatment of chr. ni
diseases. I>r. Greene la in his fifty-fifth year
and has devoted hi lit. to this branch of hiprofession, am! hi « access, we believe is with
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Liniment I

The nbove medicine is compounded on the most
scientific principles, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. For Internal and External diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to the
whole system.
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
on the absorbents, equalizes the circulation
and
corrects any and all derangements of the nervo-vital
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-OGREATEST INTERNAL AND ENTER
nal Remedy ever used for tho Cure of Cold,
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Contracted Cords, Mucles and Tendons, Sprains,
Frost Bites and Chilblains, Cuts, Bruises, Burns anu
Scalds, Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast or Back,
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
Diarrluea, Dysentery, also Inflammation ot the Kidneys, Inver Complaints and Palpitation of the Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites ot
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sending for their friends in the Old Country
purchase tickets at reduced rates. For fur
flier particulars apnly to 11 F.NPERSON PRO’S., r
Bowling Green, N. V., or COX Sc FIELD, Insurance
3ral4*
Agents, Belfast, .Maine.
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STEAMERS

to land Mails and Passenger
The Steamers ot this favorite line are built ex
pressly tor the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and titled
up i.i every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to Insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers.
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curative ofl'ect.
Cleanse the Vitiated flood whenever you find Us
impurities bursting through the skin luPimples, Erupit wh> n y u find it obstructed
lean
ti'.ns or S rand Bluggtsh in th-* v.-ius; cleanse it when It lafou!,
t.1 y u when. Keep the blood
and jmur feeliuga will
->mtem a ill follow.
pure and the health l1
WORMS, lurking In th
PIN, T A PE
pysteni of so many thousands, are effectually destroy
<m1 and removed. Dor full directions, read carefully
the circular around each bottle, ['Tinted la four Uu
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To Females in Delicate Health.
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«■■i.iH, It.li, Scurf's, Discolorations of the Skin, Hunio;
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever name or nature
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Justly celebrated for the cure ot Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, (lout and Sick Headache. Also Hill’s
Pile Ointment, equally reliable for the cure ot Piles.
For sale by Wm. O. Poor & Son and Richard H.
Moody ot Belfast, and all other Druggists hi the
small price of
cts., per Box f. Boxes for
Sample Boxes sent free by
Km’
<>. A. 111LI. Proprietor, Portland. Me
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A. Standard Preparation, endorse d by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy lor all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female. Irritation or*Inflammation oi Kidneys or Bladder.«.ravel,
Diabetes, Reddidi Sediment in brine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous and Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinence ot Urine,
Chrouie Catarr a of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the l.'rino-Oenilal (irgans.
For sale by al! Druggists and Dealers in Medicine
lyl.'
everywhere.

the Digestive Organ*.
INDIGESTION, Beal
DYSPEPSIA OR
nelic. Pain In tho Shoulders, Cough*, Tightness of tho
S
nr
of tho Stomach.
Eructation*
Chest, Dizziness,
Pail taste in tho Mouth, IS.lions Attacks, Palpitation
of the Ilea: t. Inflammation of the Lungs.Pain In tho
regions of Cm Kidneys and a hundred other painful
•ymptonm, ar>- t .• otLmm'gs of DyapepHia.
11"! t •? t!i -S ':. ieii ai.d atinmlate the torT!. v
pid liver and bowels, which render them of unequalled
efficacy in cleansing t!.: blood of ull Imporltiea. and
imparting now life ami vigor fo the whole system.
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Boston Market Prices, and delivered
t o* wharves, without EXTIl.l
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the Blood.

of

SOLD III IV31. II. POOR i S(l\.
(W'li eware

STEAM-MILL CO.,
AND

positive cure for Dyspepsia. < on-tip it:,
Indigestion, Bilious Complaints, unit
Diseases having their origin
n
impure state

r. A N 1 >

A.

Purifying the Blood.

For

be the disease, conditi >n or situation of anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts ot
the United States.
All letters requiring advice iraist contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. 1,. lux, No. 21 Endicott Street, Boston. Mass.
Boston,.Tan. 1, Is?' —1 yr.
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very mode-ate. Communications sacharges
credly conlidential, and a.l may r• •!y oti him with
the strictest secrecy an 1 confidence, whatever may
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ruble < as«. provide X
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I.; mineral poison otbev.lal
iher means,and
organa wasted beyond the
point of fpair.
Fin lnflammwiorv ami Chronic Kbeuiuui;nm ami (dun, Disiprpsia in I udigCHtion
Bilious, Remittent :i ml I nun-mil f rut Fever*.
Disease* of tin* Blood, l.in r, Kidneys, and
Bitter* ave been most success
Bladder,
anVitiated
Su Ii I>isen,i's
f'-tne. : by derangement
Blood.
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ed for the nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts (or experiments \vith quackery.
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iiryiug off all poisonous
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QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,
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Notwithstanding the* foregoing facts an- known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless ol the life and health of others, there are
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or
that it is contained in th *ir nostrums, so tint the
usual fee” may he obtained for professedly curing,
or
the dollar," or frae ion of it,” may he obtain-

R O

^ r:

FANCY

possible, by competent physicians.

it

Kidney

POUND"PRINTS
at

Du a it Mrs. Flood: —1 think it my duty to address you with a lew lines stating my euro with your
I have been afflicted
wonderful catarrh specific.
with catarrh ever since a child am: have spent a great
deal of money among our first doctors, and have
tried everything I heard ol without obtaining any
relief. I am cured by using your Catarrh Specific.
1 am

TWENTY TEAKS

ones

3m 12

BURNHAM
A poor fellow one day, while panting
with asthma, was almost deafened by the
noise of a fellow who was selling oysters
below his window. “The extravagant
rascal,” said he, “has wasted as much
breath as would have served me for a

no

be had at any store
they
matter how low the price.

Capt. If. S. RICH,
Will make but one trip per week during the winter.
Leaving Belfast every Tuesday, at 2 o’clock, I’. M.
Returning, will leave Boston every Friday at 6
GKO. G. WKLLS, Agent.
o’clock, P. M.
tf22
Belfast, Dec. 4, 1871.

Notwithstanding
the sale Is

To the Agent oi
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and after

and one-halt years

of Cum.
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Eive

nearly captured

Saturday afternoon.
after their retreating

one

vapor? from the Rulrn

ry bronct.ial
Jungs,x,andJ
ih»expanded,

lungs

where may be found a very large and well selected
stock of the above articles, embracing about every
variety and style in the Market, lie luvl!-..s hi- ,!.1
customers und all others in want of anything lu fb.
SHOE line to give him a rail before purcln.-int
A good stock ot

ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

large cities,

still at

No. 3 CIT\ BLOCK,

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.

have been afflicted with Scrofula and Salt Rheum
all my life. I have been under treatment of eleven
(miss called) physicians, and all tlie time grew worse.
No tongue cun tell what my sufferings were, with
catarrh, diseased lungs, a learlul cough, my limbs,
wrist and hand running sores, no appetite, badly
diseased incidental to my ^ex. Though young, 1 left
t Jilt life was a burden to me.
In this dreadtul condition, through the advice of a lriend.I called on
the proprietor of the New York University Medicines. lie told me my case was doubtful, but would
do the best he could ; 1 commenced taking his medicines April 17th, and am free from the above
troubles.
Mrs. HENRY JONES,
\\ estbrook, Me.
July 10.1*71.

BEST

can

OK

It lias been about

The subscriber fs

WEED

The method of
treating Diseases of llie Lungs
Asthma, Catarrh, ii all tubercular affections, b>
Inhalation, is an acknowi- dgrd success. By inhaling
the

PR H

DR. DIX
boldly asserts, ;and it cannot be contradicted, ex
cept by quack- who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,} that
he IS THE ONI.Y REGULAR GRADUATE 1HY9H IAN

ami

1

still continues to attract the attention of

EXPERIENCE

st a pees,

-•

Fresh

his fist
he angrily shouted :
“The sneaking little divils! if I had hold of ’em one
minute, I’d-’’ and then suddenly espying his pastor on the scene, he impressively added, “I’d pray for ’em !’’

Shaking

j

trees

as

G. W. BurkettS, Co

INDEPENDENT LINE

chestnut

and his

enlarged

prices marked down tjo a very small margin of profit in order to make this stock
the largest, best and cheapest.
Having

marked down
QUACKS. A victim fearlyludiscausing nervous debility, premature
decay, etc., having tried in vain <very advertised
remedy, has discovered a simple means of self-cure,
cretion,
AVOID

Of course, the old man .had
long before
been forgiven for his harshness, and his
mind wa3 opened to a new lesson in hu- A truthful adviser to the married and those contemman nature.
It was simply this: Dif- plating marriage, who entertain doubts of their
condition. Sent free of postage to any adferent minds have different
capacities, physical
dress, on receipt of twenty-five cents in stamps or
and no mind can he driven to love that postal currency, by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No.
for which it has no taste. First, seek to 31 Maiden Lane, Albany, N. Y. The author may be
upon any of the diseases upon which his
understand the natural abilities and dis- consulted
book treats, either personally or by mail, and mediposition ol children, and then, in your cines sent to any part ot the world.
management of their education for after
life, govern yourself accordingly. George
SANFORD’S
Combe, the greatest moral philosopher of
his day, could hardly reckon in
simple
addition, and Colburn, the mathematician,
could not write-out. a
common-place adFOR
dress.
A Connecticut, deacon
five boys who had been

attention to the fact

public

soon.

Dropsy,
nereal Taint actually cured. Send address with
COf
stamp to Dr. Lane, White Church, Kan., Indian

Congress Hall,

PRAIRIE

Roots, Shoes, Rubbers ifce.

office,

^"CONGRESS ST„ PORTLAND,

University Medicines were introduced into thiJi State.

additional

/nc A JfOfTTM! Horse furnished. Kxpenses paid. H. B. 911 AW, Allred, Me.

"Samuel,

ness

Lottery

of Cuba.

Age.

^“Agents wanted in every town In the State.*£9

AG :N rs WANT

HOrSEIIOLWWAC.4XI.fK

The Greatest Success of the

Mew Brunswick.

Fact

ritory. Union Publishing;Co., Chicago, III.,or Philadelphia, l*a.

Medicines

A great for the State of Maine

VC*

A full and complete history of Chicago, her p»st,
present ami future. With graphic sc nes, incidents
uni full details of the disaster, by <ieo. 1’. Upton
and J. W. Shoahan, editors of the Chicago Tribune.
and 50 Illustrations.
With over 400
It is now ready for delivery.

University

i* f; ef:cf

Wanted.—Agents make more money at work tor ns than at anything rise. Hu-iness light and permanent. Particulars tree. <i .Stinson & Co., f ine Art Publishers, Portland, Maine.

DESTRUCTION

New York

Under

prices.

CHICAGO

£1 Entlicott Street, Uowtoia, Mumn.
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the on/// entrance to his office is
Mo. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his

T FT E

BRANCH OFFICE,

The best

a

"What do you mean ?" he at length in-

WILL suit the

Balmoral Hose

4tctn Jfcbcrtiscmcnts.

TO

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladles.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of

of tint terrific character ot the storm at

and his son Frank. We learn
from Mr. Caswell that they did not escape
into the new building until !» o’clock on
the morning of Thursday and remained
there but six hours. All through the gale
of Wednesday and Wednesday night they
kept ceaseless vigil in the old tower, tho
peril they were in being hardly imaginable by those on terra linna, who were
snugly ensconced in their comfortable
homes. The gathering elements portended no extreme danger at first, but the increasing l'ury of wind and waves as the
incoming tide rose to its height soon warned them. Too late to fly for safety',they spent
a terrible night of suspense.
Huge volumes
of water with fierce momentum dashed
against the building, each shock appeared
to them like the discharge of a heavy cannon.
The wearv hours slowly passed.
Aid from without was imp ssible, and
the awestruck men felt that their hold on
life was frail, that a merciful Providence
alone intervened between them and death.
The building trembled at each succeeding
shock from foundation to summit, but the
men in their hazardous situation did not
forget that the lives of a thousand other
brave men were at stike. The fog bell
kept up a constant clanging like a. solemn knell until tho immense weight which
kept it in motion ran down. To rewind
it was impossible, as it must be done outside the tower,
tine of the two safe-

THE LADIES.—The celebrated DU. L. DIX
particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or Suryical adviser to call at his Rooms, gl
Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will lind
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to
this particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to
females, is now conceded by all,
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
all other known practicioners in the safe, speedy
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which How from a morbid state of the blood. The Doctor i- now
fully
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at
Xo, 21 Eculicott §t., BSoston.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1871—1 yr.

clnes,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

The account will

good

as

KAA WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L.
DIX if failing to cure in leas time an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposurc to all weather, with safe and pleasant med-

PRICES

CtllAPPEW

passed

away, when his sister entered his chamber. Site had her apron gathered up in
tier hand, and after closing the door softly behind her, she approached the spot
where her brother sat.
“Here Sammy! see, I have brought
you something to eat. I knew you must
be hungry.”
As she" spoke, she opened her aprou,
and took out four cakes, a piece of pie
and some cheese. The I oy was hungry,
and hesitated not to avail himself of his
sister’s kind offer. He kissed her as he
took tlie cakes, and thanked her.
“Oil, what pretty thing is that you are
making?” uttered Fannie, as she gazed
“Won’t you
upon her brother's labor.
give it to me after it is done?”
Not this one, sister,” returned the
hoy with a smile; “but I will make you

Light-House Keeper.

a

TJa^Tam^cn^tc.

;

own.
Halt

of

you say lie is, perlmjis he rjjfifir|?£
¥f UvJll t* is oilered free during the coining year
first rate situation there."
to every subscriber of Merry’s Museum, the Toledo
Mr. Young looked at Samuel and smil- Blade, Pomerov’a Pemocrat.etc.,
ed.
which is an evidence of its wortu and popularity.
-By the way,” continued the old farm- Horace Greele^^Jumes Barton, Theodore Tilton,
er, "what is all this noise I see in the
pa.^wTuMoTT^Tv’numti e r.
pers about those patent Winthrop looms?
tell
me
ahead
In
three first-class periodicals
of
They
they go
anythin'* for thecTuTITnn'gTTtTtTers
that was got up before."
price of one ol them. A variety ol premiums
on equally, liberal terms. It is an original, first-class
"1 "ii must ask your son about
that,” magazine. Volume X begins with Jan. ’7"_\ Three
said Mr. Young.
"That is some of .SamSpecimen copies tree. Address
uel's business.”
“Eh? What! Some of Sam-»
S S. WoTTfT*e w bu rgh, N.
The old man stopped short and
gazed
at his son.
lie was bewildered.
HAfWS Afll FACTE,
It
SO HE 4,11**, &c., cured at once by tiie use
could not be that his son—his idle son_
ol liegeman’s Camphor Ice, with Glycerine; keeps
was the inventor of the
great power-loom the hands soft in the coldest weather. See you get
all Druggists.
that had taken the manufacturers
by sur- the genuine. Sold by
workman,
might get

The truth was, his father did not understand him.
Samuel was a bright boy, and unconi
inonly intelligent lor one of his age. .Mr.
was a

looked upon his oldest
and often expressed a

wish that liis other son should have been
like him. Samuel had come home to visit
his parents, and Mr
Young bad come
with him.
‘•'-Mr Young,” said Mr.
Winthrop, after the tea
things had been cleared awav,
“that is a fine factory that they have
just
erected in vour town.”
■‘l es, sir,” returned Mr.
"there
Young,
are three of them, and
they are doin'* a
very heavy business.”
"I understand they have a
very extensive machine shop connected with the
factories. Now, if my boy Sam is a

perplexed and bothered.

tVinthrop

quite

extensive business.
Moreover, he
had the reputation of being a fine man.
Samuel was delighted with his espousal,
and when lie learned that Mr. Younocarried on quite a large machine shop, lie
was in ecstasies,
liis trunk was packed
-a good
supply of clothes having been
provided; and after kissing his mother
and sister, and shaking hands with his
father and brother, mounted the stage,
and set olf for liis new destination.
He found Mr. Young all he could wish,
and went into his business with an assiduity that surprised liis master.
< hie
evening after Samuel Winthrop
had been with his new master six months,
the latter came into the shop after
all the journeymen had quit work and
gone home, and found the youth busily
engaged in tilting a piece of iron, t here
was quite a number of
pieces on the bench
at liis side, and some were curiously riveted together, and fixed with
springs and
slides, while others appeared not quite
ready tor their destined use. Mr. Younoascertained what the young man was
up
to, and he not only encouraged him in
liis undertaking, but he stood lor half an
hour and watched him at liis work.
.Vext

tatingly.

In- hardly ever came across a problem he
could not solve, and he desired that his
hoy should be like him; he considered
that the acme ol educational perfection
lay in the power of conquering Euclid,
ami often expressed the opinion that,
were
Euclid living then, lie could “give
the old geometrician a hard tnssel.” He
ccnii'd not to understand that different
minds were made with different eapaeiand what one mind grasped with
asr. another of equal power would fail
..tnprehend. Hence, because Jerry
progressed rapidly with his mathematical
studies, and could already survey a piece
of land of many angles, he imagined that
as Samuel made no progress in the same
branch, he was idle and careless, and
treated him accordingly.
He never candidly conversed with iris younger son,
with a view to ascertain the true bent of
his mind ; but lie iiad his own standard of
the power of all minds, and he pertinaciously adhered to it.
There wars another thing that Mr. Wiiiilirop could not see, and that was that
Samuel was continually pondering upon
s-noh profitable matter as was interesting
to him, and that iie was scarcely ever
idle; nor did his father see, either, that if
he ever wished his boy to become a mathematician. he was pursuing the very course
to prevent such a result.
Instead of endeavoring to make the
study interesting to the child, he was
making it obnoxious.
The dinner hour came, and Samuel had
not worked out the sum. His father was
angry, and obliged the boy to do without
his dinner, at the same time telling him
that he was an idle, lazy lad.
Poor Samuel left the kitchen for his
own room, and there lie Sat and cried.
At length his mind- seemed to pass from
the wrong he had suffered at the hand of
his father, and his face lightened up.
There was a huge fire in the room below
his chamber, so that he was not very cold ;
anil getting up, he went to a closet and,
b om under a lot ot old clothes, he took
forth some long strips of wood. He
was evidently
fashioning some curious
affair from these pieces of wood.
lie
had bits of wire, little scraps of tin plate,
dozens
and
of
small
pieces ot twine,
wheel that he made himself, and lie seemwhole
to
the
to
ed
be working
get
togethol his
er after some particular fashion

on

an
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came

Experience

The Portsmouth Chronicle says that the
old Whalesback light-house off that city

floor.
Samuel trembled when lie heard his Sea.
father’s voice, and turned pale with fear.
The lighthouse was occupied at the time
“Ha! what is this?” said the father as by Mr. Win. II. Caswell, of this city (the

Pay.

too, hath many a star
grace hi* gorgeous reign, a> bright as they;
Through the blue fields afar,
t oxen, tin
follow in his flaming way:
Many a bright lingerer, as the eye grows dim.
Te!l> what a radiant troop arose and set with
l

The

narnllrl.

Among the diseases to which he gives

os

attention may be noticed Cancer. Scroi
ula, Catarrh, Bn nchitis. Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia, Asthma. Nervousne-Rheumatism, Paralysis. Spinal Diseases, I>v
pepsia, Liver Complaint, Female Complaints
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling
Salt Rheum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney Dieases, Seminal Weakness, &o.
Dr. Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, deurrip
tivc of diseases and their proper treatmei. v\ ill
be scut free to invalids.
Address, R GREENF. M H.,
Hi Temple Place, Boston Mas*

pecial

t y ft

SIMPLE, DURABLE AND RELIABLE.
More
ment*.

Important

and

Embodied

in

Essential

tbl*

Ele-

Celebrated

Machine than any other in the World.
Hoe# every Variety of Work, it* Mechanism I# Unexcelled.
Certificate of

Warrunty for Eive Wear# furnished Im
the Manufacturers with each Machine,
secured by a Half Million Hollars.
Inducements offered worthy the careful consideration of capitalists.
Send tor circulars and sample sewing.
AGENTS WAN FED in unoccupied territory.

R. J. BELLAMY &• CO., («t*n.
644
3 m 11

Agt's,

Washington At.. Huston.

atiuus, but It loosens ami cleanses the lungs, aud allays
irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint
Sold
SETH w. FOWI.E A >''V Froprietore, Boston
by druggists and dealers in medicines generally-

